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Kevin M <kmottus@gmail.com> Tue, Dec 15, 2015 at 6:51 AM
To: Patrice Lattimore <patrice.lattimore@lacity.org>

*Patrice Please Include all of the attached and the body of the email in the Record for Item 39 Date 
12-15-15 General City Council meeting at 10am. Please send me a receipt that this was received 
and entered into the record. THIS IS THE FOURTH OF FOUR EMAILS WITH ATTACHMENTS ALL 
TO BE INCLUDED IN THE RECORD. THANK YOU.
Kevin Mottus

Date: 12-15-15- Item (39)- Council File 15-1429 & Accompanying Resolution 
No. 016-122

Sworn Testimony Submitted by: Kevin Mottus 11041 Santa Monica Blvd #627 Los 
Angeles, CA 90025

To City Council Members, Mayor and Involved City Staff:

Because the evidence I’m submitting with this letter shows that the 
RF emissions allowed by the project will result in substantial human 
health impacts, you are required to prepare and certify an 
Environmental Impact Report before approving the project.

I OPPOSE this item, plan and project being described in Council File 15-1429 & 
accompanying resolution #016-122 on the basis that this project and plan will 
cause injury to the public's health and will further injure those already suffering 
from illnesses and diseases due to the exposure to Radio Frequency Radiation 
being emitted by the cellular telecommunications antennas already on LADWP 
sites. These antennas should have never been approved in the first place and this 
execution of a master license agreement and site license agreement will make a 
very bad problem even worse and make an already significant hazard a more 
permanent one and with additional future cell tower sites made easier by this 
plan a more wide spread health hazard to the public.

As reflected in the DWP Board Letter of Approval dated 11-18-15, this MLA and 
SLA rely on the assumption that: "In accordance with the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) it has been determined that the MLA and SLA is 
exempt pursuant to the General Exemption described in CEQA Guidelines Section 
15061 (9)(3). General Exemptions apply in situations where it can be seen 
with REASONABLE CERTAINTY THAT THERE IS NO POSSIBILITY THAT THE 
ACTIVITY IN QUESTION MAY HAVE A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON THE 
ENVIRONMENT." I am submitting into the record and have attached more
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than 900 scientific studies demonstrating that Radio Frequency Radiation as 
emitted by cell tower antennas harm the public's health by increasing the 
incidence of: cancer, neurological disease, cardiac dysfunction, immune system 
disorders, DNA damage, and by harming the ability of those effected to 
reproduce. I am requesting that a full and complete EIR or environmental 
review be done for this program and all the cellular telecommunications 
facilities referred to by this master license agreement and site license 
agreement. I insist that an EIR be completed for all city projects past, present 
and future using wireless technology due to the Radio Frequency Radiation 
wireless technology emits into the environment and damage it does to the 
health and safety of those reached by the wireless radiation microwaves.

I am also submitting into the record sworn testimony of hundreds of people who 
are already suffering from neurological and other serious medical health effects 
from exposure to wireless RF radiation often classified as Electro Hyper Sensitivity 
or EHS from smart meters which emit RF radiation which is considered less 
powerful and utilizes transmissions that are sent less often than those of cell 
tower transmitters and facilities and thus these cell towers referred to in the MLA 
and SLA pose an even greater health hazard now and in the future. This is just a 
sample of the many hundreds of personal testimony documented by the CPUC of 
people developing non-thermal biological health effects from exposure to low 
powered RF radiation. This provides human evidence of harm to go along with 
the thousands of scientific studies attached.

The Los Angeles Dept of Water and Power already has an opt out for its wireless 
electric meters as do many cities and counties across the state because people 
who have gotten sick from the Radio Frequency Radiation emitted by wireless 
electric meters documented their illness and demanded that there be an opt out 
put in place to protect their health-see CPUC minutes for documentation of 
reported health effects. This is human evidence RF radiation causing illnesses and 
death.

In addition, Los Angeles Unified School District has passed a resolution in 2009 
attached and submitted along with this letter that acknowledges the need to 
protect children from the dangers posed by wireless radiation exposure and 
specifically "the Board supports responsible deployment of fiber optic 
broadband technology, which is superior to wireless technology in 
speed, reliability, security, durability and protections it affords people 
and the environment from the potential hazards of exposure to radio



frequency radiation.” LAUSD set a 200ft set back for any cell tower from any 
school to protect the health of children. This MLA and SLA has no set back 
provision. During the past year, Los Angeles City Firefighters were given an 
exemption from having cell towers placed on top of their facilities as part of the 
LA-RICS program to protect workers from non-thermal biological effects-see 
attached Firefighters Press Release and commissioned symptoms list. LA DWP 
workers and residents living nearby deserve the same kind of exemption and 
protection from wireless health effects.

CA Medical Association has passed a resolution in the past year stating that the 
standards for wireless radiation exposure are inadequate and need to be revised 
to take into account non thermal biological effects and hundreds of peer 
reviewed studies showing "Whereas peer reviewed research has 
demonstrated adverse biological effects of wireless EMF including 
single and double stranded DNA breaks, creation of reactive oxygen 
species, immune dysfunction, cognitive processing effects, stress 
protein synthesis in the brain, altered brain development, sleep and 
memory disturbances, ADHD, abnormal behavior, sperm dysfunction, 
and brain tumors; and (2-55)”. Dept of Interior wrote a formal letter to the 
FCC stating that wireless safety standards are inadequate, outdated and do not 
protect against non-thermal or subthermal effects.

By approving this item, you are facilitating the efficient distribution of a high 
risk agent as classified by Swiss Re insurance report attached and submitted for 
the record. Wireless radiation is an agent that has been exempted from 
insurance company coverages due to the massive body of evidence showing it 
to be harmful. The city is opening itself up to great legal liability by allowing its 
facilities to be used to house cell tower antennas and expose nearby DWP 
workeers and residents to harmful wireless RF radiation.

To continue to ignore this massive body of scientific evidence that wireless 
radiation causes harm to residents' health and omit these cellular towers and 
this plan from environmental review is to allow and facilitate the unnecessary 
suffering, illness and death of DWP workers and residents living nearby these 
towers. This is an injustice. This is irresponsible and criminal. I ask that you 
OPPOSE THIS ITEM AND THE RELATED RESOLUTION 016-122 AND COMPLETE AN 
EIR Environmental Review FOR THIS PLAN AND FACILITIES REFERRED TO IN THE 
MASTER LICENSE AGREEMENT AND SITE LICENSE AGREEMENT STRUCTURE FOR



CELLULAR TELECOMMUNICATIONS.

Kevin Mottus

11041 Santa Monica Blvd #627 

Los Angeles CA 90025
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Firefighters, Paramedics & Parents 
Against Cell Towers in Our Neighborhoods

he Los Angeles Regional Interoperable Communications System 
(LA-RICS) is a JPA (Joint Powers Authority) created to establish an

integrated wireless voice and data communications system to serve law 
enforcement, fire service, and health service professionals County-wide. LA-RICS 
has 86 members, including 82 cities, the County of LA, UCLA, and the LA and 
Inglewood school districts. The County of Los Angeles provided start up funding 
of $10 million and acts as the administrative agency.

LA-RICS, with a Federal grant of $154.6 million, has 
contracted with Motorola Solutions to install the $280 
million system, which includes:

Approximately 230 new microwave radiation- 
producing cell towers, including 

+/- 86 at County fire and lifeguard facilities.

Motorola, in coordination with LA-RICS' third party 
environmental services consultant, was required to 
perform an RF emission safety study in advance of the 
planning and permitting process. This has not 
happened.

LA-RICS and its contractors are now in the process of 
installing hundreds of 50-70' cell towers at County fire 
stations and lifeguard facilities WITHOUT first:

@ Getting community input;

@ Informing people about health impacts on fire 
fighters and the families who live near the towers;

@ Securing approval of City Councils; or

® Even following LA County's own rules for new cell 
towers!

What the Experts Say 
About the Effects of 

Cell Phone Towers

• Chronic stress (stress proteins 
show in blood)

• Poor sleep and mental focus
• Headache, persistent fatigue
• Memory problems and 

disorientation
• Heart rhythm and cardiac 

problems
• Drop in immune function and 

hormones
• Long-term physical and mental 

stress
• Fertility and reproduction 

problems
• Nervous system disruption
• Increased cancer risk

Demand a Stop to Toxic Cell Towers!
To learn more on health effects, go to
www.bioinitiative.org

stop Construction now!

Stop Toxic Cell Towers (310) 639-1014 NoToxicCellTowers@gmail.com

www.StopCeliI’doneTowers.com

http://www.bioinitiative.org
mailto:NoToxicCellTowers@gmail.com


Reported Biological Effects from Radiofrequency Radiation at Low-Intensity Exposure
(Very Low-Intensity RF Exposures Comparable to Cell Towers)

Power Density* Description Source

0.0006 - 0.0128 
uW/cm2

Fatigue, depressive tendency, sleeping disorders, concentration 
difficulties, cardio- vascular problems reported with exposure to 
GSM 900/1800 MHz cell phone signal at base station level 
exposures.

Oberfeld, 2004

0.003 - 0.02 
uW/cm2

In children and adolescents (8-17 yrs) short-term exposure 
caused headache, irritation, concentration difficulties in school.

Heinrich, 2010

0.003 to 0.05 
uW/cm2

In children and adolescents (8-17 yrs) short-term exposure 
caused conduct problems in school (behavioral problems).

Thomas, 2010

0.005 uW/cm2 In adults (30-60 yrs) chronic exposure caused sleep disturbances, 
(but not significantly increased across the entire population).

Mohler, 2010

0.005 - 0.04 
uW/cm2

Adults exposed to short-term cell phone radiation reported 
headaches, concentration difficulties (differences not significant, 
but elevated).

Thomas, 2008

0.006 - 0.01 
uW/cm2

Chronic exposure to base station RF (whole-body) in humans 
showed increased stress hormones; dopamine levels 
substantially decreased; higher levels of adrenaline and nor
adrenaline; dose-response seen; produced chronic physiological 
stress in cells even after 1.5 years.

Buchner, 2012

0.01 - 0.11 
uW/cm2

RFR from cell towers caused fatigue, headaches, sleeping 
problems.

Navarro, 2003

0.01 - 0.05 
uW/cm2

Adults (18-91 yrs) with short-term exposure to GSM cell phone 
radiation reported headache, neurological problems, sleep and 
concentration problems.

Hutter, 2006

0.005 - 0.04 
uW/cm2

Adults exposed to short-term cell phone radiation reported 
headaches, concentration difficulties (differences not 
significant, but elevated).

Thomas, 2008

0.015 - 0.21 
uW/cm2

Adults exposed to short-term GSM 900 radiation reported 
changes in mental state (e.g., calmness) but limitations of study 
on language descriptors prevented refined word choices 
(stupified, zoned-out).

Augner, 2009

0.05 - 0.1 uW/cm2 RFR linked to adverse neurological, cardio symptoms and cancer 
risk.

Khurana, 2010

0.05 - 0.1 uW/cm2 RFR related to headache, concentration and sleeping problems, 
fatigue.

Kundi, 2009

LA County Firefighters Local 1014
Assessment of LA-RICs Cell Towers

Prepared by Sage Associates
March 2015



Reported Biological Effects from Radiofrequency Radiation at Low-Intensity Exposure
(Very Low-Intensity RF Exposures Comparable to Cell Towers)

Power Density* Description Source

0.07 - 0.1 uW/cm2 Sperm head abnormalities in mice exposed for 6-months to base 
station level RF/MW. Sperm head abnormalities occurred in 39% 
to 46% exposed mice (only 2% in controls) abnormalities was 
also found to be dose dependent. The implications of the pin
head and banana-shaped sperm head. The occurrence of sperm 
head observed increase occurrence of sperm head abnormalities 
on the reproductive health of humans living in close proximity to 
GSM base stations were discussed."

Otitoloju, 2010

0.38 uW/cm2 RFR affected calcium metabolism in heart cells. Schwartz, 1990

0.8 - 10 uW/cm2 RFR caused emotional behavior changes, free-radical damage by 
super-weak MWs.

Akoev, 2002

0.13 uW/cm2 RFR from 3G cell towers decreased cognition, well-being. Zwamborn, 2003

0.168 - 1.053 Irreversible infertility in mice after 5 generations of exposure to Magras & Zenos,
uW/cm2 RFR from an 'antenna park.' 1997
0.2 - 8 uW/cm2 RFR caused a two-fold increase in leukemia in children. Hocking, 1996

0.2 - 8 uW/cm2 RFR decreased survival in children with leukemia. Hocking, 2000

0.21 - 1.28 Adolescents and adults exposed only 45 min to UMTS cell phone Riddervold, 2008
uW/cm2 radiation reported increases In headaches.
0.5 uW/cm2 Significant degeneration of seminiferous epithelium in mice at

2.45 GHz, 30-40 min.
Saunders, 1981

0.5 - 1.0 uW/cm2 Wi-FI level laptop exposure for 4-hr resulted in decrease in 
sperm viability, DNA fragmentation with sperm samples placed 
in petri dishes under a laptop connected via WI-FI to the 
internet.

Avendano, 2012

1.0 uW/cm2 RFR induced pathological leakage of the blood-brain barrier. Persson, 1997

1.0 uW/cm2 RFR caused significant effect on immune function in mice. Fesenko, 1999

1.0 uW/cm2 RFR affected function of the immune system. Novoselova, 1999

1.0 uW/cm2 Short-term (50 min) exposure in electrosensitive patients, 
caused loss of well-being after GSM and especially UMTS cell 
phone radiation exposure.

Eltiti, 2007

1.3 - 5.7 uW/cm2 RFR associated with a doubling of leukemia in adults. Dolk, 1997

1.25 uW/cm2 RFR exposure affected kidney development in rats (in-utero Pyrpasopoulou,
exposure). 2004

1.5 uW/cm2 RFR reduced memory function in rats. Nittby, 2007

2 uW/cm2 RFR induced double-strand DNA damage in rat brain cells. Kesari, 2008

2.5 uW/cm2 RFR affected calcium concentrations in heart muscle cells. Wolke, 1996

LA County Firefighters Local 1014
Assessment of LA-RICs Cell Towers

Prepared by Sage Associates
March 2015



Reported Biological Effects from Radiofrequency Radiation at Low-Intensity Exposure
(Very Low-Intensity RF Exposures Comparable to Cell Towers)

Power Density* Description Source

2 - 4 uW/cm2 Altered cell membranes; acetycholine-induced ion channel 
disruption.

D'Inzeo, 1988

4 uW/cm2 RFR caused changes in hippocampus (brain memory and 
learning).

Tattersall, 2001

5 uW/cm2 RFR caused drop in NK lymphocytes (immune function 
decreased).

Boscolo, 2001

5.25 uW/cm2 20 minutes of RFR at cell tower frequencies induced cell stress 
response.

Kwee, 2001

5 - 10 uW/cm2 RFR caused impaired nervous system activity. Dumansky, 1974

6 uW/cm2 RFR induced DNA damage in cells. Phillips, 1998

8.75 uW/cm2 RFR at 900 MHz for 2-12 hours caused DNA breaks in leukemia
cells.

Marinelli, 2004

10 uW/cm2 Changes in behavior (avoidance) after 0.5 hour exposure to Navakatikian,
pulsed RFR. 1994

10 - 100 uW/cm2 Increased risk in radar operators of cancer; very short latency 
period; dose response to exposure level of RFR reported.

Richter, 2000

12.5 uW/cm2 RFR caused calcium efflux in cells - can affect many critical cell 
functions.

Dutta, 1989

13.5 uW/cm2 RFR affected human lymphocytes - induced stress response in 
cells.

Sarimov, 2004

20 uW/cm2 Increase in serum cortisol (a stress hormone). Mann, 1998

28.2 uW/cm2 RFR increased free radical production in rat cells. Yurekli, 2006

37.5 uW/cm2 Immune system effects - elevation of PFC count (antibody 
producing cells).

Veyret, 1991

45 uW/cm2 Pulsed RFR affected serum testosterone levels in mice. Forgacs, 2006

50 uW/cm2 Cell phone RFR caused a pathological leakage of the blood-brain 
barrier in 1 hour.

Salford, 2003

50 uW/cm2 An 18% reduction in REM sleep (important to memory and 
learning functions).

Mann, 1996

*Power Density (Microwatts/centimeter2 - uW/cm2) 

Color Key and Notes on page 4.

LA County Firefighters Local 1014
Assessment of LA-RICs Cell Towers
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Reported Biological Effects from Radiofrequency Radiation at Low-Intensity Exposure
(Very Low-Intensity RF Exposures Comparable to Cell Towers)

Power Density* Description Source

Color Key

Stress proteins, HSP, disrupted immune function 

Reproduction, fertility effects

Sleep, neuron firing rate, EEG, memory, learning, behavior

Oxidative damage, reactive oxygen species, DNA damage, DNA repair failure

Blood-brain barrier leakage

Cardiac, heart muscle, blood pressure, vascular effects

Notes

RF Levels exceed 0.1 to 0.5 uW/cm2 in nearly all locations of fire stations (at ground level) 
(LTE antennas only on a 70' pole)

RF levels exceed 15 to 17 uW/cm2 at 40' to 50' distance from tower (at ground level): 
no levels are less than 3 uW/cm2 out to 200' away from cell tower (at ground level)

(with co-location of two additional carriers on a 70' monopole).

Home 40' away and 50' higher (uphill): 2.60 uW/cm2 (Table 8)
Home 50' away and 50' higher (uphill): 6.98 uW/cm2 (Table 8)

(LTE antennas only on a 70' monopole)

Home 40' away and 50' higher (uphill): 256 uW/cm2 (Table 24)
Home 50' away and 50' higher (uphill): 303 uW/cm2 (Table 24)

(with co-location of two additional carriers on a 70' monopole).

LA County Firefighters Local 1014
Assessment of LA-RICs Cell Towers

Prepared by Sage Associates
March 2015
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A&E 1

PREAMBLE

This Policy is a contract of insurance between you and us. Your Policy contains all the details of the cover that we provide, subject always to our 
receipt of the Premium. This Policy consists of and must be read together with the Declarations and any Endorsements. This Policy is not complete 
unless it is signed and a Declarations page is attached.

The Sections of this policy are identified by BLUE LINES across the page with WHITE UPPER CASE PRINT. Clause headings in blue UPPER CASE 
PRINT are for information only and do not form part of the cover given by this Policy. Other terms in bold lower case print are defined terms and 
have a special meaning as set forth in the DEFINITIONS section and elsewhere. Words stated in the singular shall include the plural and vice versa. 
However, this protocol does not apply to the STATUTORY CONDITIONS and subsequent Sections.

IMPORTANT: INSURING CLAUSES 1 and 2 provide cover on a claims made basis. Under these INSURING CLAUSES a claim must be first made 
against the company named as the Insured in the Declarations or any subsidiary during the period of the policy and notified to us during the period of 
the policy to be covered.

In consideration of the Premium and in reliance upon the information that you have provided to us prior to commencement of this insurance and 
which is deemed to form the basis of this insurance:

INSURING CLAUSES

INSURING CLAUSE 1: ERRORS & OMISSIONS 

SECTION A: PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY
We agree to pay on your behalf all sums which you become legally obliged 
to pay (including liability for claimants’ costs and expenses) as a result of 
any claim first made against the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations or any subsidiary and notified to us during the period of the 
policy arising out of any:
a) negligent act, error or omission, negligent misstatement or negligent 

misrepresentation;
b) breach of any contractual term implied by law concerning necessary 

quality, safety or fitness, or your duty to use reasonable care and 
skill;

c) breach of warranty of authority, breach of duty, breach of trust, 
breach of confidence, misuse of information or breach of privacy;

d) libel, slander or defamation;
e) dishonesty of your directors, partners, officers or employees 

provided that we maintain all rights of subrogation to recover such 
legal costs and expenses from any director, partner, officer or 
employee if they are found guilty of such a dishonest act; or

f) other act, error or omission giving rise to civil liability to yourclients 
but not any breach of contract save as specified above;

committed by you or on your behalf in the course of your business 
activities. We will also pay costs and expenses on your behalf.

SECTION B: BREACH OF CONTRACT
We agree to pay on your behalf all sums which you become legally obliged 
to pay (including liability for claimants’ costs and expenses) as a result of 
any claim by a client first made against the company named as the Insured 
in the Declarations or any subsidiary and notified to us during the period 
of the policy arising out of any breach of client contract. We will also pay 
costs and expenses on your behalf.

SECTION C: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 
INFRINGEMENT
We agree to pay on your behalf all sums which you become legally obliged
to pay (including liability for claimants’ costs and expenses) as a result of
any claim first made against the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations or any subsidiary and notified to us during the period of the 
policy arising out of your infringement of any intellectual property right 
in the course of your business activities. We will also pay costs and 
expenses on your behalf.

SECTION D: POLLUTION LIABILITY
We agree to pay on your behalf all sums which you become legally obliged
to pay (including liability for claimants’ costs and expenses) as a result of 
any claim first made against the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations or any subsidiary and notified to us during the period of the 
policy arising out of:
a) pollution or contamination of the atmosphere, or of any water, land, 

buildings or other property;

b) any enforcement action in connection with the containment, clean
up, removal or treatment of such pollution or contamination.

We will also pay costs and expenses on your behalf.

SECTION E: LOSS OF DOCUMENTS
We agree to pay on your behalf all sums which you become legally obliged
to pay (including liability for claimants’ costs and expenses) as a result of 
any claim first made against the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations or any subsidiary and notified to us during the period of the 
policy arising out of destruction of, damage to, loss or mislaying of your 
documents or documents in your care, custody or control. We will also 
pay costs and expenses on your behalf.

SECTION F: COMPUTER VIRUS AND HACKING 
ATTACK
We agree to pay on your behalf all sums which you become legally obliged
to pay (including liability for claimants’ costs and expenses) as a result of 
any claim first made against the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations or any subsidiary and notified to us during the period of the 
policy as a direct result of:
a) any third parties’ financial losses arising directly from a hacking attack 

or virus that has emanated from or passed through your computer
systems, or

b) any third parties’ financial losses arising directly from their inability 
to access your computer systems in the way in which you have 
authorised them to as a direct result of your computer systems’ 
failure or impairment due to a hacking attack or virus, or

c) any third parties’ financial losses arising directly from the loss or theft 
of your data or data for which you are responsible or held to be 
responsible arising directly from a hacking attack or virus.

We will also pay costs and expenses on your behalf.

SECTION G: LOSS MITIGATION
Wfe agree to pay any reasonable costs necessarily incurred by you with 
our prior written consent in respect of measures taken by you for the 
sole purpose of avoiding or mitigating a claim or potential claim for which 
you would be entitled to indemnity under INSURING CLAUSE 1 of this 
Policy had such measures not been taken.

SECTION H: PAYMENT OF WITHHELD FEES
We agree to pay yourwithheld fees with our prior written consent in the 
event that yourclient brings or threatens to bring a claim against you that 
would be covered under INSURING CLAUSE 1, SECTIONS A or B for 
an amount greater than your withheld fees if you attempt to recover the 
withheld fees from them. Prior to payment of yourwithheld fees you must 
obtain written confirmation from your client that they will not bring a 
claim against you if you agree not to pursue them for your withheld fees 
and provide it to us.

ALL SECTIONS
We will not make any payment on your behalf under any SECTION of

CFC Underwriting Limited is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
©1999-2012 CFC Underwriting Ltd, All Rights Reserved CFC A&E CAN V1.7



2

this INSURING CLAUSE in respect of any claim arising directly or 
indirectly out of injury or damage:
a) from products or workmanship; or
b) that did not occur directly as a result of your business activities.

INSURING CLAUSE 2: EMPLOYEE BENEFITS LIABILITY
We agree to pay on your behalf all sums which you become legally obliged 
to pay (including liability for claimants’ costs and expenses) as a result of 
any claim first made against the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations or any subsidiary and notified to us during the period of the 
policy arising out of any negligent act, error or omission committed by 
you or on your behalf in the administration of your employee benefit 
program. We will also pay costs and expenses on your behalf.

Furthermore, we agree to pay on your behalf any costs and expenses 
necessarily incurred with our prior written consent in respect of measures 
taken by you with the object of avoiding or mitigating a claim for which 
you would be entitled to indemnity hereunder had such measures not 
been taken.

INSURING CLAUSE 3: THIRD PARTY LIABILITY
We agree to pay on your behalf all sums which you become legally obliged 
to pay (including liability for claimants’ costs and expenses) as a result of 
any claim arising out of accidental injury or damage occurring during the
period of the policy in the course of your business activities. We will also 
pay costs and expenses on your behalf.

However, we will not make any payment on your behalf under this
INSURING CLAUSE in respect of any claim:
a) which is covered under INSURING CLAUSE 1, or would be covered 

under INSURING CLAUSE 1 but for the exhaustion of the limit of 
liability or aggregate limit of liability of INSURING CLAUSE 1;

b) arising directly or indirectly out of any product.

INSURING CLAUSE 4: PRODUCTS LIABILITY
We agree to pay on your behalf all sums which you become legally obliged
to pay (including liability for claimants’ costs and expenses) as a result of 
any claim arising out of accidental injury or damage occurring during the
period of the policy in the course of your business activities in connection 
with any product. We will also pay costs and expenses on your behalf.

However, we will not make any payment on your behalf under this 
INSURING CLAUSE in respect of any claim which is covered under
INSURING CLAUSE 1, or would be covered under INSURING CLAUSE 
1 but for the exhaustion of the limit of liability or aggregate limit of liability 
of INSURING CLAUSE 1.

INSURING CLAUSE 5: TENANTS’ LEGAL LIABILITY
We agree to pay on your behalf all sums which you become legally obliged
to pay (including liability for claimants’ costs and expenses) as a result of 
any claimarising out of accidental damageto premises leased to, hired by, 
on loan to or held in trust by you or otherwise in your care, custody or 
control occurring during the period of the policy in the course of your 
business activities. We will also pay costs and expenses on your behalf.

However, we will not make any payment on your behalf under this
INSURING CLAUSE in respect of any claim:
a) which is covered under INSURING CLAUSE 1, or would be covered 

under INSURING CLAUSE 1 but for the exhaustion of the limit of 
liability or aggregate limit of liability of INSURING CLAUSE 1;

b) arising directly or indirectly out of any product.

INSURING CLAUSE 6: MEDICAL EXPENSES
We agree to pay medical expenses for injury caused by an accident 
occurring during the period of the policy: 
on premises you own or rent;
a) on ways next to premises you own or rent; or
b) because of your business activities; 
provided that:
c) the injured person, at the time of the accident, is not entitled to 

benefits under any workers compensation or disability benefits law 
or similar law; and

d) the medical expenses are incurred and notified to us within one year 
of the date of the accident; and

e) the injured person submits to examination, at our expense, by 
physicians of our choice as often as we reasonably require.

A&E________
We will make these payments regardless of fault.

INSURING CLAUSE 7: COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
We agree to reimburse you up to the amount insured shown in the 
Declarations for:
a) the cost of repairing damage occurring during the period of the 

policy to your office buildings, including landlord’s fixtures and 
fittings, walls, gates and fences, yards, car parks and pavements, 
piping, ducting, cables, wires and associated control gear and 
accessories on the premises and extending to the public mains but
only to the extent of your responsibility;

b) damage occurring during the period of the policy to contents of 
every description contained in your office;

c) damage occurring during the period of the policy to contents of 
every description kept at the home of your directors, officers, 
partners or employees in the course of your business activties;

d) damage occurring during the period of the policy to contents of 
every description temporarily elsewhere, including while in transit;

e) the necessary and reasonable costs you incur following damage 
occurring during the period of the policy to glass which belongs to 
you or for which you are legally responsible for:
i) temporary boarding up;
ii) repair of window frames or removal or replacement of fixtures 

and fittings in the course of replacing the glass;
iii) replacement lettering or other ornamental work and alarm foil 

on glass;
f) damage occurring during the period of the policy to money held in 

the course of your business activities:
g) in the office during business hours, in transit or in a Bank Night Safe;
h) in the office outside business hours in a locked safe;
i) at the home of your directors, officers, partners or employees;
j) damage occurring during the period of the policy to the personal 

belongings of your employees or visitors to the office provided they 
are not covered under any other insurance;

k) the reasonable cost of compiling the documents, books of account, 
drawings, card index systems or other records including film, tape, 
disc, drum, cell or other magnetic recording or storage media for 
electronic data processing that you need to continue your business 
activities if these items have been lost or distorted as a direct result 
of damage covered under this INSURING CLAUSE;

l) the costs you incur to replace locks and keys necessary to maintain 
the security of your office or safes following theft of keys involving 
force and violence occurring during the period of the policy;

m) the amount of any rent for the office which you are legally obliged 
to pay for any period during which the office or any part of it is 
unusable as a result of damage covered under this INSURING 
CLAUSE.

We also agree to pay:
a) costs and expenses on your behalf;
b) compensation as shown in the Declarations if any of your directors, 

officers, partners or employees who are aged between 16 and 70 on 
the Inception Date shown in the Declarations suffers an injury in the 
course of your business activities in a robbery or attempted robbery 
and suffers:
i) death, permanent total disablement, loss of a limb or loss of

sightas a direct result of the injurywithin one year of the date 
of its occurrence;

ii) temporary total disablement. The compensation for temporary 
total disablement will be the amount shown in the Declarations 
per week, for a maximum of 104 weeks.

However, we will not pay compensation under more than one heading in 
the Declarations for the same injury.

INSURING CLAUSE 8: BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
We agree to reimburse you up to the amount insured shown in the 
Declarations for your loss of income, extra expense, loss of research and 
development expenditure , project delay costs and accounts receivable 
resulting solely and directly from an interruption to your business activities 
caused by:
a) insured damage to your office or contents of every description or

to any other property used by you at your office;
b) insured damage to property in the vicinity of your office which 

prevents or hinders your access to your office;
c) insured damage at the premises of one of your suppliers, other than 

a supplier of water, gas, electricity or telephone services;
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d) failure in the supply of water, gas, electricity, or telephone services 

to your office for more than 24 consecutive hours caused by insured 
damage to any property;

e) your inability to use your office due to restrictions imposed by a 
public authority following:

i) a murder or suicide;
ii) an occurrence of a notifiable human disease;
iii) injury traceable to food or drink consumed at your office;
iv) vermin or pests at your office.

HOW MUCH WE WILL PAY

The maximum amount payable by us for all claims, losses, damage, costs 
and expenses and medical expenses shall not exceed the amounts shown 
in the Declarations in respect of each INSURING CLAUSE unless limited 
below.

However, solely with respect to any claims under this Policy that shall and 
must be governed by Quebec law on the scope of our liability, we agree 
to pay costs and expenses in addition to the Limits of Liability stated in 
the Declarations.

Where more than one claim or loss arises from the same original cause 
or single source or event all such claims or losses shall be deemed to be 
one claim or loss and only one limit of liability shall be payable in respect
of the aggregate of all such claims or losses.

Where cover is provided under multiple SECTIONS of INSURING 
CLAUSE 1 only one Limit of Liability shall be payable in respect of that
claim.

In respect of INSURING CLAUSES 1 to 5we may at any time pay to you 
in connection with any claim the amount of the aggregate limit of liability 
or limit of liability (after deduction of any amounts already paid). Upon 
such payment being made we shall relinquish the conduct and control of 
and be under no further liability in connection with such claimexcept for 
the payment of costs and expenses incurred prior to the date of such 
payment (unless the aggregate limit of liability or limit of liability is stated 
to be inclusive of costs and expenses).

In respect of INSURING CLAUSE 7 only:
a) At our option, we will pay for any damaged property on the following

basis:
i) for the office, the cost of rebuilding or replacing the damaged

property;

ii) for contents of every description, the cost of repair or 
replacement as new.

b) If, at the time the damage occurs, the amount insured is less than
85% of the total value of the office or contents of every description 
insured, the amount we will pay will be reduced in the same 
proportion as the amount insured bears to the total value of the 
office or contents of every description insured.

c) The amount insured for the office and contents of every description 
will be adjusted monthly in line with any increase in nationally 
published indices. We will not reduce the amount insured without 
your consent.

In respect of INSURING CLAUSE 8 the amount we will pay will be:
a) the difference between your actual income during the indemnity 

period and the income it is estimated you would have earned during 
that period or, if this is your first trading year, the difference between 
your income during the indemnity period and during the period 
immediately prior to the loss, less any savings resulting from the 
reduced costs and expenses you pay out of your income during the 
indemnity period; and

b) any additional costs and expenses;
c) any project delay costs during the indemnity period, including the 

total value of any milestone payments that were due in the indemnity 
period but will no longer be received by you either during the 
indemnity period or at any point in the future due to permanent 
termination of the project;

d) any research and development expenditure irrevocably lost during 
the indemnity period; and

e) any accounts receivable, provided you keep a record of all amounts 
owed to you and keep a copy of the record away from your office.

YOUR DEDUCTIBLE

We shall only be liable for that part of each and every claim, loss or 
medical expenses (which for the purpose of this clause shall be deemed 
to include all costs and expenses incurred) which exceeds the amount of 
the Deductible stated in the Declarations. Where more than one claim, 
loss or medical expenses arises from the same original cause or single 
source or event all such claims, losses or medical expenses shall be 
deemed to be one claim, loss or medical expenses and only one

Deductible will apply.

If any expenditure is incurred by us which by virtue of this clause is your 
responsibility then youshall reimburse such amount to uson ourrequest 
or where possible we will deduct such amount from any payment we make
to you.

DEFINITIONS

1. “Accounts receivable”
means:
a) all sums due to you from customers, provided you are unable 

to effect collection thereof as the direct result of insured 
damage to records of accounts receivable;

b) interest charges on any loan to offset impaired collections 
pending repayment of such sums made uncollectible by such 
insured damage;

c) collection expense in excess of normal collection cost and 
made necessary because of insured damage.

2. “Administration”
means:
a) counseling employees, including their dependants and 

beneficiaries, with respect to your employee benefit program;
b) handling records in connection with your employee benefit 

program;
c) effecting enrolment or termination of any employee’s 

participation in a plan included in your employee benefit 
program;

d) interpreting your employee benefit program.

3. “Aggregate limit of liability”
means the maximum amount payable as stated in the Declarations 
by us in respect of all claims, or in respect of all accidents giving rise
to medical expenses.

4. “Amount insured”
means the maximum amount payable by us as shown in the 
Declarations in respect of each of INSURING CLAUSES 7 and 8. 
The amount applies to each incident of loss or damage occurring 
during the period of the policy provided always that after the first 
incident of loss or damage you comply with our recommendations 
to prevent any further incidents of loss or damage.

5. “Breach of client contract”
means your unintentional breach of a written contract relating to 
the performance of your business activities for a client.

6. “Business activties”
means:
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a) in respect of INSURING CLAUSE 1, the business activities as

stated in the Declarations.
b) in respect of all other INSURING CLAUSES, the business 

activities as stated in the Declarations and shall include, for the 
purpose of those business activities:
i) the ownership, repair and maintenance of your property;
ii) provision and management of canteen, social, sports and 

welfare organisations for the benefit of your directors, 
officers, partners or employees and medical, fire fighting,
and security services;

iii) attendance at conferences and tradeshows as either an 
exhibitor or visitor.

7. “Claim”
means a demand received by you for money or services, including 
the service of suit or institution of arbitration proceedings. “Claim” 
shall also mean a threat or initiation of a suit seeking injunctive relief 
(meaning a temporary restraining order or a preliminary or 
permanent injunction).

8. “Client”
means any third party with whom you have a written or implied 
contract in place for the supply of your business activities in return 
for a fee.

9. “Contents of every description”
means the contents of your office used in connection with your 
business activities which are owned by you or for which you are 
legally responsible, including:
a) computer and ancillary equipment (including monitors, 

keyboards, printers and software), television and video 
equipment, photographic, photocopying, surveying and 
telecommunications equipment;

b) documents, briefs, manuscripts, plans, business books,
computers systems records and programs;

c) goods held in trust, stock and samples;
d) wines, spirits and tobacco kept for entertainment purposes;
e) works of art or precious metals;
f) fixed glass in windows, doors and fanlights, glass showcases, 

glass shelves, mirrors and sanitary fixtures and fittings;
g) heating oil for the office contained in fixed tanks in the open 

at the address shown in the Declarations;
h) tenant’s improvements, decorations, fixtures and fittings 

including, if attached to the building, external signs, aerials and 
satellite dishes;

i) pipes, ducting, cables, wires and associated control equipment 
at the address shown in the Declarations and extending to the 
public mains.

“Contents of every description” does not include money or the
personal belongings of your employees or visitors to the office.

10. “Costs and expenses”
means:
a) in respect of INSURING CLAUSES 1 (SECTIONS A to F only) 

and 2,
i) your legal costs and expenses in the defence or 

settlement of any claim made against you, and
ii) your legal costs and expenses in the defence of any 

criminal claim made against you, provided that we 
maintain all rights of subrogation to recover such legal 
costs and expenses from any director, officer, partner or 
employee if they are found guilty of such a criminal act, 
and

iii) the cost of bonds to release attachments but without any 
obligation to furnish these bonds, and

iv) interest on that part of any judgment we pay that accrues 
after entry of the judgment and before we have paid, 
offered to pay, or deposited in court the part of the 
judgment that is within the limit of liability.

b) in respect of INSURING CLAUSES 3 to 5,
i) your legal costs and expenses in the defence or 

settlement of any claim made against you, and
ii) the cost of bonds to release attachments but without any 

obligation to furnish these bonds, and

iii) interest on that part of any judgment we pay that accrues 
after entry of the judgment and before we have paid, 
offered to pay, or deposited in court the part of the 
judgment that is within the limit of liability.

c) in respect of INSURING CLAUSES 7 and 8, the costs and 
expenses incurred by you or on your behalf in establishing that 
you have sustained a loss or damage and the quantum of such 
loss or damage or the costs and expenses incurred by you or 
on your behalf in mitigating any such loss or damage.

d) in respect of INSURING CLAUSE 7 only, the necessary and 
reasonable costs and expenses you incur to remove debris 
from the premises or the area immediately adjacent, following 
damage covered under this INSURING CLAUSE.

Subject to all costs and expenses being incurred with the Claims 
Managers’ written consent (such consent not to be unreasonably 
withheld).

If costs and expenses are shown in the Declarations to be in addition 
to the aggregate limit of liability or limit of liability in respect of any 
of INSURING CLAUSES 1 to 5, and if a payment in excess of the 
amount of indemnity available hereunder has to be made to dispose 
of any claim or number of claims, our liability for such costs and 
expenses shall be such proportion thereof as the amount of 
indemnity available hereunder bears to the amount required to 
dispose of such claim or claims.

Costs and expenses are always included in the amount insured in 
respect of INSURING CLAUSES 7 and 8.

11. “Damage/damaged”
means direct physical damage to, or destruction of, or loss of 
possession of, or loss of use of, tangible property. In respect of 
INSURING CLAUSES 1, 3 and 4 damage does not include damage 
to or destruction of, or loss of possession of, or loss of use of, or 
corruption of, data.

12. “Documents”
means deeds, wills, agreements, maps, plans, records, books, letters, 
certificates, forms, computer programmes or information stored, 
written or punched into card or tape or magnetic discs or tapes or 
any other data media and documents of any nature whatsoever, 
whether written, printed or reproduced by any other method (other 
than bearer bonds, coupons, banks notes, currency notes and 
negotiable instruments).

13. “Employee”
means any person employed by the company named as the Insured 
in the Declarations, or any subsidiary. Employee does not include 
any director, officer or partner of the company named as the Insured 
in the Declarations, or any subsidiary.

14. “Employee benefit program”
means group automobile insurance, group homeowners insurance, 
group life insurance, group dental insurance, group health insurance, 
profit sharing plans, pension plans, early retirement offerings, 
employee investment subscription plans, Workers’ Compensation, 
Unemployment Insurance, Social Security, Disability Benefit 
Insurance, travel, savings or vacation plans or any similar benefit 
programs.

15. “Extra expense”
means the necessary and reasonable extra costs and expenses you 
incur in order to continue your business activities during the
indemnity period.

16. “Hacking attack”
means any malicious or unauthorised electronic attack including but 
not limited to any fraudulent electronic signature, brute force attack, 
phishing, denial of service attack, that has been initiated by any third 
parties or by any employees and that is designed to damage, destroy, 
corrupt, overload, circumvent or impair the functionality of 
computer systems, software and ancillary equipment.

17. “Income”
means your total income from your business activities.
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18. “Indemnity period”

means the period beginning at the date of the damage, or the date 
the restriction is imposed, and lasting for the period during which 
your income or expenditure is affected as a result of such damage 
or restriction, but for no longer than the number of months shown 
in the Declarations.

19. “Injury”
means:
a) in respect of INSURING CLAUSE 1 death, bodily injury, mental 

injury, illness or disease;
b) in respect of all other INSURING CLAUSES:

i) death, bodily injury, mental injury, illness, disease, shock, 
mental anguish or humiliation; and

ii) false arrest, detention or imprisonment; and
iii) malicious prosecution; and
iv) wrongful entry into, or eviction of a person from, a room, 

dwelling or premises that the person occupies.

20. “Insured damage”
means damage to property provided that:
a) the damage is covered under INSURING CLAUSE 7; or
b) an insurer has paid the claim, or has agreed to pay the claim, 

under any other insurance covering such damage.

21. “Intellectual property right”
means any intellectual property right including but not limited to 
trademarks, trade secrets, broadcasting rights, domain names, 
metatags and copyrights but does not include patents.

22. “Limit of liability”
means the maximum amount payable by us as stated in the 
Declarations in respect of each claim or loss, or in respect of each 
accident giving rise to medical expenses.

23. “Loss of a limb”
means loss by physical separation of a hand at or above the wrist, of 
a foot at or above the ankle, and includes total and irrecoverable 
loss of use of a hand, arm or leg.

24. “Loss of sight”
means total and irrecoverable loss of sight.

25. “Loss”
means direct financial loss sustained by you.

26. “Money”
means cash, bank and currency notes, cheques, travellers’ cheques, 
postal orders, money orders, crossed bankers’ drafts, current 
postage stamps, savings stamps and certificates, trading stamps, gift 
tokens, customer redemption vouchers, company sales vouchers, 
credit card counterfoils, travellers tickets and contents of franking 
machines, all belonging to you.

27. “Medical expenses”
means reasonable expenses for:
a) first aid administered at the time of an accident;
b) necessary medical, surgical, x ray and dental services, including 

prosthetic devices;
c) necessary ambulance, hospital, professional nursing and funeral 

services.

28. “Office”
means the office space (including any outbuildings) you occupy at the 
address shown in the Declarations as more fully described in the 
application form.

29. “Period of the policy”
means the period between the Inception Date shown in the 
Declarations and the Expiry Date shown in the Declarations or until 
the Policy is cancelled in accordance with GENERAL 
CONDITION 10 of this Policy.

30. “Permanent total disablement”
means disablement which entirely prevents the injured person from 
attending to any business or occupation for which he is reasonably 
suited by training, education or experience for 24 calendar months 
and at the expiry of that period being beyond hope of improvement.

31. “Project delay costs”
means any additional costs and expenses incurred by you as a direct 
result of a delay to a project, including the interest charges incurred 
from any reasonable loan required as a result of a delayed milestone 
payment.

32. “Product”
means any tangible property (including containers, packaging, labelling 
or instructions, but explicitly excluding any software, data, or source 
code) after it has left your custody or control which has been 
designed, specified, formulated, manufactured, constructed, installed, 
sold, supplied, distributed, treated, serviced, altered, processed, 
cleaned, renovated or repaired by you or on your behalf in the 
course of your business activities.

33. “Research and development expenditure”
means your expenditure on research and development less the cost 
of reusable materials consumed for the purposes of the research and 
development.

34. “Subsidiary”
means any company which the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations controls through:
a) holding 50% or more of the voting rights, or
b) having the right to appoint or remove 50% or more of its board 

of directors; or
c) controlling alone, pursuant to a written agreement with other 

shareholders or members, 50% or more of the voting rights 
therein.

35. “Temporary total disablement”
means disablement which entirely prevents the injured person from 
attending to his business or occupation.

36. “Third party”
means any person or company who is not a director, officer, partner 
or employee of the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations, or any subsidiary.

37. “Virus”
means any malicious software code including but not limited to any 
logic bomb, Trojan horse or worm that has been introduced by any 
third parties or by any employees and that is designed to damage, 
destroy, corrupt, overload, circumvent or impair the functionality of 
computer systems, software and ancillary equipment.

38. “We/our/us”
means the Underwriters named in the Declarations.

39. “Withheld fees”
means any contractually due fee that your client refuses to pay you,
but excludes any part of the fee that represents your profit or mark
up or liability for taxes.

40. “Workmanship”
means any physical workmanship in manufacture, fabrication, 
construction, erection, installation, assembly, alteration, servicing, 
remediation, repair, demolition or disassembly (including any 
materials, parts or equipment furnished in connection therewith) by
you.

41. “Wrongful act”
means any act or event the subject of INSURING CLAUSE 1 of this 
Policy for which you have purchased coverage.

42. “You/your”
means:
a) the company named as the Insured in the Declarations, or any

subsidiary, and
b) any past, present or future employee, trainee, director, officer 

or partner of the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations or any subsidiary.
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EXCLUSIONS

We will not
a) make any payment on your behalf for any claim, or
b) incur any costs and expenses, or
c) reimburse you for any loss, damage, legal expenses, fees or 

costs sustained by you, or
d) pay any medical expenses:

EXCLUSIONS RELATING TO OTHER INSURANCES:

1. Marine and aviation
arising directly or indirectly from the ownership, possession or use 
by you or on your behalf of any aircraft, hovercraft, offshore 
installation, rig, platform or watercraft.

2. Auto
arising directly or indirectly from the ownership, possession or use 
by you or on your behalf of any motor vehicle or trailer other than
injury or damage:
a) caused by the use of any tool or plant forming part of or 

attached to or used in connection with any motor vehicle or 
trailer;

b) occurring beyond the limits of any carriageway or thoroughfare 
and caused by the loading or unloading of any motor vehicle 
or trailer;

c) arising out of the use of any motor vehicle or trailer 
temporarily in your custody or control for the purpose of 
parking;

provided always that we will not make any payment on your behalf 
or incur any costs and expenses in respect of any legal liability for 
which compulsory insurance or security is required by legislation or 
for which a government or other authority has accepted 
responsibility.

3. Project-specific insurance
arising out of any projects for which you have purchased project 
specific insurance.

4. Product guarantee
for costs incurred in the repair, alteration, reinstatement, inspection, 
reconditioning or replacement of any product or part thereof and 
any financial loss consequent upon the necessity for such repair, 
alteration, reinstatement, inspection, reconditioning or replacement, 
other than in respect of INSURING CLAUSE 1 when you are legally 
obliged to pay these sums to a client.

5. Product recall
arising directly or indirectly from the recall of any product or part 
thereof except for claims made under INSURING CLAUSE 1 where 
you are legally liable for these costs to a third party as the direct 
result of a wrongful act committed or alleged to have been 
committed by you.

6. Employment practices
arising out of or resulting from any employer-employee relations, 
policies, practices, acts, omissions, any actual or alleged refusal to 
employ any person, or misconduct with respect to employees.

7. Employers’ liability
arising directly or indirectly out of injuryto your directors, officers, 
partners or employees.

However, this EXCLUSION shall not apply to employees on whose 
behalf contributions are required to be made by you under the 
provisions of any Workers’ Compensation Law in respect of whom 
liability has been denied by any Workers’ Compensation authority.

8. Directors’ and Officers’
arising out of any personal liability incurred by your directors or 
officers when they are acting in that capacity or managing you, or 
arising from any statement, representation or information regarding 
your business contained within any accounts, reports or financial 
statements.

9. Double insurance
for which you are entitled to indemnity under any other insurance 
except for:
a) any additional sum which is payable over and above such other 

insurance, or
b) any contribution that we are obliged to make by law and that 

contribution shall be in proportion to the respective limits of 
liability or amounts insured of the Policies.

EXCLUSIONS RELATING TO THE CONDUCT OF 
YOUR BUSINESS:

10. Benefit laws
arising directly or indirectly out of your failure to comply with the 
mandatory provisions of any law concerning workers compensation, 
unemployment insurance, social security, disability benefits or 
pension benefits.

11. Circumstances known at inception
arising out of any circumstances or occurrences which could give 
rise to a claim, loss or damage under this Policy or any accidents 
giving rise to medical expenses of which you are aware, or ought 
reasonably to be aware, prior to the Inception Date of this Policy, 
whether notified under any other insurance or not.

12. Computer failure
in respect of INSURING CLAUSES 7 and 8 only, arising directly or 
indirectly from loss or distortion of your data or damage to your 
electrical or mechanical plant resulting from a failure of your 
computer or ancillary equipment (including monitors, keyboards, 
printers or software), television or video equipment, photographic, 
photocopying, surveying or telecommunications equipment. 
However, we will reimburse you up to the amount insured for 
damage occurring during the period of the policy to your office 
computer and ancillary equipment, but only if your office computer 
and ancillary equipment is subject to a manufacturer’s guarantee or 
a maintenance contract providing free parts and labour in the event 
of a breakdown.

13. Contractual fines and penalties
for fines and penalties arising from yourbreach of contract, including 
any liquidated damages, service credits or associated penalties arising 
from your failure to perform under a service level agreement

14. Employee benefit program advice
arising directly or indirectly from:
a) advice given to any person to participate or not to participate 

in any plan included in your employee benefit program;
b) the failure of any investment to perform as represented by you.

15. ERISA
arising out of or resulting from your acts related to any pension, 
healthcare, welfare, profit sharing, mutual or investment plans, funds 
or trusts; or any violation of any provision of the Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, or any amendment to the 
Act or any violation of any regulation, ruling or order issued pursuant 
to the Act.

16. Failure to ensure feasibility of contracts
arising from any contract where before entering into or amending 
the contract you failed to take reasonable steps to ensure that you 
could fulfil all your obligations in accordance with the terms of the 
contract.

17. Faulty workmanship
arising from damage to your property or office caused directly or 
indirectly by misuse, inadequate or inappropriate maintenance, faulty
workmanship, defective design, the use of faulty materials or whilst
being cleaned, worked on or maintained.

18. Hazardous devices
arising directly or indirectly from any product which with your 
knowledge is intended for incorporation into the structure,
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machinery or controls of any aircraft, other aerial device, military 
vehicle, hovercraft, waterborne craft or any medical equipment.

19. Legal Action
where action for damages is brought in a court of law outside the 
territories specified in the Declarations, or where action is brought 
in a court of law within those territories to enforce a foreign 
judgement whether by way of reciprocal agreement or otherwise.

20. Limiting recovery rights
arising directly or indirectly out of your failure to take reasonable 
steps to ensure that our rights of recovery against any third party 
are not unduly restricted or financially limited by a specific term in 
any contract or agreement.

21. Patents
arising out of the actual or alleged infringement of any patent or 
inducing the infringement of any patent.

22. Retroactive Date
in respect of INSURING CLAUSES 1 and 2 only, arising out of any 
actual or alleged wrongful act or negligent act, error or omission 
committed before the date specified as the Retroactive Date in the 
Declarations.

23. RICO
for or arising out of any actual or alleged violation of the Organised 
Crime Control Act of 1970 (commonly known as the Racketeer 
Influenced and Corrupt Organisation Act or RICO), as amended, or 
any regulation promulgated thereunder or any similar federal, state 
or local law, whether such law is statutory, regulatory or common 
law.

24. SEC
for or arising out of the actual or alleged violation of the Securities 
Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or any similar state 
or federal law, or any amendment to the above laws or any violation 
of any order, ruling or regulation issued pursuant to the above laws.

25. Unjust enrichment
in respect of INSURING CLAUSE 1 only, for that part of any claim 
that results in you being in a better financial position as a direct result 
of your wrongful act than you would have been if you had not 
committed the wrongful act.

26. Water ingress (applicable to British Columbia only)
arising out of, or relating directly or indirectly to, in whole or in part,
the infiltration of precipitation into the building envelope of a building 
located in the Province of British Columbia, or into a multi-unit 
building located in the Province of British Columbia.

For the purposes of this exclusion the following definitions are added 
to the Policy:

Multi-unit building means a building containing more than one unit, 
whether that unit is used for residential, industrial or any other 
purpose.

Building envelope means the assemblies, components, and materials 
of a building which are intended to separate and protect the interior 
space of a building from the adverse effects of exterior climactic 
conditions.

Infiltration of precipitation means, but is not limited to, the actual, 
alleged, threatened, or possible infiltration, migration, presence, 
accumulation, condensation or dispersal of water or moisture on, 
in, or into the building envelope.

27. Wilful or dishonest acts of directors
in respect of INSURING CLAUSES 1 and 2 only, arising out of any 
wilful, malicious, reckless or dishonest act or omission by any 
director, partner or officer of the company named as the Insured in 
the Declarations or any subsidiary, unless such person had already 
ceased to be a director, partner or officer of the company named as 
the Insured in the Declarations and all subsidiaries at the time of 
their first wilful, malicious, reckless or dishonest act or omission, or 
unless specifically covered under INSURING CLAUSE 1 SECTION 
A (e). We will not provide any cover for any director, partner or

officer of the company named as the Insured in the Declarations or 
any subsidiary who commits, condones or ignores any dishonesty.

GENERAL INSURANCE EXCLUSIONS:

28. Antitrust
for or arising out of any actual or alleged antitrust violation, restraint 
of trade, unfair competition, false, deceptive or unfair trade practices, 
violation of consumer protection laws or false or deceptive 
advertising unless insurable under the applicable law.

29. Asbestos
arising from or contributed to by the manufacturing, mining, use, 
sale, installation, removal, distribution of or exposure to asbestos, 
materials or productscontaining asbestos, or asbestos fibres or dust, 
unless arising directly from a wrongful act committed by you:
a) on or after 1st January 1990, or
b) on or after the date specified as the Retroactive Date in the 

Declarations,
c) whichever is the later, in the course of your business activities.

30. Associated companies
a) in respect of any claim made by any company firm or 

partnership in which the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations has an executive or financial interest, unless such 
claim emanates from an independent third party; or

b) in respect of any claim made by any company firm partnership 
or individual which has an executive or financial interest in the 
company named as the Insured in the Declarations or any 
subsidiary, unless such claim emanates from an independent 
third party; or

c) arising out of or resulting from any of your activities as a 
trustee, partner, officer, director or employee of any employee 
trust, charitable organization, corporation, company or 
business other than that of the company named as the Insured 
in the Declarations or any subsidiary; or

d) in respect of any claim made by or on behalf of the company 
named as the Insured in the Declarations or any subsidiary.

31. Earthquake
in respect of INSURING CLAUSES 7 and 8 only, caused by 
earthquake, except for:
a) ensuing loss or damage which results directly from fire,

explosion, smoke or leakage from fire protective equipment; 
or

b) ensuing damage to contents of every description while in 
transit.

32. Electromagnetic fields
directly or indirectly arising out of, resulting from or contributed to 
by electromagnetic fields, electromagnetic radiation, 
electromagnetism, radio waves or noise.

33. Flood
in respect of INSURING CLAUSES 7 and 8 only, caused by flood, 
including waves, tides, tidal waves, or the rising of, the breaking out, 
or the overflow, of any body of water whether natural or manmade, 
but this EXCLUSION does not apply to:
a) ensuing loss or damage which results directly from fire,

explosion, smoke or leakage from fire protective equipment; 
or

b) ensuing damage to contents of every description while in 
transit.

34. Fines
for fines, penalties, civil or criminal sanctions and for punitive, 
multiple or exemplary damages unless insurable under the applicable 
law.

35. Insolvency
arising out of or relating directly or indirectly from your insolvency 
or bankruptcy, or the insolvency or bankruptcy of any third party. 
Furthermore, no coverage is provided under INSURING CLAUSE 8 
if you become insolvent or bankrupt.

36. Land or water
arising directly or indirectly from damage to land or water within or
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below the boundaries of any land or premises presently or at any 
time previously owned or leased by you or otherwise in your care, 
custody or control.

37. Miscellaneous property exclusions
in respect of INSURING CLAUSES 7 and 8 only, arising directly or
indirectly from:
a) wear and tear, inherent defect, rot, vermin or infestation, or 

any gradually operating cause;
b) dryness or humidity, being exposed to light or extreme 

temperatures, unless the damage is caused by storm or fire;
c) coastal or river erosion;
d) theft from an unattended vehicle unless the item is out of sight;
e) frost, other than damage due to water leaking from burst pipes 

forming part of the permanent internal plumbing provided the 
office is occupied and in use;

f) arising directly or indirectly from unexplained loss or
disappearance or inventory shortage of your property;

g) a hacking attack or virus.

38. Nuclear
arising directly or indirectly from or contributed to by :
a) ionising radiations or contamination by radioactivity from any 

nuclear fuel or from any nuclear waste from the combustion 
of nuclear fuel;

b) the radioactive, toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties 
of any explosive nuclear assembly or nuclear component 
thereof.

39. Pollution
arising directly or indirectly out of :
a) pollution or contamination of the atmosphere, or of any water,

land, buildings or other property;
b) any enforcement action in connection with the containment,

clean-up, removal or treatment of such pollution or
contamination;

but this EXCLUSION shall not apply in respect of :
i) INSURING CLAUSE 1, SECTION D; or
ii) INSURING CLAUSES 7 and 8 to the backing up of sewers,

sumps, septic tanks or drains.

40. Toxic mould / fungus
arising directly or indirectly from any loss, injury, damage, costs or 
expenses, including, but not limited to, losses, damage, costs or
expenses related to, arising from or associated with clean-up, 
remediation, containment, removal or abatement, caused directly or
indirectly, in whole or in part, by:
a) any fungus, mould, mildew or yeast, or
b) any spore or toxins created or produced by or emanating from 

such fungus, mould, mildew or yeast, or
c) any substance, vapour, gas, or other emission or organic or 

inorganic body or substance produced by or arising out of any 
fungus, mould, mildew or yeast, or

d) any material, product, building component, building or 
structure, or any concentration of moisture, water or other 
liquid within such material, product, building component, 
building or structure, that contains, harbours, nurtures, or acts 
as a medium for any fungus, mould, mildew, yeast or spore or

toxins emanating therefrom,

regardless of any other cause, event, material, product or building
component that contributed concurrently or in any sequence to that 
loss, injury, damage, cost or expense.

However, this EXCLUSION shall not apply in respect of INSURING
CLAUSE 1 where the loss, injury, damage, costs or expenses arose 
directly from a wrongful act committed by you in the course of your 
business activities.

For the purposes of this EXCLUSION the following definitions are 
added to the Policy:

Fungus includes, but is not limited to, any plants or organisms
belonging to the major group Fungi, lacking chlorophyll, and including 
moulds, rusts, mildews, smuts and mushrooms.

Mould includes, but is not limited to, any superficial growth produced 
on damp or decaying organic matter or on living organisms, and fungi 
that produced moulds.

Spore means any dormant or reproductive body produced by or 
arising from or emanating out of any fungus, mould, mildew, plants,
organisms or microorganisms.

41. Trade Debt
arising out of or in connection with any trading losses or trading 
liabilities incurred by any business managed or carried on by you, or 
any loss of your profit arising from the loss of any client, account or
business.

42. War and terrorism
directly or indirectly caused by, resulting from or in connection with 
any of the following regardless of any other cause or event 
contributing concurrently or in any other sequence to the claim, loss, 
damage, costs and expenses or medical expenses;
a) war, invasion, acts of foreign enemies, hostilities or warlike 

operations (whether war be declared or not), civil war, 
rebellion, insurrection, civil commotion assuming the 
proportions of or amounting to an uprising, military or usurped 
power; or

b) any act of terrorism.

For the purpose of this EXCLUSION an act of terrorism means an 
act, including but not limited to the use of force or violence or the 
threat thereof, of any person or groups of persons, whether acting 
alone or on behalf of or in connection with any organisations or
governments, committed for political, religious, ideological or similar 
purposes including the intention to influence any government or to 
put the public, or any section of the public, in fear.

This EXCLUSION also excludes claims, losses, damage, costs and 
expenses or medical expenses of whatsoever nature directly or 
indirectly caused by, resulting from or in connection with any action 
taken in controlling, preventing, suppressing or in any way relating 
to a) or b) above.

This EXCLUSION does not apply to any claim or loss arising directly
from a hacking attack or virus.

GENERAL CONDITIONS

1. What you must do in the event of a claim or loss
Should any director, partner, or senior executive officer of the 
company named as the Insured in the Declarations and any subsidiary 
become aware of any claim, loss or damage or of any situation that 
could give rise to a claim or loss or should an allegation, complaint 
or claim be made or intimated against you, the following obligations 
must be complied with by you:
a) You must not admit liability for or settle or make or promise 

any payment in respect of any claim, loss or damage which may 
be covered under this Policy. Neither must you incur any costs 
or expenses in connection with such a claim, loss or damage 
without our written consent. However, you should arrange for 
any urgent repairs following damage covered under INSURING 
CLAUSE 7 to be done immediately. Before any other repair

work begins we have the right to inspect your damaged
property. We will notify you if we intend to do this.

b) The Claims Managers, as specified in the Declarations, must be
notified as soon as is reasonably possible if during the period
of the policy:
i) you suffer any loss or damage that could be covered by 

this Policy or any allegation, complaint or claim is made 
or intimated against you, whether verbal or made in
writing.

ii) any director, partner, or senior executive officer of the 
company named as the Insured in the Declarations and 
any subsidiary become aware of the intention of any 
person to make a complaint allegation or claim against 
you, whether verbal or in writing. Once notice has been
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made to us, we will regard any subsequent claim that may
arise as notified under this Policy.

iii) you become aware of an action of yours that could give 
rise to a loss, allegation, complaint or claim being made 
or intimated against you. Once notice has been made we 
will regard any subsequent claim that may arise as notified 
under this Policy.

iv) you discover reasonable cause for suspicion of fraud or 
dishonesty whether this could give rise to a claim under 
this Policy or not and we shall not be liable under this 
Policy for any claim or loss sustained in consequence of 
any fraudulent or dishonest act or omission committed 
after the date of such discovery.

We have nominated the Claims Managers to accept notice on our 
behalf.

Due to the nature of the coverage offered by this Policy, any 
unreasonable delay by any director, partner, or senior executive 
officer of the company named as the Insured in the Declarations and 
any subsidiary in notifying the Claims Managers of (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) 
above could lead to the size of the claim, loss or damage increasing 
or to our rights being restricted. We shall not be liable for that 
portion of any claim that is due to any unreasonable delay in any 
director, partner, or senior executive officer of the company named 
as the Insured in the Declarations and any subsidiary notifying the 
Claims Managers of any claim, loss or damage in accordance with 
this GENERAL CONDITION.

c) We will expect you to provide us with full and accurate 
information about any matter that you notify to us under your 
obligations set out above. Once notice has been made you 
must give the Claims Managers all the assistance and 
information that is reasonably required. You must follow their 
advice and do anything that they reasonably require you to do 
to avoid, minimise, settle or defend any claim, loss or damage.

If you think a crime has been committed you must report it to the 
appropriate law enforcement authorities. You must also permit the 
Claims Managers and any other parties that are appointed by the 
Claims Managers to notify the appropriate law enforcement 
authorities of any claim, loss or damage where this action is deemed 
necessary, and you must comply with the advice given by such 
authorities.

If any of your computer or ancillary equipment is lost or stolen while 
it is temporarily removed from the office, we will not make any 
payment unless you report the loss to the police within 48 hours 
after you become aware of it.

2. Continuous cover
If you have neglected, through error or oversight only, to report a 
claim made against you during the period of a previous renewal of 
this Policy issued to you by us, then provided that you have 
maintained uninterrupted insurance of the same type with us since 
the expiry of that earlier Policy, then, notwithstanding EXCLUSION 
11, we will permit the matter to be reported under this Policy and
will indemnify you, provided that:
a) the indemnity will be subject to the applicable aggregate limit 

of liability or limit of liability of the earlier Policy under which 
the matter should have been reported or the aggregate limit 
of liability or limit of liability of the current Policy, whichever is 
the lower;

b) we may reduce the indemnity entitlement by the monetary 
equivalent of any prejudice which has been suffered as a result 
of the delayed notification;

c) the indemnity will be subject in addition, to all of the terms,
CONDITIONS, DEFINITIONS and EXCLUSIONS, other than 
the aggregate limit of liability or limit of liability, contained in 
this current Policy.

3. Fraudulent claims
If you notify us of any claim knowing that claim to be false or 
fraudulent in any way, we shall have no responsibility to pay that claim

or any other claims under this insurance and the Policy will be 
treated as if it had not been effected.

4. Agreement to pay claims
We have the right and duty to take control of and conduct in your 
name the investigation settlement or defence of any claim. We shall 
also pay on your behalf costs and expenses incurred with our prior 
written consent (subject to the Limits of Liability and applicable 
Deductible shown in the Declarations) provided that we shall not
a) pay for the costs and expenses of any part of a claim that is 

not covered by this Policy.
b) incur any costs and expenses in the defence of any claim unless 

there is a reasonable prospect of success, taking into account 
the commercial considerations of the costs of defence.

We shall always endeavour to settle any claim through negotiation, 
mediation or some other form of alternative dispute resolution and 
shall pay on your behalf the amount so agreed by us and the claimant. 
If we cannot settle by such means, we shall pay the amount which 
you are found liable to pay either in court or through arbitration 
proceedings, subject always to the limit of liability shown in the 
Declarations.

If you refuse to consent to a settlement that we recommend and 
that the claimant will accept, you must then defend, investigate or 
settle the claim at your own expense. As a consequence of your 
refusal, our liability for any claim shall not be more than the amount 
that we could have settled the claim for had you consented, plus any 
costs and expenses incurred prior to the date of such refusal.

5. Innocent non-disclosure
We will not seek to avoid the Policy or reject any claim on the 
grounds of non-disclosure or misrepresentation except where the 
non-disclosure or misrepresentation was reckless or fraudulent or 
you failed to conduct a full inquiry prior to providing the information 
that forms the basis of this insurance. In the event that we seek to 
avoid the Policy or reject any claim on this basis the burden of 
proving otherwise rests solely with you.

6. Your duty to advise us of changes
If you become aware that any of the information that you have given 
us in the Application Form or elsewhere in connection with your 
application for this insurance has materially changed then you must 
advise us as soon as is practicable. In this event, we reserve the right 
to amend the terms, conditions or premium of the Policy.

7. Risk management conditions
If we attach any additional conditions to your Policy regarding any 
risk survey or risk management timetable or any other similar 
conditions then it is your responsibility to ensure that these 
conditions are complied with by the deadlines shown in the 
conditions.

8. Our rights of recovery
If any payment is made under this Policy in respect of a claim, loss or
damage and there is available to us any of your rights of recovery 
against any other party then we maintain all such rights of recovery. 
We shall not exercise these rights against any past, present or future 
employee, director, officer or partner of the company named as the 
Insured in the Declarations or any subsidiary, unless such payment 
is in respect of any wilful, malicious or dishonest acts or omissions. 
You must do nothing to impair any rights of recovery. At our request 
you will bring proceedings or transfer those rights to us and help us 
to enforce them. Any recoveries shall be applied as follows:
a) first, to us up to the amount of our payment on your behalf 

including costs and expenses;
b) then to you as recovery of your Deductible or other amounts 

paid as compensation or costs and expenses.

9. Waiver of subrogation
Notwithstanding GENERAL CONDITION 8 above we agree to 
waive our rights of subrogation against a responsible third party 
client of yours but only if you and your client have entered into a 
contract that contains a provision requiring us to do this.
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10. Cancellation

This Policy may be cancelled:
a) by you at any time on request; or
b) by us if we give you 30 days written notice, or
c) by us if we give you 15 days written notice, should any amount 

in default not be paid within 15 days of the due date shown in 
the Debit Note that accompanies this Policy.

If you give us notice of cancellation in accordance with a) above, the 
earned Premium shall be computed at pro rata to the number of 
days that the Policy is in effect subject to a minimum amount of 30% 
of the Premium.

If we give you notice of cancellation in accordance with b) or c) 
above, the Premium shall be computed at pro rata to the number of 
days that the Policy is in effect.

The Policy Administration Fee shall be deemed fully earned upon 
inception of the Policy.

11. Prior subsidiaries
In respect of INSURING CLAUSE 1 only, should an entity cease to 
be a subsidiary after the Inception Date of this Policy, cover in 
respect of such entity shall continue as if it was still a subsidiary, until 
the termination of this Policy, but only in respect of any claimor loss 
that arises out of any act, error or omission committed by that entity
prior to the date that it ceased to be a subsidiary.

12. Mergers and acquisitions
During the period of the policy, if the company named as the Insured 
in the Declarations or any subsidiary
a) purchases assets or acquires liabilities from another entity in 

an amount greater than 10% of the assets of the company 
named as the Insured in the Declarations as listed in its most 
recent financial statement; or

b) acquires another entity whose annual revenues are more than 
10% of the annual revenues of the company named as the 
Insured in the Declarations for their last completed financial 
year;

then you shall have no coverage under this Policy for any claim, loss 
or damage that arises directly or indirectly out of the purchased or 
acquired entity unless the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations gives us written notice prior to the purchase or 
acquisition, obtains our written consent to extend coverage to such 
additional entities, assets or exposures, and agrees to pay any 
additional premium required by us.

If during the period of the policy the company named as the Insured 
in the Declarations consolidates or merges with or is acquired by 
another entity, then all coverage under this Policy shall terminate at 
the date of the consolidation, merger or acquisition unless we have 
issued an endorsement extending coverage under this Policy, and the 
company named as the Insured in the Declarations has agreed to any 
additional premium and terms of coverage required by us.

13. Extended reporting period
In respect of INSURING CLAUSES 1 and 2 only, an Extended 
Reporting Period of 60 days following the Expiry Date as shown in 
the Declarations shall be automatically granted hereunder at no 
additional premium. Such Extended Reporting Period shall cover 
claims first made and reported to us during this 60 day Extended 
Reporting Period but only in respect of any act, error or omission 
committed prior to the date of cancellation or non-renewal, and 
subject to all other terms, conditions and exclusions of the policy. 
No claim shall be accepted by us in this 60 day Extended Reporting 
Period if you are entitled to indemnity under any other insurance, 
or would have been entitled to indemnity under such insurance but

STATUTORY CONDITIONS

for the exhaustion thereof.

14. Optional extended reporting period
In respect of INSURING CLAUSES 1 and 2 only, in the event of:
a) cancellation or non-renewal of this Policy by us, or
b) cancellation or non-renewal of this Policy by you because you 

have ceased to trade as the direct result of the retirement or 
death of all of your directors, officers or partners;

then you shall have the right, upon payment of the Optional 
Extended Reporting Period Premium shown in the Declarations in 
full and not proportionally or otherwise in part, to have issued an 
endorsement providing a 365 day Optional Extended Reporting 
Period from the cancellation or non-renewal date. Such Optional 
Extended Reporting Period shall cover claims first made against the 
company named as the Insured in the Declarations or any subsidiary 
and notified to us during this Optional Extended Reporting Period 
but only in respect of any claim arising out of any act, error or 
omission committed prior to the date of cancellation or non
renewal, and subject to all other terms, conditions and exclusions of 
the policy.

In order for you to invoke the Optional Extended Reporting Period 
option, the payment of the Optional Extended Reporting Period 
Premium shown in the Declarations for this Optional Extended 
Reporting Period must be paid to us within 15 days of the date of 
the non-renewal or cancellation.

At the commencement of this Optional Extended Reporting Period 
the entire premium shall be deemed earned and in the event that 
you terminate the Optional Extended Reporting Period for any 
reason prior to its natural expiration, we will not be liable to return 
any premium paid.

The right to the Extended Reporting Period or the Optional 
Extended Reporting Period shall not be available to you where:
a) Cancellation or non-renewal by us is due to non-payment of 

premium, or
b) Cancellation or non-renewal by us is due to your failure to pay 

such amounts in excess of the applicable Limit of Liability or 
within the amount of the applicable Deductible as is required
by this Policy in the payment of claims.

At the renewal of this Policy, our quotation of different premium, 
Deductible or Limit of Liability or changes in policy language shall 
not constitute non-renewal by us for the purposes of granting this 
Optional Extended Reporting Period.

In no event shall the granting of the Extended Reporting Period or 
the Optional Extended Reporting Period increase our Limit of 
Liability, including costs and expenses, as shown in the Declarations.

15. Choice of law
This Policy shall be interpreted under, governed by and construed in 
all respects in accordance with the law of the jurisdiction of the place 
of registration of the company named as the Insured in the 
Declarations and for this purpose, we and you agree to submit to 
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts within the territorial limits 
and jurisdiction of the place of registration of the company named 
as the Insured in the Declarations.

In any action to enforce our obligations under this Policy we can be 
designated or named as “Lloyd’s Underwriters" and such designation 
shall be binding on Lloyd’s Underwriters liable under this Policy as if 
we had each been individually named as defendant. Service of such 
proceedings may validly be made upon the Attorney In Fact in 
Canada for Lloyd’s Underwriters, whose address for such service is 
1155, rue Metcalfe, Suite 2220, Montreal, Quebec, H3B 2V6.

1. Misrepresentation
If a person applying for insurance falsely describes the property to 
the prejudice of the Insurer, or misrepresents or fraudulently omits 
to communicate any circumstance that is material to be made known

to the Insurer in order to enable it to judge of the risk to be 
undertaken, the contract is void as to any property in relation to 
which the misrepresentation or omission is material.
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2. Property of others

Unless otherwise specifically stated in the contract, the Insurer is not 
liable for loss or damage to property owned by any person other than 
the Insured, unless the interest of the Insured therein is stated in the 
contract.

3. Change of interest
The Insurer is liable for loss or damage occurring after an authorized 
assignment under the Bankruptcy Act or change of title by succession, 
by operation of law, or by death.

4. Material change
Any change material to the risk and within the control and knowledge 
of the Insured avoids the contract as to the part affected thereby, 
unless the change is promptly notified in writing to the Insurer or its 
local agent; and the Insurer when so notified may return the unearned 
portion, if any, of the premium paid and cancel the contract, or may 
notify the Insured in writing that, if he desires the contract to 
continue in force, he must within fifteen (15) days of the receipt of 
the notice, pay to the Insurer an additional premium; and in default 
of such payment the contract is no longer in force and the Insurer 
shall return the unearned portion, if any, of the premium paid.

5. Termination
1. This contract may be terminated:

a) by the Insurer giving to the Insured fifteen (15) days’ notice 
of termination by registered mail or five (5) days’ written 
notice of termination personally delivered;

b) by the Insured at any time on request.
2. Where this contract is terminated by the Insurer:

a) the Insurer shall refund the excess of premium actually paid 
by the Insured over the pro rata premium for the expired 
time, but in no event, shall the pro rata premium for the 
expired time be less than any minimum retained premium 
specified; and

b) the refund shall accompany the notice unless the premium 
is subject to adjustment or determination as to amount, in 
which case the refund shall be made as soon as practicable.

3. Where this contract is terminated by the Insured, the Insurer 
shall refund as soon as practicable the excess of the premium 
actually paid by the Insured over the short rate premium for the 
expired time, but in no event shall the short rate premium for 
the expired time, be deemed to be less than any minimum 
retained premium specified.

4. The refund may be made by money, postal or express company 
money order or cheque payable at par.

5. The fifteen (15) days mentioned in clause (1) (a) of this condition 
commences to run on the day following the receipt of the 
registered letter at the post office to which it is addressed.

6. Requirements after loss
1. Upon the occurrence of any loss of or damage to the insured 

property, the lnsured shall, if the loss or damage is covered by 
the contract, in addition to observing the requirements of 
Conditions 9, 10 and 11:
a) forthwith give notice thereof in writing to the Insurer;
b) deliver as soon as practicable to the Insurer a proof of loss 

verified by a statutory declaration,
i) giving a complete inventory of the destroyed and 

damaged property and showing in detail quantities, 
costs, actual cash value and particulars of amount of 
loss claimed,

ii) stating when and how the loss occurred, and if 
caused by fire or explosion due to ignition, how the 
fire or explosion originated, so far as the Insured 
knows or believes,

iii) stating that the loss did not occur through any wilful 
act or neglect or the procurement, means or 
connivance of the Insured,

iv) showing the amount of other insurance and the 
names of other Insurers,

v) showing the interest of the lnsured and of all others 
in the property with particulars of all liens, 
encumbrances and other charges upon the property,

vi) showing any changes in title, use, occupation, 
location, possession or exposures of the property 
since the issue of the contract,

vii) showing the place where the property insured was 
at the time of loss,

c) if required give a complete inventory of undamaged 
property and showing in detail quantities, cost, actual cash 
value;

d) if required and if practicable, produce books of account, 
warehouse receipts and stock lists, and furnish invoices and 
other vouchers verified by statutory declaration, and 
furnish a copy of the written portion of any other contract.

2. The evidence furnished under Clauses 1 (c) and (d) of this 
condition shall not be considered proofs of loss within the 
meaning of Statutory Conditions 12 and 13.

7. Fraud
Any fraud or wilfully false statement in a statutory declaration in 
relation to any of the above particulars, vitiates the claim of the 
person making the declaration.

8. Who may give notice and proof
Notice of loss may be given, and proof of loss may be made, by the 
agent of the Insured named in the contract in case of absence or 
inability of the Insured to give the notice or make the proof, and 
absence or inability being satisfactorily accounted for, or in the like 
case, or if the Insured refuses to do so, by a person to whom any part 
of the insurance money is payable.

9. Salvage
1. The Insured in the event of any loss or damage to any property 

insured under the contract, shall take all reasonable steps to 
prevent further damage to any such property so damaged and to 
prevent damage to other property insured hereunder including, 
if necessary, its removal to prevent damage or further damage 
thereto.

2. The Insurer shall contribute pro rata towards any reasonable and 
proper expenses in connection with steps taken by the Insured 
and required under subparagraph 1 of this condition according to 
the respective interests of the parties.

10. Entry, control, abandonment
After loss or damage to insured property, the Insurer has an 
immediate right of access and entry by accredited agents sufficient to 
enable them to survey and examine the property, and to make an 
estimate of the loss or damage, and after the Insured has secured the 
property, a further right of access and entry sufficient to enable them 
to make appraisal or particular estimate of the loss or damage, but 
the Insurer is not entitled to the control or possession of the insured 
property, and without the consent of the Insurer there can be no 
abandonment to it of insured property.

11. Appraisal
In the event of disagreement as to the value of the property insured, 
the property saved or the amount of the loss, those questions shall 
be determined by appraisal as provided under the Insurance Act 
before there can be any recovery under this contract whether the 
right to recover on the contract is disputed or not, and independently 
of all other questions. There shall be no right to an appraisal until a 
specified demand therefor is made in writing and until after proof of 
loss has been delivered.

12. When loss payable
The loss is payable within sixty (60) days after completion of the proof 
of loss, unless the contract provides for a shorter period.

13. Replacement
1. The Insurer, instead of making payment, may repair, rebuild, or 

replace the property damaged or lost, giving written notice of its 
intention so to do within thirty days after receipt of the proofs 
of loss.

2. In that event the Insurer shall commence to so repair, rebuild or 
replace the property within forty-five (45) days after receipt of 
the proofs of loss, and shall thereafter proceed with all due 
diligence to the completion thereof.

CFC Underwriting Limited is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
©1999-2012 CFC Underwriting Ltd, All Rights Reserved CFC A&E CAN V1.7
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14. Action

Every action or proceeding against the Insurer for the recovery of 
any claim under or by virtue of this contract is absolutely barred 
unless commenced within one year next after the loss or damage

occurs.

15. Notice
Any written notice to the Insurer may be delivered at, or sent by 
registered mail to, the chief agent or head office of the Insurer in the

PRIVACY NOTICE

By purchasing insurance from certain Underwriters at Lloyd’s, London 
(“Lloyd’s"), a customer provides Lloyd’s with his or her consent to the 
collection, use and disclosure of personal information, including that 
previously collected, for the following purposes:

• the communication with Lloyd’s policyholders
• the underwriting of policies
• the evaluation of claims
• the detection and prevention of fraud
• the analysis of business results
• purposes required or authorised by law

For the purposes identified, personal information may be disclosed to 
Lloyd’s related or affiliated organisations or companies, their 
agents/mandataries, and to certain non-related or unaffiliated 
organisations or companies.

Further information about Lloyd’s personal information protection policy 
may be obtained from the customer’s broker or by contacting Lloyd’s on 
514 861 8361 or through info@lloyds.ca.

ONTARIO COMMERCIAL LIABILITY NOTICE

Notice to Insureds:

Pursuant to the
Freedom Of Information And Protection Of Privacy Act, R.S.O. 1990, 
c.F.31 (as amended)

Important
The notice below applies to insurance contracts containing non
automobile legal liability coverages in provinces where statistical data 
relating to such contracts must be reported to the Superintendent of 
Insurance.

Legal authority for collection
Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.I.8, section 101(1).

Principal purpose for which personal informtion is intended to be used 
Information collected by insurers from insureds or supplied to insurers 
pertaining to the attached document will be used:

• to compile aggregate statistical data to be used in monitoring trends 
in the insurance industry;

• to develop statistical exhibits to be used in monitoring the insurance 
industry;

• to respond to requests for customized statistical information on the 
insurance industry;

• to respond to inquiries on statistical information made to Office of 
the Superintendent of Insurance; and

• to use and disclose such information for purposes which are 
consistent with the previous clauses.

The Public Official who can answer questions about the collection is:
Manager, Statistical Services 
Financial Services Commission of Ontario 
5160 Yonge Street, 17th Floor 
Box 85
North York, Ontario M2N 6L9 
Telephone: (416) 250-7250 
Fax: (416) 590-7070

FOI (11/1999)

COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE

If you have a complaint with any aspect of your Lloyd’s insurance, please 
refer to the broker/agent who arranged your policy for you.

OR

You may contact the General Insurance OmbudService (GIO) who will 
contact Lloyd’s on your behalf. The GIO can be reached at:

GIO - Atlantic Provinces
(902) 429-2730 
Toll-free: 1-800-565-7189
Website: www.gio-scad.org

GIO - British Columbia & Yukon
(604) 684-3635 
Toll-free: 1-877-772-37777
Website: www.gio-scad.org

GIO - Ontario
(416) 362-9528 
Toll-free: 1-800-387-2880
Website: www.gio-scad.org

GIO - Prairies, Northwest Territories & Nunavut
(780) 423-2212 
Toll-free: 1-800-377-6378
Website: www.gio-scad.org

Province of Quebec
GIO
(514) 288-6015

Toll-free: 1-800-361-5131
Website: www.gio-scad.org

OR

Autorite des marches financiers (l’Autorite)
Quebec City (418) 525-0311 
Montreal (514) 395-0311 
Toll-free: 1-866-526-03 11
E-mail: Renseignements-consommateur@lautorite.qc.ca
GIO - Alberta
(780) 421-8181
Toll-free: 1-888-421-4212
Website: www.gio-scad.org

For more information or to submit the facts of your insurance-related 
dispute, please visit the GIO website at www.gio-scad.org.

Should you be dissatisfied with the outcome of your broker’s resolution 
or with the GIO’s / l’Autorite’s assistance, please submit your written 
complaint to:

Lloyd’s Canada Inc.
Broker Management Services 
1155 rue Metcalfe, Suite 2220 
Montreal, Quebec H3B 2V6 
Tel: 1-877-4 LLOYDS
Fax: (514) 861-0470
E-mail: lineage@lloyds.ca

CFC Underwriting Limited is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
©1999-2012 CFC Underwriting Ltd, All Rights Reserved CFC A&E CAN V1.7
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Your written complaint will be forwarded to Lloyd’s Complaints 
Department in London which ensures that Lloyd’s Underwriters and their 
representatives deal with claims and complaints in an acceptable manner. 
It acts as an impartial mediator. When undertaking a review this 
Department takes account of general legal principles, good insurance 
practice, and whether all events surrounding a given case have been 
considered fairly.

If you are dissatisfied with Lloyd’s final letter, you may ask the GIO to 
arrange for mediation. Mediation is not available until Lloyd’s has issued 
its final letter of position on your complaint.

In Quebec you may also avail yourself of the services of l’Autorite who 
will study your file and may recommend mediation, if it deems this action 
appropriate and if both parties agree to it.

GIO - Alberta can be contacted where a policyholder is not satisfied with 
the basis on which a premium for basic coverage for a private passenger 
vehicle was determined, or considers that an insurer, directly or indirectly, 
has taken an adverse contractual action with respect to insurance for basic 
coverage.

SUBSCRIPTION NOTICE

IN CONSIDERATION OF THE INSURED having paid or agreed to pay 
each of the INSURERS named in the List of Subscribing Companies 
forming part hereof, or to INSURERS whose names are substituted 
therefor or added thereto by endorsement, hereinafter called “THE 
INSURERS", the Premium set against its name in the List of Subscribing 
Companies (attached hereto),

THE INSURERS SEVERALLY AND NOT JOINTLY agree, each for the 
Sum(s) Insured or Percentage(s) and for the Coverage(s) Insured set 
against its name in the List of Subscribing Companies, and subject always 
to the terms and conditions of this Policy, that if a loss occurs for which 
insurance is provided by this Policy at any time while it is in force, they 
will indemnify the INSURED against the loss so caused; the liability of 
each insurer individually for such loss being limited to that proportion of 
the loss payable according to the terms and conditions of this Policy which 
the Sum Insured or the amount corresponding to the Percentage set 
against its name in the List of Subscribing Companies, or such other sum 
or percentage as may be substituted therefor by endorsement, bears to

the total of the sums insured or of the amounts corresponding to the 
percentages of the sums insured respectively set out against the coverage 
concerned on the Declarations page(s).

Wherever in this Policy, or in any endorsement attached hereto, reference 
is made to “The Company", “The Insurer", “This Company", “we", “us", 
or “our", reference shall be deemed to be made to each of the Insurers 
severally.

This policy is made and accepted subject to the foregoing provisions, and 
to the other provisions, stipulations and conditions contained herein, 
which are hereby specially referred to and made a part of this Policy, as 
well as such other provisions, agreements or conditions as may be 
endorsed hereon or added hereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE INSURERS through their representative(s) 
duly authorized by them for this purpose have executed and signed this 
Policy.

CFC Underwriting Limited is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
©1999-2012 CFC Underwriting Ltd, All Rights Reserved CFC A&E CAN V1.7
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Hidden Insurance Risk Lurks in Property 
Leases
By Gloria Vogel, CFA | August 21, 2013

The RF Radiation Risk Factor

In February 2013, AM Best classified RF (radio frequency) radiation from wireless antennas as 
an “Emerging Technology-Based Risk.” This was based, in part, on an estimated 250,000 
workers per year who may be over-exposed to RF radiation from the 600,000 governmental and 
commercial RF radiating antenna systems across the nation.

The FCC recognizes RF radiation from transmitting antennas as a human health hazard, as a 
single RF transmitting antenna can emit hundreds of times more RF radiation than a cell phone. 
RF radiation hazards from transmitting antennas can cause thermal and non-thermal or 
cognitive/psychological injuries. Non-thermal or cognitive/psychological injuries do not 
necessarily have a physical manifestation. Cognitive/psychological RF injuries include memory 
loss, mood disorders, sleep disorders, and impaired or diminished cognitive function.

RF radiation injuries should be of concern to insurers, especially since their exposure to the risk 
is hidden within the lease contracts between the commercial wireless service providers (CWSPs) 
and landlords who lease space to those CWSPs for antenna systems.

The Property Leases:

Landlords who lease space to the CWSPs are completely unaware of the potential for injury from 
RF transmitting antennas and that they will be held liable for such injures. Typical site leases 
include a mutual indemnification clause, which would appear to protect the landlords from 
personal injuries that may be caused by the CWSPs’ antennas. However to enforce the 
indemnity provision, the landlords must demonstrate that the primary cause of injury was the 
fault of the CWSPs.



CWSPs will take the position that it was the landlords who permitted access to the RF hazard 
area near the antennas, which was the proximate cause of the injury; or, that injury could have 
been prevented by the landlords controlling access to the RF hazard areas. So, in reality, the 
lease language indemnity provision merely buys the landlords and their insurers a lawsuit against 
well-financed CWSPs with a litany of possible legal defenses.

Who Has Liability for RF injuries?

The CWSPs employ hundreds of RF engineers and are the technical experts on anything 
involving RF radiation and its ability to cause injury to humans. Accordingly, prior to the lease 
being signed, the CWSPs have a “Duty to Warn” the unsuspecting landlords, and their insurers, 
of the RF radiation hazards associated with the lessee’s equipment.

By not divulging pertinent RF hazard information in the leases, the CWSPs may be attempting to 
use the 1996 Telecom Act as a shield in not warning the landlords. The Act precludes any 
discussion of RF radiation at municipal siting hearings. However, there is nothing contained in 
the language that enjoins the CWSPs from not informing the landlords of the hazards associated 
with RF radiation in the lease agreements they unilaterally create. Their actions are based solely 
on a business decision that has been used by other industries in the past.. .never mention the 
physical harm to humans that the product produces.

A landlord with full knowledge of their financial exposure to the liability assumed with the lease 
would likely either demand a greater monthly fee, or would decline permission to site on their 
property. It stands to reason that no business person would trade hundreds of thousands or more 
in attorney and legal fees associated with an RF injury, for a few thousand dollars of rental 
income per month.

Legal Recourse

Once a lease has been executed without proper disclosure, “Fraud in the Inducement” can be 
alleged by the landlord asserting that the CWSP concealed material facts associated with the 
hazards of their operations/equipment. The CWSP will have known at the time of negotiating the 
contract that by not disclosing those material facts, the landlord might be more inclined to sign 
the lease. Additionally, theories of “Intentional and Negligent Misrepresentation of Material 
Facts” may be brought against the CWSP.

Finally, there will be insistence that the CWSP has a “Non-Delegable Duty” to ensure full 
compliance with the FCC RF human exposure standard. Federal law, 47 CFR 1.130, establishes 
the FCC licensee’s (CWSP) duty regarding RF safety, which cannot be transferred to the 
landlord.

Lack of Claims Doesn’t Mean Lack of Claimants

The insurers should not rely on the lack of RF injury claims to proclaim there isn’t a significant 
RF injury problem with workers being exposed to RF radiation on a daily basis. The lack of 
claims is the result of injured parties being unaware that they were over-exposed to RF 
radiation. Just one plaintiff’s attorney with an aggressive media campaign can quickly alter this

http://www.claimsjournal.com/news/national/2012/11/29/218257.htm


lack of knowledge. As the population of workers becomes aware of the hidden RF hazards and 
their potential for exposure, claims will likely be filed by the thousands, and long term litigation 
will result, in similar manner to the way asbestos evolved.

based Drexel Hamilton, a service disabled veteran broker-dealer. She also teaches finance and 
metrics to graduate students as an adjunct professor at NYU-SCPS. Previously, Vogel was a 
contributing author on www.seekingalpha.com. She worked at Swiss Re and was an All-Star 
equity research insurance analyst at several major investment banks, including Lehman Brothers 
and Bear Stearns.

Source: http://www.claimsjournal.com/news/national/2013/08/21/235352.htm
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Date: 12-15-15- Item (39)- Council File 15-1429 & Accompanying Resolution No. 016-122

Sworn Testimony Submitted by: Kevin Mottus 11041 Santa Monica Blvd #627 Los Angeles, CA 
90025

To City Council Members, Mayor and Involved City Staff:

Because the evidence I'm submitting with this letter shows that the RF emissions allowed by the project will 
result in substantial human health impacts, you are required to prepare and certify an Environmental Impact 
Report before approving the project.

I OPPOSE this item, plan and project being described in Council File 15-1429 & accompanying 
resolution #016-122 on the basis that this project and plan will cause injury to the public's 
health and will further injure those already suffering from illnesses and diseases due to the 
exposure to Radio Frequency Radiation being emitted by the cellular telecommunications 
antennas already on LADWP sites. These antennas should have never been approved in the 
first place and this execution of a master license agreement and site license agreement will 
make a very bad problem even worse and make an already significant hazard a more 
permanent one and with additional future cell tower sites made easier by this plan a more wide 
spread health hazard to the public.

As reflected in the DWP Board Letter of Approval dated 11-18-15, this MLA and SLA rely on the 
assumption that: "In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) it has 
been determined that the MLA and SLA is exempt pursuant to the General Exemption described 
in CEQA Guidelines Section 15061 (9)(3). General Exemptions apply in situations where it can 
be seen with REASONABLE CERTAINTY THAT THERE IS NO POSSIBILITY THAT THE ACTIVITY IN 
QUESTION MAY HAVE A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT." I am submitting into 
the record and have attached more than 900 scientific studies demonstrating that Radio 
Frequency Radiation as emitted by cell tower antennas harm the public's health by increasing 
the incidence of: cancer, neurological disease, cardiac dysfunction, immune system disorders, 
DNA damage, and by harming the ability of those effected to reproduce. I am requesting that 
a full and complete EIR or environmental review be done for this program and all the cellular 
telecommunications facilities referred to by this master license agreement and site license 
agreement. I insist that an EIR be completed for all city projects past, present and future 
using wireless technology due to the Radio Frequency Radiation wireless technology emits 
into the environment and damage it does to the health and safety of those reached by the 
wireless radiation microwaves.

I am also submitting into the record sworn testimony of hundreds of people who are already 
suffering from neurological and other serious medical health effects from exposure to wireless 
RF radiation often classified as Electro Hyper Sensitivity or EHS from smart meters which emit 
RF radiation which is considered less powerful and utilizes transmissions that are sent less often 
than those of cell tower transmitters and facilities and thus these cell towers referred to in the 
MLA and SLA pose an even greater health hazard now and in the future. This is just a sample of 
the many hundreds of personal testimony documented by the CPUC of people developing non- 
thermal biological health effects from exposure to low powered RF radiation. This provides 
human evidence of harm to go along with the thousands of scientific studies attached.



The Los Angeles Dept of Water and Power already has an opt out for its wireless electric meters 
as do many cities and counties across the state because people who have gotten sick from the 
Radio Frequency Radiation emitted by wireless electric meters documented their illness and 
demanded that there be an opt out put in place to protect their health-see CPUC minutes for 
documentation of reported health effects. This is human evidence RF radiation causing 
illnesses and death.

In addition, Los Angeles Unified School District has passed a resolution in 2009 attached and 
submitted along with this letter that acknowledges the need to protect children from the 
dangers posed by wireless radiation exposure and specifically "the Board supports 
responsible deployment of fiber optic broadband technology, which is superior to 
wireless technology in speed, reliability, security, durability and protections it 
affords people and the environment from the potential hazards of exposure to 
radio-frequency radiation.” LAUSD set a 200ft set back for any cell tower from any school to 
protect the health of children. This MLA and SLA has no set back provision. During the past 
year, Los Angeles City Firefighters were given an exemption from having cell towers placed on 
top of their facilities as part of the LA-RICS program to protect workers from non-thermal 
biological effects-see attached Firefighters Press Release and commissioned symptoms list. LA 
DWP workers and residents living nearby deserve the same kind of exemption and protection 
from wireless health effects.

CA Medical Association has passed a resolution in the past year stating that the standards for 
wireless radiation exposure are inadequate and need to be revised to take into account non 
thermal biological effects and hundreds of peer reviewed studies showing "Whereas peer 
reviewed research has demonstrated adverse biological effects of wireless EMF including 
single and double stranded DNA breaks, creation of reactive oxygen species, immune 
dysfunction, cognitive processing effects, stress protein synthesis in the brain, altered brain 
development, sleep and memory disturbances, ADHD, abnormal behavior, sperm 
dysfunction, and brain tumors; and (2-55)”. Dept of Interior wrote a formal letter to the FCC 
stating that wireless safety standards are inadequate, outdated and do not protect against 
non-thermal or subthermal effects.

By approving this item, you are facilitating the efficient distribution of a high risk agent as 
classified by Swiss Re insurance report attached and submitted for the record. Wireless 
radiation is an agent that has been exempted from insurance company coverages due to the 
massive body of evidence showing it to be harmful. The city is opening itself up to great legal 
liability by allowing its facilities to be used to house cell tower antennas and expose nearby 
DWP workeers and residents to harmful wireless RF radiation.

To continue to ignore this massive body of scientific evidence that wireless radiation causes 
harm to residents' health and omit these cellular towers and this plan from environmental 
review is to allow and facilitate the unnecessary suffering, illness and death of DWP workers 
and residents living nearby these towers. This is an injustice. This is irresponsible and 
criminal. I ask that you OPPOSE THIS ITEM AND THE RELATED RESOLUTION 016-122 AND 
COMPLETE AN EIR Environmental Review FOR THIS PLAN AND FACILITIES REFERRED TO IN



THE MASTER LICENSE AGREEMENT AND SITE LICENSE AGREEMENT STRUCTURE FOR CELLULAR 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS.

Kevin Mottus

11041 Santa Monica Blvd #627 

Los Angeles CA 90025
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PME-FILEP TESTIMONY 

MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262

Please state your name and address.

Was a CMP smart meter installed at your residence?

Yes. I was not advised when it was done, but I believe it was installed in April or May 

of 2012.

Had you asked CMP to not install the meter?

Yes. I contacted CMP in the Spring of 2011 and told them that my wife had lived 

through a brain tumor and we did not want to risk any complications caused by radio 

frequency waves from a smart meter. They wrote back to in March of 2011 (see 

attached) agreeing not to install the meter until further notice. They sent me a form letter 

in early 2012 saying the meter would be installed unless I paid “opt-out fees.” I called to 

complain but they said it was “take it or leave it.” I finally wrote back in February, 2012 

(see attached) saying do what you have to do. I signed under protest. I cannot afford the 

special fees on my fixed income retirement.

Please describe why you do not want a smart meter at your residence.

My wife was diagnosed with a brain tumor in 1983 and God miraculously healed her 

less than a week before surgery. The meter on our house is right outside our bedroom 

window, not more than seven feet from her head as she sleeps. I am aware of some of 

the risks associated with radio frequency waves. 1 am a retired 

Director. I remember a PR story we did many years ago about an early warning radar 

system developed by Raytheon in Massachusetts. I remember clearly talking with
1
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people at the site in which it was mentioned that there was a poultry farm nearby and 

that many of the poultry became sterile.

Also, my father-in-law, now deceased, holds original patents on radar. I 

remember conversations with him on his work. Talking about one Raytheon story with 

him, it became apparent that there were serious questions about the little-known 

biological effects that radar can have.

Q. Please tell us anything else that you want us or the Public Utilities Commission to 

know about your experiences and circumstances.

A. The complete indifference on the part of all parties to our concerns. They could care 

less. The moral indifference is appalling and shows extremely poor corporate ethics. 

We are still very concerned. The least they could do is put a shield between the meter 

and our bedroom, which I had requested them to do.

STATE OF MAINE
YORK, ss: January 2013

Personally appeared the above-named stated under oath that the
foregoing Affidavit made by him is true and base^ipoOi^w^ersonal knowledge, 
information or belief, and so far as upon information and belief, he believes the information to 
be true. Before me,

LJbtckO/usL <|v
Notary Public/Attomey-at-Law

f'V/Yl bm-lO C/I V, ?)<"> n-C
Name Typed or Printed ^
My Commission Expires: ^ 2-0 >

. CONSTANCE Y. BRINE 2
Notary Public, Maine

My Commission Expires February 29,2016
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PRE-FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY
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MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262

Please state your name, address and occupation.

4 Q. Was a smart meter installed at your residence? If so, state approximately the

5 date when it was installed.

6 A. SCE&G/SCANA without my consent or knowledge installed an AMR on my gas

7 meter in December of 2009 and an AMR on my electric meter in January of 2010.

8 My three requests to have the AMR meters removed for dire medical

9 reasons and the request of my physician to have the meters removed from my

10 home were not honored and I was forced to abandon my home.

11 Q. Please describe why you do not want a smart meter at your residence.

12 A. In February of 2010, not long after the AMR meters were installed, I became very

13 sick. It started out like a flu virus. I had a fever and my body was aching all over.

14 Then all the joints in my body became swollen and incredibly painful: my fingers,

15 hands, wrists, feet, and even my head was swollen. I was in excruciating pain. I

16 lay in bed for six months crying. I had a rash all over my torso and arms. Due to

17 the lack of strength in my hands, I could not drive or even peel an apple. I had the

18 worst headache of my life. It took a year and a half for the pain and swelling in

19 my joints to subside.

1
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I was constantly sick with colds and the flu. I had horrible nausea and 

fatigue. My eyes hurt and were often very red. My throat was always sore. I 

developed a sensitivity to sound that persists today.

Six months after I became so sick in February 2010, my intolerance to 

chemicals exploded. I developed intolerances to things that had NEVER bothered 

me before like commercial printing ink, chlorine, synthetic fabrics.

In the summer of 2010, I began to have problems when I worked on my 

computer. At first it started with my face getting red and my head getting very hot 

after I had been working on my computer for 40 minutes or more. Then it got 

worse. I would experience horrible intestinal cramping, nausea and fatigue from 

working on the computer.

The problems I experienced when using my computer led me to learn more 

about EMF radiation. I had all the dimmer switches in my home removed. I 

stopped using my wireless router, microwave oven and hair dryer. I even 

reluctantly gave up my cell phone! But I was still sick and I was always sick at 

home. If I took a long car ride, I felt better. But, as soon as I returned home my 

symptoms returned: excruciating headaches, muscle cramping (especially in my 

legs), extreme fatigue, nausea, problems with my eyes, sweating all over my body, 

difficulty breathing and irregular heartbeats. The tissue in my brain was hurting 

and felt like it was burning. I had dry chapped lips; I was waking up in the middle 

of the night for no reason. I had gone into early menopause.
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1 On February 23, 2012, I called my utility company which was 

SCE&G/SCANA and asked if they had installed any Smart Meters on my home. 

An SCE&G customer service representative told me that yes they had! Without 

my consent or knowledge, SCE&G had removed the analog meters from my home 

in Charleston, SC and put a wireless automated meter reader (AMR) on the gas 

meter in December of 2009 and another AMR on the electric meter of my home in 

January of 2010. I was stunned to realize that the installation of these devices 

coincided with my becoming so very sick. I asked 3 times for them to remove 

these devices and they refused each time.

In August of 2012,1 was diagnosed with Toxic Encephalopathy (349.8) and 

Neurologic EMF Related Encephalopathy (348.30; E926.0). I have become 

Electrically Sensitive and am symptomatic around just about anything that is 

plugged in or has a computerized motor.

Do you experience electromagnetic sensitivity symptoms in proximity to other 

radio frequency devices, such as Wi-Fi, microwave ovens, cell phones or 

cordless phones? Please describe the symptoms and the circumstances when 

they occur.

YES. I cannot go near a Wi-Fi or wireless router.

If I accidentally get near a wireless router I get a searing pain in my brain 

tissue that feels like a dagger and a horrible headache. The tissue in my brain 

swells and I have intense pain in cranium, skin and hair follicles of my head. I then

become nauseated and am overcome by intense fatigue. The pain, nausea and
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fatigue will last for 36-48 hours. As a single mother of a young child this is an 

unbelievably awful situation to be in. My 2007 automobile makes me ill. Every 

time I drive it I become nauseated and get a headache. I have been looking since 

August for a low EMF car, but have not found one yet. I cannot be near office 

equipment or large electrical equipment (like in a grocery store) or I become 

nauseated. I have difficulty breathing and get abdominal cramping. If I am unable 

to get away quickly, I will start sweating all over my body.

I am sick, in almost constant pain. My Electro Magnetic Sensitivity or 

Radio Wave Sickness is almost completely debilitating. I cannot go near a 

wireless router without becoming horribly ill for 36 hours and experiencing 

horrible pain in my brain tissue. I cannot be near cell towers. I cannot be near 

office equipment or electrical equipment without becoming symptomatic. I can go 

almost nowhere. I cannot go to the grocery store. I had to hire someone to bring 

me my groceries once a week. I cannot go to the Library anymore. I cannot be 

near a CFL light bulb that is turned on. I have trouble being near the table lamps 

in the house we are renting! I cannot stand under an overhead lamp. I cannot be 

near other people's cell phones. I experience debilitating nausea, fatigue and 

headaches daily. My life is a nightmare. I am still searching for a car that has low 

EMF emissions. I get a headache and become nauseated every time I have to get 

in my car to take my son to school. Every aspect of my life has been affected. 

Even the land line phone makes me sick. I had to buy a special phone back in the

spring, and now I can only use it over the speaker phone sitting 6 feet away from it
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AND I can only use it for a total of 60 minutes a day and never after 6:30 at night. 

I turn the computer on usually once a week for an hour. I wrote most of this letter 

out long hand and had a friend type it for me.

If you have physical or medical conditions, including sensitivity to 

electromagnetic radiation, have these conditions been diagnosed? Identify 

the diagnosis or description of the condition.

Yes, See attached Diagnosis from my physician, In August of

2012, I was diagnosed with Toxic Encephalopathy (349.8) and Neurologic EMF 

Related Encephalopathy (348.30; E926.0). I have become Electrically Sensitive 

and am symptomatic around just about anything that is plugged in or has a 

computerized motor. Attached as Exhibits A, B, C and D are Dr. 

notes, dated August 21, 2012, her September 19, 2012, letter to SCE&G/SCANA, 

and a description of her background and credentials obtained from her website.

Has your physician or other medical care provider made any 

recommendations about exposure to electromagnetic devices, including smart 

meters? Please attach any recommendations in writing from your health care 

provider.

My physician has stated that I am in a crisis state and that I have no margin for any 

further exposure to EMF. Please see attached Rx form (Exhibit A) that states that 

I “have medical conditions that affect major life activities of essential neurologic 

function and/or breathing. It is medically necessary for her to have removal of 

EMF sources, including ‘Smart Meters’ (AMR).”
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Q.

A.

Q.

A.

If you had a smart meter for a period of time and experienced or observed 

symptoms or adverse reactions, did those symptoms or adverse reactions 

cease when the smart meter was removed? Describe the circumstances.

Meter was never removed, but if I went away from the home for extended period 

of time to an area without Smart Meters my symptoms lessened.

Has your experience with smart meters caused any disruptions in your daily 

living? Please describe the circumstances?

My experience has been devastating. Almost every aspect of my life has been 

affected. I had to abandon my home and move to a new community 45 minutes 

away. I had to find a new school for my son, my marriage fell apart. I am 

disabled now. Simple everyday functions like preparing a meal are complicated 

and medically risky for me now. I cannot be near our electric range and have to 

cook using the circuit breaker. I am so intolerant to natural gas that using a gas 

range is not an option for me. I cannot go to the library, the grocery store, or my 

friend’s houses in Charleston because they have AMR meters on their homes. I 

cannot even go into my child’s elementary classroom because his school has wi-fi, 

which I believe to be a very ill-considered decision on the part of the headmaster 

now that I have been forced to learn about long term health effects of wireless and 

EMF radiation. Electrical Sensitivity which my doctor has stated I acquired 

secondary to exposure to the AMR devices put on my home without my 

knowledge or consent has had a devastating impact on my life. It is not medically
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1 known how much recovery will be possible for me. I must try to avoid exposure

2 to EMF radiation.which is becoming more and more difficult in this country.

3 Q. Please tell us anything else that you want us or the Public Utilities

4 Commission to know about your experiences and circumstances.

5 A. These devices are not safe. They have not been tested. Children, babies in utero,

6 pregnant women, the elderly, those with inflammatory, immune system and

7 genetic disorders are all particularly at risk. As a group this is a large segment of

8 our population.
'fh

Dated this 2*1 day of January, 2013.

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
CHARLESTON, ss: January j^L 2013

Personally appeared the above-named and stated under
oath that the foregoing Affidavit made by her is true and based upon her own personal 
knowledge, information or belief, and so far as upon information and belief, she believes 
the information to be true. Before me,

Notary Puotary Public/Attomey-at-Law
S fV( jz WM~t Li

Name Typed or Printed 
My Commission Expires: 7 jZoiH
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M.D., DR. P.H.
Occupational and Environmental Medicine
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.AGE.
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FAX COYER SHEEr

1ft

Send SCfilfk From:
M.D.. Dr. P.H.

At**: £>&uM Ud&xr Date: $-2/- /2~ .

Office Location:
Office Location:

Fax No. 93? ~7£33 Re: ■

Urgeni^^ U Reply ASAP Opiease Comment [JPlease Review [J For Your Information

'ages (including cover page):

ff'jffi- j£t$k*r
M.D., DR. P.H. %o 3- <?S3 ~7&%3

Occupational and Environmental Medicine

JAME 

ADDRESS

.AGE,

DATE iX

7Y< -fe&G Qj\cx^*^k^^h CZWft OeJl 
>&&£&£ C3 % * ri £' f!2tf'<»•

•Tfer, ^

3?S %
/)/$A /M«w ^ 4>r As**? CtuM&X-
■f%e#jUm A re**™*4<X. ‘Mm&c**- «rfea,.

LABEL ^ ffxxfjie# ’

REFILL 0-1-2-3-4-PRN ______________

GENERIC SUBSTITUTION YES____ NO______

M.D.

^his medical information in this FAX message is confidential and protected by both State and Federal Law. It is ml awful for 
authorized persons to review, copy, disclose, or disseminate confidential medical information. If the reader of this warning 

is not the intended FAX recipient or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that you have received this FAX 
message in error and that review or further disclosure of the information contained in this FAX is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this FAX in error, please notify us immediately at the telephone number indicated above and either destroy these 
documents or return the originals to us by mail.
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CERTIFIED LETTER RETURN RECEIPT

September 17, 2012 

Keller Kissam
President of Retail Operations
SCE&G/SCANA
220 Operation Way
Cayce, South Carolina 29202-3701

Dear Mr. Kissam:

1 have a patient from Charleston, South Carolina who developed encephalopathy secondary to exposure to 
two automated meter readers (AMR), one located about 2 feet from the head of her bed and one located 
only a few feet from her kitchen where she spent significant time. She was unaware these were installed in 
December 2000 (for pas) and January 2010 (for electric). Unfortunately, these were installed without her 
knowledge or consent However, she was unaware of them until February 2012 by which time she had 
developed progressively serious debilitating neurologic effects.

Unfortunately, the location of these devices contributed to harm. The location near her brain at night and 
repeatedly throughout the day has had a disastrous effect on her which is permanent because there is 
inadequate medical knowledge to reverse this form of damage.

When I inquired for medically necessary reasonable accommodation, I was treated with rudeness by the 
company representative for SCE&G/SCANA, accommodation was refused and I. was told that these 
devices were "safe".

I am a nationally known expert in occupational and environmental medicine and have been in medical 
practice for 39 years. I am familiar with variation in human response to EMF/RF emitting devices. 
Occupational and environmental medicine is a subspecialty of public health. I obtained public health 
training at Johns Hopkins and Harvard including but not limited to training in scientific methodology.

Because SCE&G/SCANA has represented these devices as completely "safe", l request a copy of all. 
scientific studies used to support such a statement.

Corporate representatives must stop representing these devices as "safe" for everyone. Individuals must 
be informed that if they have had symptom/health changes after installation of these devices that they 
describe these changes in a note or letter to the company and a properly designated agency. Any 
individuals requesting that the devices be removed should be honored both as a reasonable 
accommodation for persons who are affected and for others who are concerned about the location of the 
devices and wish to take measures to prevent damage to their brain and nervous system.

Neurologic changes can manifest themselves in many ways. These include cognitive changes, headaches, 
skin rashes, hormonal disturbances, muscle pain/spasm/twitching, changes in blood pressure, heart rate 
and rhythm (autonomic nervous system), changes in pain, inflammation, autoimmune response 
(biochemical changes associated with EMF/RF can increase free radicals inducing inflammatory changes), 
and other effects.

Page 1 of 2
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It is medically unacceptable to install devices without the knowledge or consent of individuals. Merely i
putting a note in a monthly bill is insufficient notificattori ter such a serious hazard. Many people do not J
notice or understand such inserts, most individuate regard inserts in their monthly bill as advertisements or \
other irrelevant information and it is easy for such notices to be omitted during the mailing and notification
process. It also completely teils to address the vital issue of location. Would anyone put a device near the
head of a child, pregnant woman, elderly person or anyone at aH given the current lack of human safety
data?

Present standards for exposure rely heavily on the amount that would raise temperature of body tissue.
This neglects evaluation of neurotransmitter function, which can be altered by much smaller doses. I 
recognize that device manufacturers should be expected to have more expertise than a utility user 
company; SCE&G/SCANA may have bean misled by manufacturer or industry association lack of 
knowledge and /or misinformation.

Action is now essential to scientifically evaluate health effects and to take prompt corrective measures to 
prevent more individuals from developing problems, and to prevent the further disabling of persons who 
have been affected.

I await a response regarding both the submission of scientific studies documenting “safety” of these 
residential devices (where 24/7 exposures can occur), which I need promptly, and the corporate plan to 
assess and minimize damage to the health of the public.

Cc: Governor Nikki R. Haley
Patricia Green, Director of Columbia FHEO Field Office
Dr. Margaret Chan, Director-General of World Health Organization
Tom Clifford, Executive News Director of The Post and Courier

Page 2 of 2
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About Dr.
Dr. Dr. P.H. has been practicing medicine for 38 years, with a major
focus on public health and prevention as well as medical care. She received her M.D. in 
1967 from the University of Kansas College of Medicine, the state of her childhood and 
youth. After two years of volunteer work in South Vietnam as a physician to civilians 
(1968-1970), she began her public health training, with a Master of Public Health at 
Johns Hopkins (1971), and a Master of Science and then Doctor of Public Health at 
Harvard (1975).

She returned to join the Johns Hopkins faculty, also attending courses there in 
toxicology (numerous courses), occupational medicine, industrial hygiene, and 
occupational and environmental epidemiology. She has been active in worker 
education, teaching occupational medicine to medical students at the University of 
Maryland School of Medicine, and occupational health policy at Johns Hopkins School 
of Public Health.

Dr. has been a consultant for Maryland OSHA, the New Jersey Department of 
Health (writing fact sheets on about 1,000 chemicals), Maryland Department of the 
Environment, WHO, US Congress, Walter Reed, National Academy of Sciences, US 
Environmental Protection Agency, US Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 
Registry, US Department of Agriculture, California Department of Health Services, 
American Lung Association and other agencies.

She has also had an active medical practice evaluating and caring for patients with 
chemical injury, in documenting treatable biochemical and pathophysiological changes 
resulting from chemical injury, and developing science-based, non-harmful means of 
effective treatment. Education of patients, the public and professionals about the 
prevention, early recognition and science-based treatment of chemical injury remains an 
ongoing and vitally important interest.
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PRE-FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY 

MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262

Q. Please state your name and address.

Q. Was a CMP smart meter installed at your residence?

A. No. I requested early in the deployment that no smart meter be installed. CMP 

customer service made it difficult to agree with the request. I felt I had to keep 

watch of my house/analog meter for fear of not having my request upheld. 

Customer Service was argumentative and threatening. They made me give a 

reason for the request. They said it would have to be swapped out at a later date 

because the opt-out would not pass. Trying to get to the correct department was 

difficult and I was handed off to numerous people. I had to call numerous times to 

get them to finally agree with the request.

Q. If you do not currently have a smart meter, are you paying the opt-out fee?

A. Yes

Q. Please describe why you do not want a smart meter at your residence.

A. I am EMF & RF Sensitive to the point of daily discomfort in most public places. 

Symptoms include: heart palpitations, headache, dizziness, failing eye sight when 

around meters, body aches, restlessness, interrupted sleep, forgetfulness and 

shakiness. I have felt first-hand what the meters do to me physically. The 

deployment throughout CMP’s area has caused me to change the way I live.
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Please describe the symptoms and the circumstances when they occur.

I cannot work in an office setting in most buildings due to facilities having Wi-Fi 

and multiple cell phone users or close to smart meters. This makes for a non-ADA 

environment for me and I can’t function. When I do enter into spaces that have 

wireless technology I can only stay for a short time due to the symptoms described 

above. When I’m around iPhones and iPads I am in pain. In fact I tried using an 

iPad on 10/15/12 for the first time and was instantly dizzy and nauseous.

I have experienced relief from pain in my hands when using an external 

keyboard as opposed to my lap top keyboard. The EMF that comes off a laptop is 

such that it was causing arthritic-like joint pain.

Being in other public spaces such as stores and people’s homes with 

wireless and smart meters makes me uncomfortable as well. I limit my exposure 

as much as possible but it’s difficult to live a normal life with the fear of exposure.

I am also very sensitive to cell towers. When driving I can typically feel 

pain when a tower is about lA mile away. I don’t even have to see the tower...I 

know it’s coming up. The combination of cell towers, the smart grid, radio towers 

and high tension lines causes severe pain mostly in my legs and hips but 

occasionally in the temples and chest. When I’m closer to them the other 

symptoms occur.

I don’t have wireless connection in my home, never put a cell phone to my 

head and have replaced the cordless house phone for a land line. I check my cell 

phone on occasion throughout the day by using speaker only.

2
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Have you experienced symptoms while in the proximity of smart meters?

Example 1: When smart meters were first installed in my old neighborhood I 

detected a change while watching TV one night. I had a really strange feeling 

wash over me and I exclaimed to my husband that something is different like a 

surge of some sort. I thought it was from a cell tower but the pain and the new 

ache in my right temple was different. I had no prior knowledge the meters had 

been installed earlier in the day. A friend who lived approximately Vi mile away 

mentioned the next day her smart meter was installed. I felt the beginnings of the 

smart meter mesh deployment as it crept into my life that evening and now has 

consumed me every day since.

Example 2: On another occasion as I was raking leaves on the side of the 

house closest to my neighbor’s smart meter, I experienced worrisome heart 

palpitations and dizziness that made me stop what I was doing to clench my chest. 

I realized within seconds as I looked around that I was by their meter. I had 

completely forgotten to be cautious of being on that side of the house as I assisted 

with the Fall yard clean-up. When I realized my proximity to the meter I 

immediately moved to the back yard. It was then as I moved away from the meter 

that the palpitations subsided.

There have been so many other occasions but these stand out. They both 

were significant in that I wasn’t tuned into the cautious state of fear of avoiding 

exposure.. .1 was just living my life as I did pre-smart meter.
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If you have physical or medical conditions, including sensitivity to

electromagnetic radiation, have these conditions been diagnosed?

A. Diagnosed by: ______________
■Associates -

lerapy Associates -

Diagnosis: EM & RF Sensitive 

See Attached Exhibits A and B.

Has your physician or other medical care provider made any 

recommendations about exposure to electromagnetic devices, including smart 

meters? Please attach any recommendations in writing from your health care

provider.

A. All have recommended to keep away from devices that cause my symptoms 
as well as to not have a smart meter.

associates - Acupuncture for radiation/electromagnetic detox. 
Monthly radiation-detox baths.

erapy Associates - Supplements + drink hemp milk as
an antidote.

| - Radiation-detox baths, supplements, test and use if needed 
Stetzerizer throughout home. Use of a cell phone radiation bag.

Has your experience with the smart meters caused any disruptions in your

daily living? Please describe the circumstances.

YES! My husband and I moved to ■■IH^^in an area where homes are not 

close to each other. We moved in June of 2011. I was unable to withstand the 

symptoms in our home any longer. The house was in a fairly

dense neighborhood with one neighbor’s meter approximately 20’ away and others 

not much further from the house.
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I am extremely limited to where and for how long I can shop, visit friends 

and be in other public spaces due to the mesh network. I had to move to a home 

where the neighbors’ houses are further apart. I can’t work in a building with 

smart meters and wireless. I share space downtown with another group but rarely 

go there due to feeling sick within minutes. I have to go weekly or bi-weekly to 

acupuncture for treatment. This is not covered by my insurance. I have to pay 

CMP to opt out of having the smart meter. I can’t even go to my own rental 

properties since the tenants have the meters. One property has 4 units on^^^| 

Hill in amongst cluster housing. Because of the opt-out fees our tenants who are 

on a limited budget can’t afford the additional expense of the fees.

I struggle with the symptoms of exposure every day. Going for walks is 

now limited due to the heavy exposure in neighborhoods. I live in fear of the pain 

or heart issues that occur as I drive through densely populated neighborhoods with 

meters. The smart meter mesh has been and continues to be a financial, emotional 

and physical burden.

Please tell us anything else that you want us or the Public Utilities 

Commission to know about your experiences and circumstances.

As it relates to my sensitivity to all things wireless:

Another wireless device that I’m particularly sensitive to is the wireless 

units in automobiles, planes and busses. My car is a 2008 VW Passat. Within a 

week of ownership I experienced a discomfort in my legs and hips. Nothing else

had changed other than the new car. I had the fuse pulled from the heated seats, I
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adjusted the position of the seat to insure I wasn’t putting pressure on the back of 

the knee/leg which would interfere with blood circulation. I also drove my 2001 

VW Beetle (without or limited wireless) for a few days to see if there was a 

difference. There was definitely a difference in the pain driving the two cars. It 

wasn’t until 2011 when my mechanic mentioned there is wireless diagnostics in 

my car. It’s constantly seeking information to then display on the dashboard. 

That’s when it all made sense. The wireless in the car was why my pain has 

continued to this day. When I asked the VW dealer to tell me where the wireless 

‘hub’ was located and could it be disarmed, they were not willing to be of help. 

Purchasing a ‘new’ car will not solve the problem. I would have to buy an older 

car without the wireless system.

Wireless in public transportation is horrible for me as well. I also do not go 

through the radiation scanners at airports. The first (and only time) I’ve gone 

through one, I immediately got a headache and eye pressure. Another disruption 

to my life...I now have to be delayed at the airport due to the only reasonable 

alternative.. .the pat-down.

The whole smart meter fight has been weary, I’ve been extremely 

disappointed in whole procedure and I worry about my health and well-being. 

When testifying before the PUC Legislative Committee, it was clear the majority 

of them were bored. Many decided to focus on reading/answering emails or left 

the room in the middle of testimonies or had side conversations or thumbed

through other materials. I’ve never seen such a display of rudeness in my life!
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This is serious stuff and the casual attitudes by many on the panel were so 

transparent. We were each given a few minutes to make our case and we were 

made to feel hurried. These are people who are supposed to represent the citizens 

of Maine and what we got was what appeared to be a group who were bothered 

having to listen to us. I hope this time around different people are 

involved...people who care...people who have the citizen’s health, safety and 

well-being at heart.

The unfortunate thing with all of this is that scientists will take time (years 

most likely) to do research in order to publish studies. All of us who are feeling 

the chaos from the wireless smart meters are the canaries in the coal mine. We are 

living with the bombardment every day. But for some reason that has not counted 

towards being real in the eyes of science. It’s all very sad.

Dated this____ day of January, 2013.

STATE OF MAINE
CUMBERLAND, ss: January___, 2013

Personally appeared the above-named and stated under oath that the
foregoing Affidavit made by her is true and based upon her own personal knowledge, 
information or belief, and so far as upon information and belief, she believes the 
information to be true. Before me,

Notary Public/Attomey-at-Law

Name Typed or Printed 
My Commission Expires: ___________
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attitudes by many on the panel were so transparent. We were each given a 
few minutes to make our case and we were made to feel hurried. These are 
people who are supposed to represent the citizens of Maine and what we 
got was what appeared to be a group who were bothered having to listen to 
us. I hope this time around different people are involved.. .people who 
care.. .people who have the citizen’s health, safety and well-being at heart.

The unfortunate thing with all of this is that scientists will take time (years 
most likely) to do research in order to publish studies. All of us who are 
feeling the chaos from the wireless smart meters are the canaries in the coal 
mine. We are living with the bombardment every day. But for some 
reason that has not counted towards being real in the eyes of science. It’s 
all very sad.

Dated this <~f^ day of January, 2013.

STATE OF MAINE Tn
CUMBERLAND, ss: January 9 ?2013

Personally appeared the above-named and stated under oath that the
foregoing Affidavit made by her is true and based upon her own personal knowledge, 
information or belief, and so far as upon information and belief, she believes the 
information to be true. Before me,

Name Typed or Printed 
My Commission Expires:

CHRISTY SOUOY
Notary Pubic, Maine

My Commission Expires December 6,2014
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November 10, 2012

RE:

To whom it may concern;

has been my patient for a number of years for physical therapy 
treatment of an ongoing hip problem. I have observed, on several occasions,

there is a palpable increase in overall muscle spasm with a significant 
decrease in range of motion. When I remove my cell phone from the 
treatment room, palpation of her muscles reveals a decrease in overall 
muscle spasm with an improvement in joint range of motion. If you have 
any questions please contact me.

Sincerely,

that when my cell phone is in my treatment room during^^B therapy,

Friedman lay Witness Testimony
\
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11/9/2012
To Whom It May Concern:

Be: Client,

I am a member of the Academy of Environmental Medicine.
I have studied and worked in the environmental health field for 
over thirty years. Every minute of every day, we are inundated 
by chemicals in our food, our water and in the air. The world’s 
dependence on chemicals has definitely forced its citizens to run 
a chemical gauntlet, in which not only the environment, but the 
people of the world are at risk. As a Certified Nutritionist, I see 
clients from all over New England and the United States who 
have become highly reactive to environmental chemicals.

Now we are facing another huge risk to our health and well
being: microwave radio frequency radiation. The World 
Health Organization classified microwave radio frequency 
radiation as a category SB carcinogen, same as DDT and lead. In 
the past 7 years, I’ve seen an increase of people who are 
extremely sensitive to the effects ofwireless technology.
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a client of mine. Over the years, she had created a 
healthy home environment, free of toxic chemicals and a diet of 
nutritious organic foods. When^^^started experiencing bone 
and joint pain, I suggested she remove all wireless technology 
from her home. The results were astonishing. Herjoint/bone 
discomfort went away. In the fall of 2010,1 received a phone call 
from^^H saying she was experiencing some joint pain 
in her hip, intermittent heart palpitations, nausea, interrupted 
sleep, eye pressure, hormonal changes and sudden headaches. 
The change? Unbeknown to^^H smart meters were being 
installed all over her neighborhood.

^^■has become extremely sensitive to Electro-Magnetic Fields 
(IMF) and Microwave radio-frequency(RF) radiation.
I have put her on a protocol of supplements that is regulated and 
altered as needed quarterly. In addition to the removal of all 
wireless technology in her home, I recommended testing her 
house with a Stetzerizer system, suggested implementing a 
radiation detoxification bath, and adjusted dietary 
considerations. These recommendations have helped with the 
frequency of significant occurrences that we identified as 
sensitivity to RF and IMF in 2011.

The utilization of Wireless/Smart Meters everywhere, is clearly 
becoming a debilitating health issue for many people, including

exposure to RF radiation, in particular, 
continues to be a burden to her body and poses great concern to 
her overall health and well-being both physically and 
emotionally.

Sincerely,

Friedman Lay Witness Testimony
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PRE-FILEP DIRECT TESTIMONY 

MPUC Pocket No. 2011-00262

1 Q. Please state your name, address and occupation.

Q. Was a smart meter installed at your residence? ,

A. No. I do not want, cannot, and would not live in a house with a ;
“smart” meter because it emits microwave electromagnetic radiation. :
In July 2009, I became extremely Electromagnetic Hyper Sensitive :
(‘EHS’). Before the date, I was an avid user of wireless technology. j

10 I spent hours a day using my cell phone despite the fact that like j
11 many others, sometime I had occasional pains from it in my head. j
12 My laptop was my best friend. I am now unable to use or be near ;
13 any of these devices without experiencing severe physiological :
14 reactions to electromagnetic fields and especially from those in the ;
15 radio and microwave frequencies (‘RF5 and ‘MW’ respectively) i
16 such as “smart” meters. j

17 Q. Please describe your symptoms and the circumstances when they j

18 occur. ;

19 A. The symptoms I experience are varied but most seem to be j
20 neurological. Some symptoms are usually correlated to a certain type j
21 of exposure and others are changing. Amongst the symptoms I j
22 experience from RF/MW sources: j

I 23 (1) Heart palpitations
j 24 (2) Chest pains
I 25i (3) Difficulties breathing
! 26 (4) Tightness in my throat
1 27 (5) Sensation of electric shocks in my brain and penetrating pain
; 28 (6) Severe and intense pressure in my head, which also impairs
1 29 my cognitive abilities
; 30 (7) Intense pressure in my neck
: 31 (8) Headaches
: 32 (9) Sharp pain in my ears

1
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(10) My eyes are jumping and I feel pressure at the back of my 
eyes

(11) Tingling feeling in my feet and hands
(12) Severe weakness that brings me to the verge of fainting and 

an inability to move
(13) Memory problems (especially a difficulty remembering 

words) and even problems thinking
(14) Dizziness
(15) Nausea
(16) Inability to sleep when exposed.

Specific symptoms by type of exposure:

WiFi - I get intense pressure in my head, my legs become very 
weak, and I can get to the verge of fainting. When exposed I am 
unable to think properly and function, I get nausea, and am unable to 
sleep.

Cell Phones: Each cell phone affects me differently but usually the 
symptoms will include sensations of electric shocks in various parts 
in my body, difficulty breathing, my face becomes hot and many 
times, and I may experience heart palpitations.

Radars from planes - They are extremely painful - very sharp and 
disabling pain in the head. Many times it can cause me to lose my 
balance as well as feel severe chest pains, as if someone stub me in 
the chest area and I cannot breathe.

Antennas - I feel pressure in the head, tingling in various parts of 
the body (mainly in the feet and hands), chest pains, difficulty 
breathing, and an inability to sleep.

Attached as Exhibit A is a summary of my experience with EHS. 

Have your symptoms been diagnosed?

A. I have 2 medical conditions:

31
32
33
34

(1) Hypothyroidism (Hashimoto) (since 1994) - An autoimmune 
condition which prevents the thyroid from releasing the hormone 
which regulates various activities in the body.
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(2) Electromagnetic Hyper Sensitivity (since 2009) - Various 
physiological symptoms in response to exposure to electromagnetic 
fields.

Both conditions have been diagnosed by medical professionals.

Has your physician or other medical care provider made any 
recommendations about exposure to electromagnetic devices, including 
smart meters? ■

A. Yes. My doctor, Prof. PhD., recommended a
complete avoidance of exposure to electromagnetic fields, mainly 
from RF/MM frequencies (such as Smart Meters) to which I am 
especially intolerant. Dr. is the head of Emergency Medicine
and Toxicologyin^^^p School of Medicine,
University inPHHNMML- See letter from Prof.
MD, PhD (Physics) attached as Exhibit B.

Please tell us anything else that you want us or the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission to know about your experiences and 
circumstances.

A. I have been personally contacted by hundreds of people who have 
became electro-sensitive because of “Smart” Meters. Many are 
successful professionals who became electro-sensitive after “Smart” 
meters were installed in their houses/apartments. Outrageously, 
many of these people were forced to leave their homes and have 
become refugees, many of whom are now living in their cars under 
inhumane conditions and torturous pains. To claim that these people 
are imagining what they are feeling is an absurdity, ridiculous, and 
against common sense and established science! Even if the science is 
not established, human evidence should suffice as most medical 
discoveries are based on human observation between cause and 
effect. Recently in the guidelines published by the Austrian 
Medical Association in March 2012 instructing medical doctors on 
how to diagnose electro-sensitivity, it was correctly stated:

"EMF exposure should in principle be taken into 
consideration as a potential cause, especially if the 
patient suspects that it may be the cause."

Following my efforts to ban Wi-Fi in schools the Israel Inter- 
Goveritmental committee on the issue (comprised of the Ministry

3
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of Health, Ministry of Education and Ministry of Environmental 
Protection which is responsible to regulate radiation) acknowledged 
electro-sensitivity and its correlation to exposure to RF/MW. Every 
week I am contacted by people who are contemplating committing 
suicide because they have nowhere to go and have lost hope. 
Anyone who is supporting “Smart” meters is in some way part of 
creating these (and many other) tragedies.

On August 19, 2012, the Deputy Health Minister of Israel (there is 
no Minister and so he is the Acting Minister) sent a letter to the 
Minister of Education, demanding to ban Wi-Fi in school. In fact, he 
stated that he is terrified of exposing children to chronic radiation 
and believes that this is going to cause us to regret our actions for 
generations to come. The letter and the English translation are 
attached as Exhibit C.

On August 28, 2012,1 submitted a petition to the Supreme Court in 
Israel asking for a complete ban since the government admitted the 
health effects of RF/MW; any involuntary exposure of the children 
in schools should be banned without exception. It is important to 
note that the government acknowledged that there is a moral and 
legal responsibility not to expose the children to this harmful 
radiation.

On October 1st, 2012, the Ministry of Education of Israel, 
acknowledging the potential health effects of RF/MW and the 
increased sensitivity of children, issued a decree to all the schools 
instructing them to use only wired networks (essentially banning 
WiFi, with one exception). Nevertheless, we continue our case to get 
a complete ban without exceptions and to ensure enforcement of this 
policy.

The person who is responsible for establishing the radiation 
standards in Israel, Prof. Stalian Gelberg (Physics Prof.), sent an 
email supporting a complete ban of WiFi in schools. In essence, by 
supporting a complete ban he is admitting that the existing standards 
are not safe, especially in regards to children. Any unnecessary 
exposure such as from “Smart Meters” should be banned, or at least 
should not be forced on people and their children in their own home!

In a tort case in Israel from 2009, a judge ruled against a cell phone 
company and a neighbor who leased his apartment to the cell phone 
company to install a cell phone antenna. The court decided that in

4
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1 the matter of science where there is not a consensus yet, and is not
2 completely determined, once the plaintiff proved some correlation
3 between the cause and the effect the burden of proof is reversed. It
4 then shifts to the Defendants to prove that there is a 0% chance that
5 their actions are the cause of damage. Unless they can prove it, they

• 6 are liable.

7
8 
9

10

Forcing Smart Meters on people in their homes will, in effect, be 
forcing people (especially children) to endure radiation which 
has been proven to be harmful to humans (and especially to 
children).

STATE OF NEW YORK
GREENE, ss: January___,2013

Personally appeared the above-named and stated under
oath that the foregoing Affidavit made by her is true and based upon her own 
personal knowledge, information or belief, and so far as upon information and 
belief, she believes the information to be true. Before me,

iblic/Attomey-at-Law

Name Typed
11

Kelly S Latta
Notary Public in the State of New York 

Qualified in Greene County 
No. 01LA6020528

My Commission Expires: "I, j

5
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2 EXHIBIT A
3 Testimony ofWMWW
4 Summary of EHS experience
5
6 Until July, 2009, like most people, I preferred to enjoy my cell phone and Wi-Fi and not
7 think about the harmful effects of wireless technology. I was 36 and an attorney in NY
8 and Israel with an MBA. I was 'Miss Gadgets' and was the embodiment of this wireless
9 age. I did not have a home phone and I spent hours a day using my cell phone despite

10 the fact that like many others, sometime I had occasional pains from it in my head. My
11 laptop was my best friend. I was one of the first to purchase cellular wireless Internet
12 connection for my laptop to ensure that I had Internet connection wherever I went. I
13 even met my husband while 'stealing' wireless connections and wondering why there
14 wasn't any Wi-Fi everywhere when most people had no clue what it was (this was over 7
15 years ago). My husband at the time (we divorced because of my EHS), is an MD, with
16 PhD in molecular biology. When he received an appointment at University
17 after working for an investment company in Manhattan as the adviser to the Chairman, I
18 decided to start my own law practice and have a baby. A few months later, I became
19 electro-sensitive ('EHS') and now as a result, I cannot work, I divorced my husband, I live
20 in isolation and I would not have children and be a mother with the uncontrolled and
21 irresponsible expansion of wireless technology (including "Smart" meters). I don't know
22 for how long I will be able to survive in this world.
23
24 I became EHS on July 19th, 2009, when excited, I got a new Mac laptop for the law
25 practice I was starting, but when I got home and used it something was wrong. The area
26 near the mouse pad was vibrating and I started feeling a tingling sensation in my hands
27 and feet. The logical inference was that I was feeling static electricity as a result of the
28 defect and just planned to change the computer the next day. But after changing 5
29 laptops in 3 weeks when all the laptops were confirmed by technicians (including Apple
30 technicians) to be defective - and I was getting more and more symptoms - it was clear
31 that something was wrong.
32
33 When I tried to use the laptops I started feeling pressure in my chest, increased heart
34 rate, difficulty breathing, dizziness, headaches, my face would become red and hot, and
35 I was nauseous. I had weird cognitive problems - I could not find words and when my
36 husband talked to me 5 minutes later I would not remember that he did. I suddenly
37 could not touch my cell phone and if I put it near my head I felt intense and penetrating
38 pain, as if someone was drilling in my brain. While it was clear that I was reacting to
39 something to do with 'electricity' it took me 5 months and 10 doctors to figure out that I
40 now suffered from electro-sensitivity, a condition I never heard about before, it also
41 took time to identify all the causes of pain such as intense Wi-Fi signals from all the
42 apartments around me and 3 cell towers within 500 yards...
43 •
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! 1
j 2 The first doctor I went to see was a cardiologist from When I told her about the
| 3 symptoms she said that she also got nauseas when she was using her laptop. The
j 4 second doctor was a neurologist who said he never heard of the problem before and

5 that if he did not meet me he might have thought it was a mental problem; however,
6 now that he saw my condition it was clear that it was not. The only thing he could offer

( 7 was a pain clinic. Eventually I called a family doctor my husband knew from MVand
j 8 when I explained the symptoms to the secretary she immediately said, "You suffer from
I 9 EHS," and gave me some internet links. Around the same time, a friend who is a Prof, of
j 10 Pediatrics in who knew what was going on with me called me and said that
I 11 there was an article about my problem in 'Prevention Magazine'; the pieces started to
j 12 fall into place. I was lucky to figure out what was going on and so immediately I tried to

13 practice avoidance.
14
15 Israel - And so my first action was to decide to go to Israel. I thought that since they

( 16 build houses differently and better, l will feel better there; it was an unfortunate choice,
i 17 On my first day there my body collapsed. While I was driving I felt intolerable pain. I
j 18 looked up and I saw 'white stripes' on the roof of the mall, it was clear the pain was
! 19 coming from there, and when I asked my mother what they were, she told me that they
j 20 were cell phone antennas. Until that moment I did not know I felt antennas. I had tears
j 21 in my eyes and all I could say was "For God's sake, there are children growing up here."
| 22
j 23 Until the time l went to Israel I was already EHS, but I could stii! function to some extent;
i 24 however, from that moment on my condition quickly went downhill and my life became
i 25 a nightmare. I could not sleep anymore, the pain was intolerable and life had become
i 26 impossible. How can you survive in a wireless world with a sensitivity to wireless?
j 27 ' ' '

28 At my parents' house I had to be on the floor until we shielded one of the rooms. I 
j 29 spent much time in bed with tormenting pains, crying quietly and just wanting to die.
! 30
j 31 Green Bank, West Virginia - When I came back to the US a month later I was a very
j 32 different person, very EHS. For a month I was unable to sleep, which was torture for I
j 33 was desperate to sleep and get a break from the pain. I purchased shielding fabrics and
j 34 other items that were supposed to help, but nothing did. When I heard that there was a

35 place in West Virginia without cell towers and radiation because of an observatory that
36 belongs to the Federal Government, I just took a car and drove there. I stayed in a tent

j 37 for a week; while I could not sleep as it was too cold, for the first time in months I had
\ 38 clarity in my head.
| 39
I 40 I found a job on a farm and spent 3 months there, taking care of horses, goats, lamas, a
i 41 sheep and painting fences; for a while I felt better.
j 42
! 43 Living in my car - Eventually I went back to NJ, and my husband (now ex-husband) and I
: 44 decided to try and find an isolated place in which to live. In those months I stayed in the

; • 7
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1 car, in impossible conditions and my health quickly deteriorated; it was a nightmare. I
2 could not be in my apartment, could not find a house, and I spent my days desperately
3 trying to find a place without radiation in which to park my car. Sleeping was impossible.
4 At nights I parked my car in parking lots and would cover the windows with dark cloths
5 and sheets so people would not see me. I could not really sleep as there is no place
6 without radiation and the pains were tormenting.
7
8 My marriage also deteriorated. There was nothing really my husband could do to help
9 and it was depressing him to see me suffer so much knowing he could not help. I

10 decided to get a divorce. As it was clear that with the expansion of wireless technology
11 my life was going to be a long nightmare, I felt that it was enough that my life got ruined
12 -1 didn't want his life to be destroyed as well.
13
14 Staying in South Carolina -1 spoke to a British EHS woman who is also an ER doctor (she
15 was in the US as her husband, a fighter pilot in the British Air-force was in an exchange
16 program) and she offered to let me come and stay in an isolated cabin in SC. I stayed
17 there for 6 weeks and slowly my body started to calm down and after 4 weeks I finally
18 was able to find a spot in the house to sleep.
19
20 Back to living in my car - My husband and I decided to try and save the marriage and so
21 I went back 'home' i.e., to sleeping in my car and trying to find an isolated house again.
22 The winter came and it was impossible to be in the car when it was freezing outside.
23 Eventually after physically checking almost 200 houses I found an isolated house in a
24 farm. After IS months of nightmares I was finally able to sleep. However, the nightmare
25 still continued. I still could not go anywhere, not even to a doctor or to work; driving on
26 the roads was also impossible. My husband and I decided to divorce.
27
28 Finding a house in NY (1 out of 500 houses) - As I did not have to be in NJ anymore I
29 decided to move to the Catskills in NY, hoping to find a place with less radiation, less
30 antennas, less people and planes and mountains that could block the radiation. My
31 father came from Israel to help me look for a house as being on the roads with antennas
32 and cars full of gadgets was impossible.
33
34 Out of 500 houses we found only 1 in which I could be and even in that house I can use
35 only 1 room and a small area in the living room. There is no "Smart" meter (for now),
36 the closest neighbor is 300 yards away (such distance is required in order to not be
37 affected by a neighbor's Wi-Fi, cordless phones and other gadgets), there is only spotty
38 cell phone reception, and radiation from only one radio station.
39
40 Mv life now
41 I have been living in this house for a year now and my condition improved. I feel much
42 better as I have no exposure to RF/MW, but my life is pretty much still impossible as I
43 am a prisoner in my own house. I cannot go anywhere, be anywhere, or work. I cannot
44 access a doctor or even to go to court to enforce my rights. I go once a month to

8
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1 civilization to buy groceries. Many times I cannot even do that and depend instead on
2 friends to buy food for me. My money is about to run out and as I cannot work I don't
3 know what I will do. Most of all though I am terrified of the day they will put "smart"
4 meters here too...where will I go?
5
6 From a vibrant, independent, healthy, and career-oriented woman, I have become a
7 disabled person without rights and or the ability to survive In this world. From a lawyer I
8 had to become an expert on electromagnetic fields and the science behind it. I was
9 astounded to discover this huge body of science which goes back to the 50's which

10 proves beyond any doubt the adverse biological effects of this RF/MW-based j
11 technology. I also discovered hundreds of papers which prove the existence of EHS and j
12 that it is actually the first condition that was attributed to RF and microwave radiation. i
13 Considering we are dealing with EMF's it is very clear that symptoms which are j

14 associated with the electric nervous system would be the logical manifestation of the !
15 harmful effects of RF/MW. I believe that the focus on cancer is intended to mislead the j

16 public from the real problems associated with RF/MW. I was horrified to discover the j

17 extent of sickness this radiation is causing and it became clear that we are already j
18 experiencing an epidemic and the biggest and most cruel deception ever visited on the j
19 public. !
20 j
21 My life as I knew it, worked for, and wanted to it to be is lost now. The only reason for j
22 my life now is to help other people who suffer from this horrendous condition, to <
23 inform the public about the harmful effects of this technology, to force governments to j
24 take responsibility and to bring to justice all those who abused and betrayed their public |
25 duty to protect the public. The adverse effects of this radiation are well established and j
26 anyone who ignores them is and should be liable. I am working to ensure that people [
27 with EHS will have basic human and civil rights which are currently and cruelly denied to j
28 them; I am working to expose this deception on the public, as well, and am focusing my ;
29 efforts both in Israel and the US. ;
30 |
31 Following my efforts in Israel to ban WIFI in schools, the government admitted to the I
32 existence of EHS and the ministry of education ordered the schools to use wired i
33 internet as opposed to WIFI. Although the Government announced that wired networks i
34 should be used after I submitted a case to the Supreme Court demanding to ban Wi-Fi in j
35 schools, I continue with the lawsuit in order to force a complete ban and enforcement. !
36 j
37 Is It Real? j
38 No one who has been around me ever doubted what it was that I am suffering from. j
39 Not my husband, not my family, not my friends and not my neighbors. Every journalist i
40 that I met also was convinced immediately as it was very easy to prove. A journalist i
41 followed me for the month that I was looking for a house in NY and has hundreds of j
42 hours of film of how I am affected by EMF's. Doubting the existence of EHS is ignorant, j
43 ridiculous and cruel. {
44 ;
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EXHIBIT

l'B

DOCUMENTATION OF DISABILITY 
BY MEDICAL OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL AUTHORITY

The testing and this form must be completed by a qualified diagnostician with comprehensi ve training and 
direct experience in Working With adult populations, Diagnosticians should attach to this form a 
description of their academic credentials and qualifications that allow them to diagnose disabilities and 
recommend accommodations on the West Virginia Bar Examination ,

Petitioner's; Name
(Please Print)

Date(s) petitioner was examined or under my care ^ j ^ ^ '

I last examined the petitioner on j 3- 0- (I & ' i . ' j

Petitioner's Snbiective Complaints: 1 ~

Treatment or testing consisted of Q ptiyuL^

Examiner's Objective Findings (Attach separate sheet indicating specific tests performed and the 
peti tioner's results /where .applicable. Please, be as specific as possible to facilitate a review of your 
findings by the Board's consultant):

# hlmAsJ ,Cl

Nature and extent of disability G"f

— —j

Prognosis:. iCrWUnA. CtMJL tpKfiJ.

4 scm**> 4tu

Mo. t,

Based on the foregoing information and my professional opinion, the patient's disability is 
(permanent / temporary]. If temporary, please explain:

«*“**"* bernowedt

1
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A description of the West Virginia Bar Examination is attached. Based on the examination information 
- provided, how will the petitioner's disability affect his/her ability to read, write and/or concentrate during 

standardtesting? " * ‘ * *

Typical modifications in the past Igive included but have not been limited to questions in braille, 
audiotaped questions, large print, reader, sign language interpreter, writer, extra time (typically time and a 
half is the additional allotment for disabilities that necessitate extra time. Double time has been granted 
on occasion but the use of double time has been limited due to security concerns). Accommodations riiay 
not alter the nature or content of the examination or the Board's ability to determine through the 
examination that the applicant possesses the essential skills and aptitudes required for admission to the 
practice of law, or compromise the security, integrity j reliability or validity of the examination.

What modifications in standard testing would you suggest to accommodate the disability of this 
petitioner? . .1^ ^ Cf L

fdifimSer pMty ^fiur 
of West Virginia. , 1

tffn famu byExecuted on

Name:

’ianmArnls, true anti correct under the Staid^ ^ *

Telephone:
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IMMSLAI1QW1

THE LETTER OF THE ISRAELI DEPUTY HEALTH MINISTER ^ACTING MINISTER!

Ministry of Health

The Deputy Minister of Health (Acting as the Head of the Ministry)

August 19th, 2012

I To my Esteemed & Honorable, . ,

i MP Gidon Saar,

i The Minister of Education,

: ) t *

I
; Hello and greetings.
! ' .
; I received the copy of the letter sent by attorney Michael Bach, in which he
; specify the possible health risks associated with the deployment of wireless
I internet in schools.

; j

i ! deeply sympathize with attorney Michael Bach's letter. I had dealt with this
j subject in the past, and although S am not a professional, S do fear that there will
! come a day that we will ail shade tears regarding the irreversible damage that we,

in our own hands cause the future generation.

The process of deployment of wireless internet has to be paused and should be 
reconsidered comprehensively.

With Respect,

Ratal Yaakov Litzman, Deputy Minister of Health.
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1 Q.

2 A.

3 Q.
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PRE-FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY 

MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262

Please state your name, address and contact information.

Was a smart meter installed at your residence?

No. However, my health and the ability to perform activities of daily living were 

affected as a result of smart meters installed in my neighborhood.

Did you offer to provide testimony in another proceeding about your 

experience with smart meters?

Yes. I have had serious health problems related to smart meters and I offered 

testimony in a Michigan Public Service Commission hearing (Case No U-17053) 

reviewing a proposed opt-out program for Detroit Edison Company’s Advanced 

Metering Infrastructure. Unfortunately, the Commission would not accept any 

testimony about health and safety issues.

Is the attached document marked as Exhibit A a true and accurate copy of 

the testimony that you offered to provide to the Michigan Public Service 

Commission?

Yes.

Are the statements that you made in the attached Exhibit A still true and 

accurate?

Yes.

Friedman Lay Witness Testimony
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Q. Do you wish to add anything here not included in your statement in 

Exhibit A?

A. Yes. I would like to add 3 pages of my physician’s notes that document the

diagnosis of EMF sensitivity. True and accurate copies of the notes are attached 

as Exhibit B.

Q. Do you want to submit the statements in Exhibit A to the Maine Public Utility 

Commission for consideration in its pending proceeding to investigate the 

safety of smart meters?

A. Yes. I submit the attached sworn testimony in support of complainants Ed

Friedman, et al in their case before the Maine PUC as evidence that smart meters 

are not safe.

STATE OF MICHIGAN
WASHTENAW, ss January 2013

Personally appeared the above-named and stated under oath that the
foregoing Affidavit made by her is true and based upon her own personal knowledge, 
information or belief, and so far as upon information and belief, she believes the 
information to be true. Before me, V f) r\ \ \

X)AJ:o o,

LYNDA J WILLIS 
Notary Public - Michigan 

Wayne County
My Commission Expires Sep,1(3S!8 
Acting m the County^ot

A.'A

(0, tn
Typed or Printed 

My Commission Expires: Q lk
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PRE-FILED TESTIMONY 
OF JOSHUA HART 

MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262

Q. Please state your name and business address.

A. Joshua Hart, P.O. Box 30, Davenport, CA 95017. 831-421-0822 
josh@stopsmartmeters.org

Q. Briefly state your occupation, educational background and current employment.

A. Currently I am Director of Stop Smart Meters!, an organization fighting the forced 

deployment of utility meters that harm health, violate civil liberties and endanger public 

safety. I have worked in the energy industry, as an urban and transportation planner, 

environmental advocate, and freelance journalist. I obtained my MSc in Transport Planning 

in the UK at University of West England, Bristol in 2008, and completed research entitled 

Driven to Excess, presenting the social and quality of life impacts of car traffic on local 

residents. The research was covered in over 100 international media outlets including the 

BBC, the Guardian. Tehran Times, and the Daily Mail. Part of this work included the 

creation and implementation of various surveys and questionnaires.

My writing has appeared in Surveyor Magazine. Walk Magazine. Make Magazine. 

Carbusters and Lonely Planet’s anthology Flightless: Incredible Journeys without Leaving 

the Ground. Attached as Exhibit A is a copy of my CV.

Q. Briefly describe your professional experience.

A. I have worked for a number of professional health and environmental advocacy 

organizations, including the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, San Francisco Bicycle Coalition 

and a UK based pedestrian advocacy organization called Living Streets. Since 2010,1 have 

been director of California-based Stop Smart Meters! I have studied the relevant literature

1
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regarding aspects of the current “smart grid” deployment including studies on RF health and 

environmental impacts.

Have you authored any papers or journal articles?

I have published the results of a study I carried out between 2007- 2008 at the University of 

the West of England entitled Driven to Excess Impacts of Motor Vehicles on the Quality of 

Life of Residents of Three Streets in Bristol UK. The journal article was published in June 

2011 in Volume 17.2 of World Transport, Policy and Practice.

Briefly describe your work and experience related to the study of electromagnetic 

fields and radio frequency waves in the 30 MHz to 300 GHz range (“RF”), and about 

their potential effects on biological systems. If you have conducted any studies or 

published any writings on the subject, briefly describe them.

As a grassroots journalist and citizen advocate, I have investigated hundreds of cases of 

reported health and environmental impacts of smart meters and other wireless facilities. I 

have also read hundreds of scientific reports on the subject and attended multiple 

workshops, public forums, and conferences regarding RF, electromagnetic fields, and health.

In your role as Director of Stop Smart Meters! have you obtained information 

confirming that utility customers have experienced adverse health effects associated 

with smart meters?

Yes. I have personally interviewed, read first person accounts and listened to first and 

second hand accounts of smart meter victims suffering from a wide range of adverse health 

effects from mild to severely debilitating. I am familiar with well over one thousand such 

accounts. Many of these victims began suffering symptoms before they knew a smart meter 

had been installed either on their home or in their neighborhood. Many of these people have 

become so sensitized they have been forced from their homes [because of proximity to area
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meters] and have been forced from their jobs because of RF in the workplace. For many 

people who have become sensitized to RF, they have remained so even with removal of their 

meter. While we may not have a sufficient understanding of the effects of RF and 

mechanisms of interaction with biological systems to establish 100% certain causation, it’s 

astoundingly clear in repeatable real life situations that smart meters can cause adverse 

biological effects and that sensitivity to RF can result from instant exposure and or exposure 

over time.

Have you obtained information about smart meters being implicated in house fires and 

appliance failures and fires?

Yes. Hundreds of such fires, explosions, and electrical problems have been reported over 

the past 3-4 years. We have reported on several such fires and electrical faults on 

StopSmartMeters.Org. A series of 26 smart meter fires forced Peco Energy in Pennsylvania 

to halt their smart meter deployment in August 2012.

Have you gathered accounts of adverse health effects from smart meters and if so 

please describe how?

Yes, Stop Smart Meters! has collected complaints about smart meters related to RF health 

impacts, fires, overcharging, and other issues since October 2011. We worked with a web 

professional who volunteered to design and manage the website http://smartmeterhelp.com. 

Results of online surveys came in from all over the country, were entered into a SQL 

database, and complaints from California periodically forwarded to the California 

Department of Public Health, Governor Jerry Brown, the customer’s utility company, and 

the California Public Utilities Commission. More than 1200 complaints have been received. 

These included a significant number of health related complaints. The attached declarations

3
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1 (Exhibits B) were received in response to an e-mail request to those complainants who

2 entered an electronic complaint at smartmeterhelp.com

3 Q. Are the attached Exhibits B true and accurate copies of the declarations received by

4 Stop Smart Meters! from people who had responded to your online survey?

5 A. Yes. I have reviewed each of the attached declarations. They are all true and accurate

6 copies of the declarations received by Stop Smart Meters! and I have submitted them to

7 attorney Bruce McGlauflin for inclusion as testimony in the present Maine investigation.

Dated this day of January, 2013.

Joshua Hart

4
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I • authorize use of my declaration regarding personal
health effects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this 33- day of January, 2013 by:

HART Page 1 of 77
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Declaration of

have personal knowledge of all 
facts set forth In this declaration and am competent to testify 
thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law. I hereby 
declare:
1. My name
^^^^■and I had to move from because I

became physically, mentally and psychologically ill from SmartMeters for six apartment units 
placed less than 20 feet from my apartment.

2. I am a former utility customer of P.G.&E. To my knowledge, P.G.&E. turned on 12 
SmartMeters in October of 2011 without informing me until I called them in January of 2012.
I began having symptoms in November 2011, as a result of the SmartMeters being turned on. 
In November I began to go to bed around 8:00 p.m. which was unreasonably early for me.
My regular bedtime had been 10:00 p.m. and I knew that it was strange for me to be tired so 
early but I reasoned with myself and blamed it on the fact that it was getting dark early.

At the end of November during Thanksgiving my face broke out in hives that were red and 
inflamed and they burned and itched. Nothing like this had ever happened to me so I blamed it 
on stress. When they didn't go away and the skin on my face became worse as well as 
unreasonably dry I made an acupuncture appointment. I saw an acupuncturist for the first time 
on December 9 for this and saw her until I had to move out of my apartment on January 30, 
2012. (I can provide her notes if needed.)

In December 2011,1 continued to go to bed early but as I slept I felt like I was drugged. I began 
to have low energy and noticed that it was an effort to ride my bike and to take dance classes. I 
am a very fit person and I didn't understand why this was happening. Around the second week 
in January 2012,1 began having a pressure headache and pressure on my eyes whenever I 
was in my apartment. When I was at the beach or riding my bike this would go away.

By January 23, it became unbearable to be in my apartment. When I was there I would get a 
lump in my throat that made me not want to eat or drink. My face, scalp and the gums inside 
my mouth would become numb. The air became so thick that I had to gasp to get air into them, 
I began having heart palpitations when I would dance or ride my bike and have shortness of 
breath. I began spending less time in my apartment and at night I couldn’t sleep anymore 
because I couldn't breath and the intense pressure headache made it impossible to think. I 
couldn't concentrate and I started to not be able to think straight when working. On January 30, 
2012,1 called a friend while I was on the verge of having a mental break down. She picked me 
up and was shocked when she saw me. She said I looked like a cancer patient. My face was 
pale, my eyes were gaunt, dark and tired looking and I lost weight.

She took me to her house in the Sunset district of San Francisco, that did not have a 
SmartMeter, As soon as I got there I was able to feel that the air was thinner and I 
automatically began pulling air into my lungs. The first two days I spent with her I was very 
volatile emotionally, I was loosing my mind and I was wishing for my life to end. The
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hopelessness was so great that my friend and her boyfriend kept close watch over me. I knew 
my mind was sick from the electromagnetic poisoning from the SmartMeters and this fact 
helped me to stay sane and make it through the fact that I lost my job, home and independence 
in less thati4 months because of SmartMeters and no one could help me get them removed.

I took long walks on the beach which was about 15 blocks from my friend’s house. I would feel 
better during those walks but as I walked back to her house I would start feeling sick from the 
SmartMeters emitting their pollution onto the city streets.

For the first week of February 2012,1 went to visit a friend in Comptche, California who lives on 
64 acres of trees and has no electricity. Within two days of being there I became my normally, 
healthy and fit self again. This is when I realized that I could not live in San Francisco anymore.

I went to the ^^^^^^^PHealth Clinic on Februray 22, 2012 and had a full check up and full 
blood work. The test results came out healthy. My nurse practitioner advised me to get away 
from SmartMeters when I told her my story. (I can supply her notes if needed.)

Now back in San Francisco l stayed with my friend in the Sunset district and packed up my 
apartment to leave for Pennsylvania. I had to give away all my furniture and things because I 
needed to leave as soon as I could because each day I was back in San Francisco I became 
weaker and sicker from all the SmartMeters in the city. I couldn't even walk down the street to 
get away from all the SmartMeters. I moved across the United States to save myself physically, 
mentally and emotionally.

It took me 13 years to build my business in San Francisco and I had to give that business up 
due to P.G.&E. turning on the SmartMeters, in less than four months time. I have not worked 
since January 30,2012 and am starting all over in Pennsylvania, I want to be compensated for 
all the hardship P.G.&E, has put me through, I want compensated for my move; for all the 
business I lost in San Francisco, for all the time i have not worked and for the cost of starting my 
business over in Pennsylvania,

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct. I have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this 
declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon to 
testify in a court of law.

This declaration was executed on this Wednesday, April 04, 2012 
at Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Signature:

HART Page 3 of 77
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I . authorize use of my declaration regarding personal
heam^nect^ronTsma^neter^previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this f q ~ day of January, 2013 by:

HART Page 4 of 77
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AFFIDAVIT

I, the undersigned, being first duly sworn, state as follows:

1. My name is

2. I am a customer of San Diego Gas & Electric Company - for Electric & Gas.

3. On or about May 15th, 2010 RF (radio frequency) “smart” utility meters replaced both of 
my analog electric and gas meters at my home in La Mesa, CA. The electric meter was placed 
on the wall of my bedroom, one foot (or less) from the pillow where I placed my head as I slept. 
The room has large mirrored closet doors so it is a highly reflective environment. This increases 
the radiation, I have been told by an expert. The gas meter was placed on the opposite end of 
my home, next to my home office. According to SDG&E documents filed with the CPUC, it 
communicates frequently with the electric meter, the signal passes through the length of the 
house, inside.

4. was not advised by anyone at the time of installation that the new “smart” meters 
emitted rf microwave radiation. I did not know this for over six months. The installers just said 
they were installing a new meter, that ours were old and outdated. I assumed they worked the 
same, with a digital display. No one asked our permission. If I had known what was to happen, I 
would have refused and taken any steps possible to prevent this strong, constant pulsed 
radiation exposure, which has ruined my health and our lives. I do not want this to happen to 
anyone else, also.

5. Following the installation of the smart meter, I experienced increasing insomnia (during 
the summer, slept only one hour or two some nights), headaches that increased from dull daily 
ones to excruciatingly painful ones that lasted three days, chills, an unusual volcanic serious 
type of skin cancer on my face that had to be cut out, leaving a large scar, dizziness, nausea, 
cognitive problems, sensitivity to other rf-devices that never bothered me before, ringing of the 
ears that became shrill and even painful (ice pick type pain), clicking sounds heard (microwave 
hearing), breathing problems increased, and memory problems increased. My sinuses close 
when I enter my bedroom, they swell shut within seconds. If I take benedryl they re-open. The 
doctor says this is an allergic reaction to rf radiation. I recorded 15 symptoms that occur with the 
smart meter, and only with it, since it was installed. The sum totals of these have been very 
debilitating and like being tortured, daily.

6. I have been diagnosed with hearing loss from exposure to electromagnetic radiation by 
my ENT, in the ear with the loud microwave clicking.

7. For the first six months, I did not know that the electric smart meter utilized microwave 
radiation that was entering my home and that sleeping so close to it was a danger. My doctor 
told me when I reported some of the above symptoms to him and asked if I had a smart meter, 
where it was, and later wrote me a letter to send to the utilities and CPUC to request that it be 
removed as it was making me ill. For the first year, I did not know that the gas meter was also 
smart because it had dials. I found out that it also has a smart meter module on it by reading the

1
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fine print on top of the meter. I get dizzy and nauseated when I am near that gas meter too long 
(more than a couple minutes).

8. The utility (San Diego Gas and Electric Company) and the California PUC did not cause 
the smart meters to be removed, even with the doctor letter requesting removal. They both 
denied that it was possible to be sick from the meter(s) and told me it was mandatory to have 
the smart meters, that essentially, there was nothing they could do, this is the new program of 
the state, required by the federal government. It turns out that is all false and I have the 
documents to prove it.

9. I asked the utility to come out to check the meters on the outside of my home and they 
have never done so. They claim that I forbid it, but I have the letters that prove otherwise. I 
wanted them to check the meters for defects.

10. I complained on the phone, in person, and in writing (by various methods) to my elected 
officials, US Dept of Energy, US Dept of Justice, CPUC, Governor of CA, and President Obama, 
all to no avail. No one helped at all. Most ignored me. Those who wrote back said it was not a 
problem they could help with, to contact the CPUC.

11. After that the doctor told me that it was the smart meter, and to avoid it, I tried sleeping 
further away from the smart meter on my bedroom wall. Moving the bed did not help. Moving 
into another bedroom across the hall helped somewhat, but I still got headaches and had the 
ringing ears. I put up shielding and it helped reduce the painful ringing in the ears but moderate 
ringing still occurred most of the time, occasionally less than moderate. Sometimes the ringing 
was so loud it woke me up. I still had some insomnia there in the guest bedroom.

12. I moved into the living room to sleep on the couch. There I had reduced symptoms and 
have slept there for 1 % years now. I have a bad back and the couch makes it worse, so I am in 
pain sleeping there, but it is the only way I can survive this terrible exposure to rf radiation.

13. The exposure has been upsetting and torturous. I feel like I cannot control my own life or 
health. I cannot enter my bedroom anymore, I get an immediate tingling in the head (top) and 
pain in base of neck, then sinuses swell shut, severe headache ensues and lasts three days. 
This happened twelve times, till I finally gave up going near the meter inside. The same thing 
happens outside near the meter, or when I am in close proximity to other smart meters.

14. Other sources of rf radiation now bother me. I have become rf-sensitized by the smart 
meter, according to my doctor. I must avoid cell phones. I bought a shield for my cell phone and 
use it on speaker (as I always did before) with a shield, only in emergencies or urgent situations. 
No one can use a cell phone near me now, and that causes me to be isolated at times or 
stressed out due to so many people having them. I experience pain, nausea, headache, 
dizziness, and cognitive dysfunction when around cell phones being used. I have had to buy 
and use a shield for my computers and extended keyboards and mice so I am not as close to 
the computer.

15. I have a wired computer (cable connected to Internet), corded phones, and do not use a 
microwave, nor does anyone in my home. Cell phones are not allowed near me now and I ask 
visitors and family not to use them in the house or on the property.

2
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16. I improved with avoidance of the smart meters, particularly the electric one. I have to live 
in the middle of my home, as there is a smart meter at both ends. I cannot go to either end of 
the property and work there or occupy the space as the smart meters bother me. Therefore, I 
have lost the use of my home and property by 2/3. I still have cognitive problems, dizziness, 
ringing ears, and occasionally, insomnia (if I get near smart meters). I feel more ill when I am in 
my house more. I am retired and my home is where I am nearly all the time. I have nowhere 
else to go. There is certainly nowhere left to go without smart meters in our state. I cannot move 
from our state as I have a disabled son and must remain where he is and where his services are 
located. Besides, all the states are starting to get these meters, rapidly.

17. Since both bathrooms are near the meter, and I cannot access the master bathroom 
without going through my room, I can only use one other bathroom and for a very short time. I 
cannot take a bath anymore, I take very quick showers as the radiation bothers me there. I have 
not been able to see my own bedroom or bathroom for over a year. I have not taken a hot bath, 
something I used to love to do, and had to do for a medical condition I have, for over a year. 
This upsets me.

18. I cannot access all of my clothing. There is nowhere to put the clothes from my closet. I 
have been cold as a result at times till someone can run in and get the clothing. I cannot.

19. I have not been able to sleep with my husband for over a year. This upsets us both very 
much. We are older and this is ruining our lives in so many ways.

20. Other members of my family have been impacted. My son, an adult with a disabling 
condition, was hospitalized three times (for a long time each time) in the first year of the smart 
meter installations. Only when we figured out that could be a trigger did his condition return to 
normal. He avoids the smart meters and stays at least 20 feet away. His doctor agrees that this 
is the right action to take. That means when he visits he cannot use the bathrooms but has to 
use the laundry room. He has to visit less. This is a terrible inconvenience and another loss of 
use of the property.

21. I feel like I am being raped daily by the utility company and the state utility agency, the 
state and federal governments as they are taking away my health, my life, and my property, 
without caring about it in any way that is humane. I am a disabled senior citizen who deserves 
better than this. I was a school teacher for 25 years, a special education teacher who made the 
world a better place. I deserve some respect and care. I am outraged that the citizens of our 
nation are being experimented on and attacked with such a horrific program. This experience is 
like being in a science fiction movie with evil perpetrators. It is shocking that this is really 
happening to me and to everyone in the nation and that so many don’t even know it, even if they 
became sick they’d not be likely to know the source, nor would most doctors.

22. As I write this, my ears are ringing loudly and have been all day. Some days are worse 
than others. When I am away from the places where smart meters are, the ringing reduces or 
disappears.

23. Other people in my home report headaches if in the bedroom.

24. My immune system appears to be more sensitive each month to the rf radiation.

3
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25. I have tested the house for radiation. It is elevated nearest the smart meters. There is 
also “dirty electricity” on the wiring nearest the electric smart meter. There is a pulse of 
microwave radiation that continuously occurs every few seconds that has been measured. It is 
nearly 300 times what normal background is. The microwave radiation is up to 35 times normal 
levels in the bedroom at about 12 feet from the smart meter. One foot from the meter cannot be 
measured with the equipment we had here, but it increases exponentially, we know that, so it 
has to be thousands of times more.

26. I have tried, to the best of my ability, to object, inform the public, and obtain an opt-out 
and dismantling of this dangerous wireless smart grid and smart meter mesh network. I started 
a nonprofit to do so, called Center for Electrosmog Prevention, for which I am a volunteer 
director. This has taken over a year. To date there is no opt-out for my part of the state of 
California.

27. I have written the utility and CPUC repeatedly and they always deny my requests to 
remove the meters.

28. The smart meters remain on my home, where I have shielded my home to reduce 
exposures, but it is not a complete nor satisfactory arrangement. Without the shielding I would 
be living in my car.

29. I personally know of many hundreds of people ill from the smart meters, some are near 
death, with emergency room trips for heart ailments, some with seizures from them, and some 
with bleeding sinuses and severe sleeping disorders, blocked arteries, and so on. Many are 
young people. Several are university professors, one is a former dentist, another is a doctor. 
None had the conditions before the meters and all are worsened with closer proximity and 
increased exposures. All are desperate to get these meters removed but no one in the country 
will help them from an official standpoint. Some seem to be suicidal at times as a result, 
especially as some have to live in their cars, and I have tried to comfort them and help them to 
hold on till we get an opt-out. For some, the opt-out will not be enough though, as many have 
neighboring meters aimed at their homes from next door. Some have up to 20 meters aimed at 
their homes from neighbors or condo units in a grouping.

30. My doctors are horrified and despair for the nation’s health and healthcare system.

31. I reaffirm that the information contained in the paragraphs above are true and correct.

32. End of affidavit.

4
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Dated this 25 day of February 2012.

Signature of Person Making This Affidavit

State of California 

County of San Diego
-nc

Subscribed and swore to (or affirmed) .before me this^^ day of . 2012, by
' of l&- m&sA 6/1___________

satisfactory evidence to be the person who appeared before me.
personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of

Notary Public Seal
Signature of Notary Public

5
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I authorize use of my declaration regarding personal
healtr^nect^ron^martmetcrs previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this ^1 day of January, 2013 by
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Declaration of

I, have personal 
all facts set forth in this declaration and am 
testify thereto if called upon to testify in a 
law. I hereby declare:

knowledge of 
competent to 
court of

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

and I reside

I am a utility customer of Pacific Gas and Electric 
(PG&E).
A Smart Meter was installed on my home over my 
objections in August 2010.
At first I did not notice any ill effects, but over time 
symptoms began to accrue.
By November 2011 I was suffering from insomnia, 
nosebleeds while sleeping, constant nausea, headaches, 
heart palpitations, fatigue, loss of balance, and 
depression.
I called PG&E several times to request removal of the 
Smart Meter. They refused.
On November 7, 2011 I sent a certified legal notice to 
PG&E demanding the removal of their Smart Meter within 
30 days. Non-compliance would require my replacement of 
the Smart Meter with an analog meter.
There was no response, so on 12/19/11 I had the meters 
switched. My symptoms all disappeared.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is 
true and correct. I have personal knowledge of all facts 
set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify 
thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law.

This declaration was executed this 8th day of April, 2012 
at Chico, California.
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

, authorize use of my declaration regarding personal 
health effects Trcfm smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this ^-/ day of January, 2013 by:

Name 

Street Address 

City/State/Zip 

Telephone 

Email

HART Page 12 of 77
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Declaration re: Smart Meters

Declaration o

I, personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am competent
to testify thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law.

I hereby declare: 
1. My name is I and I reside at

2.1 am a utility customer of P.G. & E.

3.1 moved into the above triplex in October of 2011.1 have been diagnosed with Bipolar disorder, and 
I have a ten year old special needs child who is on the spectrum for Autism and Aspergers Syndrome. 
Shortly after moving in here, I noticed that both my son and I were waking up in the night, unable to 
sleep despite medication, and both of us have become more agitated and depressed than usual.

4. Around that same time, it came to my attention that we have three smart meters installed right 
outside the door to my kitchen and in proximity to both our bedrooms.

5.1 complained to P.G. & E. about my concerns regarding the dangers of these smart meters and my 
concerns for my health and the health of my son.

6.1 also spoke to my neighbors living in the triplex, who told me that they had informed P.G. & E. that 
they did not want the smart meters installed, however, P.G. & E. came back when no one was home and 
installed them anyway.

7. P.G. & E. subsequently phoned me back and left a message that I could opt out of the smart meter by 
paying a fee and a monthly charge. This fee is difficult for me to come up with, as I am living on a 
fixed income, and my two neighbors here in the triplex told me that they do not have the money for this 
either, so even if I personally was able to come up with the money, I am still unable to afford opting out 
of all three existing smart meters.

8.1 feel that P.G.& E. is harming us and in a sense holding us hostage with disregard for our health and 
wishes, and especially as we are “at risk” people who are particularly sensitive to this. We signed a year 
lease when we moved here in October of last year, and at this time we cannot afford to move a few 
miles west to the town of Fairfax, CA where smart meters are banned! And we are unable to pay the opt 
out fee imposed by P.G.& E., who installed the smart meters against the wishes of the residents here.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

I have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify thereto 
if called upon to testify in a court of law.

This declaration was executed this 17th day ofApril, 2012 at San Anselmo, CA

££ - doun-kj fffolJ'k
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I authorize use of my declaration regarding personal
health effectsTrom smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this XX day of January, 2013 by:
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Declaration

I, have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in
this declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon to testify in 
a court of law. I hereby 
declare:
1. My name is and I reside at

2. I am a utility customer of CenterPointe Energy.
3. A Centerpointe employee knocked on my door on Friday 3/11/2011 and told
me that he needed to get access to my electric meter. He had a new meter in his
hand so I asked him, "Is that a smart meter?" He told me that it was and I then
told him that I don't want it. I was told that I did not have a choice and being 
ignorant at the time I allowed him to change out my electromagnetic analog meter 
to the new smart meter.
4. Our meter is located just outside our master bedroom opposite from where
our bed was located. My wife and I began having problems with insomnia. Before
the smart meter I would typically wake up maybe once or twice during the night to 
go to the restroom and then would return fast asleep. Now we both wake up 4, 5 
even 6 times each night for no apparent reason. I usually can fall back asleep 
only to wake up again in 30 or 40 minutes or maybe an hour. This is typical 
since receiving our smart meter.
5. I also have noticed since the smart meter was installed I wake up with
night sweats, sharp intermitting headaches, tingling in both arms, shoulder pain, 
dizziness, blurred vision, neck aches, aches in both knees, legs, and ankles. My 
wife^^^^^^^H has experienced most of the above symptoms plus nausea, ringing in 
the ears, nose bleeds and drainage-in the eyes. All of the symptoms have begun 
since our meters were replaced. I say meters because Centerpointe also serves 
our home.with natural gas and they have since installed a smart gas meter as 
well. :
6. These are just the symptoms we have noticed since getting our smart 
meters. What problems will we all be having in 10-20 years from now?
7. Another issue that we have discovered is that these meters are not UL 
approved! Every other electrical appliance in our homes have always been 
rigorously test in the Underwriters Laboratory to be determined it's safety. Why 
are smart meters exempt from these test?
8. The FCC guidelines do not adequately protect us from this very high 
pulsating frequency. We have recently purchased a RF Power Flux Density meter and 
found that both our electric and gas smart meters produce over 2000 micro Watts 
per meter squared four to five times per minute. (We have recorded these 
readings via video recorder) We were told by Center point that they would only be 
transmitting 3 or 4 times (microburst) during the middle of the night.
9. We have since reviewed much research about RF radiation and found that it 
is harmful to humans, plants, animals and the environment. Even our dog reacts 
strangely at times escaping to a small enclave in our bathroom to sleep.
10. The California Public Utility Commission has realized these health
concerns and made the decision to allow customers to opt-out of the AMS program. 
Even this would do little to help us since we are in a subdivision with many 
neighboring meters around us. Also, how will an opt-out program benefit apartment 
dwellers? , - . ' ■ ■ •
11. After all, these smart meters are not mandated here, by federal or Texas 
state laws.'

Declaration of Page 1 of 2
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12. We have also learned how the information gathered by these devices can 
determine private information that should not and need not be revealed to our 
electric providers. And we question the security of this information as it is 
transmitted thru the airways. We viewed a video that displayed how an electronic 
technician was able., with a $30.00 piece of equipment ordered over the internet, 
to hack into his smart meter! This is a violation of our 4th amendment rights to 
privacy!
13. On a more positive note, I purchased a RF shielding bed canopy on 3/16/12
and it was delivered on 3/21/12. I installed it over our bed that evening and
now both my wife and I have been able to sleep throughout the night. This is yet
more proof to me that the RF radiation is the culprit.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I 
have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am 
competent to testify thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law.

This declaration was executed this 4th day of April, 2012 at Spring, Texas.

Declaration of Terry Lee Guy Page 2 of 2
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

authorize use of my declaration regarding personal 
health effect^jSrom smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

•n
Signed this / day of January, 2013 by

n-
D

Name

Street Address

City/State/Zip 

Telephone HART Page I7 of 77
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April 5, 2012

We had been living healthfully in Silicon Valley for 5 years before the Smart Meters came and changed 
everything. We had purchased an expensive house in an upscale neighborhood (Willow Glen in San 
Jose) thinking we would be there for the long haul and had established professions and personal 
relationships. We both worked at home at times, I more often as I moved from full time to marketing 
consulting work.

In early 2010,1 began to have a number of health issues/symptoms and strange sensations: constant and 
loud ringing in my ears, bad insomnia wherein I awoke frequently shaking or trembling, tingling up the 
back of my neck and into my head, abdominal pain, moodiness, and fatigue. Thinking it was overwork, I 
cut back on my hours. However, my symptoms did not abate, they worsened. I began to have heart 
palpitations and pounding, intense eye pain, vision changes, flashing lights that seemed to be literally 
behind my eyes, and “shock like” sensations which jolted my body. I woke up frequently with the 
sensation that my head was in a vice (pressure on my head) and had an acute onset of chemical allergies 
which, like my other symptoms, was most prevalent inside our house.

Confused, 1 tried to determine what could be happening. My symptoms increased and I- began to feel . 
sicker in our house - nosebleeds, sore throat, weakness and hives were added to the list. I went to my 
primary doctor. Routine blood work collected on 3/16/2010 showed that my 1 iver tests were abnormal 
(elevated) and that my blood had toxicity in it. (Attached). I had never had abnormal liver tests in my 
life.

As 1 began to discover that my symptoms were worst while inside the house and lessened when we were 
away down the coast visiting friends or up north in San Francisco, I analyzed what had changed and 
where I spent a lot of time. The trembling, hives, intense acute head pain, and flashing lights had all 
happened in the kitchen where I often worked or spent time cooking. The other symptoms were constant 
while in the house in general. I spoke with friends down the street who were also not feeling well. She 
had had a relapse of her MS, he was experiencing intense migraines and all their pets were sick. Thinking 
this was strange, I looked online.

I remembered that the electric (and gas) meters had been replaced and after doing some research online, I 
discovered that my symptoms were in line with many others suffering the effects of acute electromagnetic 
exposure following a smart meter installation. I learned that PG&E had been deploying the Grid in our 
area and that these were actually cellular devices communicating with all the other meters in our 
neighborhood and collection meters (the mesh system) which was never communicated to us by PG&E 
before install. Distraught, on 3/29/2010,1 called PG&E to discuss the meter and my symptoms. I was 
told that the meters were no stronger than a microwave oven and that I was safe “at 6 feet” and that they 
were not removing them. Often, I had been closer than 6 feet to this meter given where our kitchen sink, 
island counter, phone, and kitchen table were.

1 could not believe that the utility company would install something that was not safe; however, I tried to 
go on with my life and spend more time working on my health. I began working with a Naturopath - Dr.

in Palo Alto to help with the EMF and chemical sensitivities. We made many 
changes to the interior of our house to reduce toxins including discarding furniture, throwing away our 
mattress and purchasing an all-natural mattress, and replacing carpeting with no VOC hardwood. I
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worked aggressively to help detox my body. However, none of this did anything to relieve my 
symptoms. My health continued to deteriorate and I began feeling extremely agitated most of the time 
and couldn't concentrate well, often completely forgetting what I was'talking about. I often lost balance, 
began to have chronic muscle spasms and muscle weakness and was weak and shaky often. I remember 
standing in the kitchen one day on the phone and starting to tremble. At one point, I had to rush to the 
counter as I was about to drop a cup of coffee. .

Feeling awful, we moved into a hotel for 3 weeks in Los Gatos. I felt much better and was able to do 
some part time work for one of my clients. (I had had to leave my role in June as I
was unable to spend much time online now).

Again, on 11/3,1 again called PG&E. 1 had heard you could have these removed. The representative 
(Liz) told me someone that I could speak to the Smart Meter group (hotline) about having it removed and 
someone would call to discuss my options. On 11/24, at 3:33 PM, the Smart Meter Department of 
PG&Ecalled. The representative told me that PG&E “could not remove the meters, they were safe per 
the FCC, just stay 10 feet away from it”.

I tried to stay out of the house as much as possible. We spent several weeks away in December and in 
January, we rented a colleagues house in Mountain View where the smart meter was much further away 
from the kitchen and bedroom^ Finally, still unable to be in our house, on Feb 14th, 2011, we moved into 
a rental house in Santa Cruz where Smart Meters had not been deployed. There I was able to improve 
my health, if only for a few months as evidenced my improved blood tests. (Attached) We have since 
abandoned our house and California all together and relocated to Ann Arbor, Michigan where, sadly, the 
meters are now on their way. We are preparing to run again once they get to our neighborhood. These 
meters took years of my life away and have permanently damaged my health. I now have chronic EHS 
(MD documentation attached) and we were forced to abandon our plans to adopt a child.
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QUEST DIAGNOSTICS INCORPORATED

COLLECTED: 03/16/2010 10:15
REPORTED: 03/18/2010 07:36

PATIENT INFORMATION

DOB: | Age:
GENDER: F

report status Final
ORDERING PHYSICIAN

Test Name In Range Out of Range Reference Range Lab

COMPREHENSIVE METABOLIC PANEL 
•ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE 
AST (SGOT)
ALT (SGPT) 
eGFR

IF PATIENT IS AFRICAN AMERICAN,

33-115 U/L 
10-35 U/L 
6-40 U/L 
>=60 mL/min 

MULTIPLY REPORTED

"Wit .

RESULT BY 1.21.

URINALYSIS, COMPLETE W/MICROSCOPIC
—HYALINE CASTS NONE SEEN
YEAST NONE SEEN
RENAL EPITHELIAL NONE SEEN
PROTEIN
HEMOGLOBIN
PH 7.0
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 1.009
GLUCOSE NEGATIVE
KETONES ' NEGATIVE
LEUKOCYTE ESTERASE NEGATIVE
NITRITE NEGATIVE
BILIRUBIN NEGATIVE
WBC ■ NONE SEEN
RBC 0-3
EPITHELIAL CELLS NONE SEEN
BACTERIA NONE SEEN
CRYSTALS NONE SEEN
CASTS NONE SEEN
COLOR .
APPEARANCE CLEAR

‘ 3 +
1____

SJ
NONE SEEN 
NONE SEEN 
< OR = 3 per hpf 
NEGATIVE 
NEGATIVE
5.0- 8.0
1.001- 1.035 
NEGATIVE 
NEGATIVE 
NEGATIVE 
NEGATIVE 
NEGATIVE 
0-5 per hpf 
0-3 per hpf 
0-5 per hpf 
NONE SEEN - 
NONE SEEN 
NONE SEEN 
YELLOW 
CLEAR

LIPID PROFILE
CHOLESTEROL 159
TRIGLYCERIDES 47
HDL CHOLESTEROL 85
LDL CHOLESTEROL (CALC) 65

SJ
125-200 mg/dL 
<150 mg/dL 
> OR = 46 mg/dL 
<130 mg/dL

RISK CATEGORY LDL-CHOLESTEROL GOAL

VERY HIGH (E.G.,DIABETES + CVD)
HIGH (DIABETICS;CHD RISK EQUIVALENTS) 
MODERATELY HIGH

(MULTIPLE (2+) RISK FACTORS)
0 TO 1 RISK FACTORS

*NCEP REPORT.CIRCULATION 2004;110:227-239.

CHOLESTEROL/HDL RATIO 1.9
VLDL CHOLESTEROL 9

<70 mg/dL 
<100 mg/dL 
<130 mg/dL

<160 mg/dL

< OR = 5.0 ratio 
5-35 mg/dL

Page 2 - Continued on Page 3
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QUEST DIAGNOSTICS INCORPORATED 
CLIENT SERVICE 800.722.8158

SPECIMEN INFORMATION
SPECIMEN: A07422330
REQUISITION: 7343910101418 
LAB REF NO: 7343910101418

' \

COLLECTED: 03/16/2010 10:15
RECEIVED: 03/16/2010 10:14
REPORTED: 03/18/2010 07:36

PATIENT INFORMATION report status Final
ORDERING PHYSICIAN

Test Name In Range Out of Range Reference Range Lab

CUSTODIAL #:
CBC/PLATELETS

WHITE CELL COUNT
RED CELL COUNT
HEMOGLOBIN
HEMATOCRIT
MCV
MCH
MCHC
RDW
MPV
NEUTROPHILS
LYMPHOCYTES
MONOCYTES
EOSINOPHILS
BASOPHILS
ABSOLUTE NEUTROPHIL 
ABSOLUTE LYMPHOCYTE 
ABSOLUTE MONOCYTES 
ABSOLUTE EOSINOPHIL 
ABSOLUTE BASOPHIL 
PLATELET COUNT

59
27
8
S
1
2714
1242
368
230
46
187

3.8-10.8 thous/uL 
3.80-5.10 Million/uL 
11.7-15.5 g/dL
35.0- 45.0 %
80.0- 100.0 fL
27.0- 33.0 pg
32.0- 36.0 g/dL
11.0- 15.0 %
7.5-11.5 fL 
40-75 %
20-45 %
0-12 %

0-6 %

0-2 %

1500-7800 Cells/mcL 
850-3900 Cells/mcL 
200-950 Cells/mcL 
15-500 Cells/mcL 
0-200 Cells/mcL 
140-400 thous/uL

SJ
SJ

ESR (WESTERGREN) 2 0-20 mm/h ' SJ
COMPREHENSIVE METABOLIC PANEL
GLUCOSE 97

UREA NITROGEN 18
CREATININE 0.71
CALCIUM 9. o
SODIUM 141
POTASSIUM 4.4
C02 26
CHLORIDE 106
PROTEIN, TOTAL 6.5
ALBUMIN 4.2
GLOBULIN 2.3
A/G RATIO 1.8
BILIRUBIN, TOTAL 0.6

SJ
mg/dL

FASTING INTERVAL: 
NORMAL: 65-99
IMPAIRED: 100-125
DIABETES: >125

7-25 mg/dL 
0.59-1.07 mg/dL
8.6- 10.2 mg/dL 
135 - 146 mmol/L 
3.5 - 5.3 mmol/L 
21-33 mmol/L
98-110 mmol/L '
6.2- 8.3 g/dL
3.6- 5.1 g/dL
2.2- 3.9 g/dL 
1.0-2.1 ratio 
0.2-1.2 mg/dL

Page 1 - Continued on Page 2
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<?!2ST MACNOSTICS INCORPORATE^

FPF.CTKF.M INFORMATION 
SPECIMEN: BA3240753
REQUISITION:

Ir
|AGE : I 

F FASTING: Y

ID:
PHONE:

COLLECTED: 03/04/11 
RECEIVED: 03/04/11 
REPORTED: 03/10/11

11:2 0"

11:15
17:01

RESORT STATES FINAL REPRINT

COMMENTS: The original copy of this report was printed on: 03/05/11 at 10:30

CHART #: NOT GIVEN

Test Name In Range Out of Range

HEPATIC FUNCTION PANEL 
PROTEIN, TOTAL 
ALBUMIN
GLOBULIN, TOTAL 
A./G RATIO 

„ AST (SGOT)

]vlo< M,BILIRUBIN, TOTAL 
BILIRUBIN, DIRECT 
BILIRUBIN, INDIRECT 
ALT (SGPT)
ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE

CBC (INCLUDES DIFF/PLT)
WHITE BLOOD CELL COUNT 4.7
RED BLOOD CELL COUNT 4.24
HEMOGLOBIN 14.5
HEMATOCRIT 42.2
MCV 100
MCH
MCHC 34.4
RDW 13 . S
PLATELET COUNT . 213
ABSOLUTE NEUTROPHILS 3008
ABSOLUTE LYMPHOCYTES p35
ABSOLUTE MONOCYTES 329
ABSOLUTE EOSINOPHILS -iS.8
ABSOLUTE BASOPHILS 0
NEUTROPHILS 64
LYMPHOCYTES 25
MONOCYTES 7
EOSINOPHILS 4
BASOPHILS ' 0

34.2 H

SEDIMENTATION RATE (ESR) 7

Reference Range Lab

6.2-8.3 g/dL SJ
3.G-5.1 g/dL SJ
2.2-3.9 g/dL SJ
1.0-2.1 ratio SJ
10-35 U/L SJ
0.2-1.2 mg/dL SJ
< OR = 0.2 mg/dL SJ
0.2-1.2 mg/dL SJ
6-40 U/L SJ
33-ll5.U/L SJ

3.8-10.8 Thousand/uL SJ
3.80-5.10 Million/uL ' SJ
11.7-15.5 g/dL SJ
35.0-45.0 % SJ
80.0-100.0 fL SJ
27.0-33.0 pg SJ
32.0-36.0 g/dL SJ
11.0-15.0 Sr SJ
140-400 Thousand/uL SJ
1500-7800 Cells/uL SJ
850-3900 Cells/uL SJ
200-950 Cells/uL SJ
15-500 Cells/uL * SJ
0-200 Cells/uL SJ
Sr SJ
Sr SJ
% SJ
Sr — ,T

Sr

0-20 rnm/h SJ

Page 1 - Continued on Page 2
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CONTROL mg ENVIRONMENT

April 2. 2012

To Whom It May Concern:

Ms.^^^^Ks under my care for the treatment of Electromagnetic Reid Sensitivity which is a 
physiological disorder characterized by symptoms directly brought on by exposure to 
electromagnetic fields.

Many patients exhibit health problems and experience symptoms when exposed to electrical 
stimuli. This is due in part to the patient's bodily response to antigens.

The body functions through cellular and intracellular changes in electrical parameters. 
Electrical impulses originate in the sino-atrial node of the heart and initiate heart muscle 
contraction. Cells assimilate and excrete through osmotic changes created by differences in 
electrical potential. The brain communicates and functions through electrical impulses earned 
from one nerve synapse to another.

This intricate function of the body can be affected by exposure to coherent electro-magnetic 
fields created by power transmission and usage and wirelessly transmitting devices. In 
sensitive individuals, exposure to even the lowest frequencies can create disruption in 
homeostasis.

Individuals who in the past may have experienced chronic or low level electro-magnetic 
exposure or acute high level exposure may exhibit symptoms resembling a feeling of shock, 
muscle spasms, headaches, dizziness or seizures. Intense ringing in the ears andeye pain 
are other common symptoms which develop and linger after exposure. Ms. has
talked at length about these symptoms following exposure to.a Smart Meter onmen5®ious 
home in California and was instructed by a prior physician to have a brain MRI given the 
severity and nature of her symptoms.

A recent physical examination finding revealed a positive Romberg’s sign wherein Ms.^^^H 
was unable to maintain balance while performing the tandem gait test with eyes closed 
indicating latent disorientation from EMF exposure. We also saw significant autonomic 
nervous system changes with symptoms including heart arrhythmia and elevations in blood 
pressure when she was tested for various frequencies in a double blind controlled EMF 
testing environment

With my years of experience testing and treating individuals for this type of condition,
I kindly request that a wireless digital meter or “smart meter” (or any other type of wireless 
transmitter or antenna) not be installed on her home. It could be quite detrimental to her 
health. Your assistance in this matter is deeply appreciated.

If you require additional information, please contact my office
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fit! Pacific Gas and
SSfifr S r't^__PrvrrtfiorSf | Electric Companf 77 Beale Street

P\ i;4tr l(xi€

San Francisco, CA 94105-1814
Mailing Address

V v ' Pacific Gas and Electric Company
P. 0. Box 770000 „ '
San Francisco, CA 94177-0001

415.373.7000

January 13, 2012

1 am writing to let you know that I have received and read the letter that you submitted to 
SmartMeterHelp.com regarding Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E) SmartMeter™ 
program. SmartMeterHelp.com submitted your letter to PG&E at a workshop that PG&E 
sponsored at the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) on December 9, 2011.

I want to start by telling you that we understand your concerns about SmartMeters™, and agree 
that choice is important when it comes to the meter at your home. We submitted a request to the 
CPUC in March 2011 that proposed choice for residential customers, and last month 
recommended to the CPUC that customers have the option to retain their analog meter if they 
choose. We are optimistic that the Commission will rule on our application shortly.

While awaiting a CPUC decision, PG&E has created a Delay List for customers who wish to 
postpone their meter upgrades. If you would like us to place you on that list, please call our 
dedicated helpline at 1-877-743-7378 and one of our representatives will be happy to assist you.

Warmest Regards, \

Lavem Mitchell
Customer Relations
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

., authorize use of my declaration regarding personal 
health effects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this ^ day of January, 2013 by:

Name.

Street Address 

City/State/Zip 

Telephone___

Email
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April 3, 2012

Smart Meter Help!
PO Box 30
Davenport, CA 95017

Declaration of

I, have personal knowledge of all
facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify 
thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law. I hereby 
declare:

and I reside at

2. The residence where I live is a utility customer of PG&E. I live with my two 
elderly parents who own the residence. I am their daughter and live without paying 
rent. I only pay for utilities. My two parents are old and don't understand my 
issues with the smart meters and refuse to have them removed as they feel the 
government or some official would be upset. So I am forced to live with them as 
there is no place that doesn't have one on them anywhere that I can afford to move 
to.

1. Smart Meter installation (two smart meters, one for gas and one for electric) 
where installed on my residence on July 18, 2011. Two hours later I began 
experiencing intense headache, heart palpitations and nausea symptoms. After 
screaming of pain for a couple of hours, I secluded myself in the farthest reaches 
of my residence, away from the two smart meters (which where placed on either side 
of my bedroom).
Now I live in that one room, our den, almost all the time, as any other part of the 
house gives me instant headache, heart palpitations and nausea.

2. I arrived at the hospital Emergency Room at Hospital in
CA, about 5 hours after the installation of the two smart meters on the residence 
where I live currently, July 18, 2011. I have my bills from that date. They gave 
me a prescription of Zofran (a medication for nausea used to treat people taking 
chemotherapy or radiation treatments) and checked my heart. The EKG, a one minute 
test, said I wasn't having a heart attack and so they cut me loose, no knowing what 
to do to help.

3. The next day the symptoms remains. Since I couldn't stop crying and yelling 
due to the pain, and my Zofran was only a one day supply, I returned to the 
Emergency Room again, two nights later, on July 20, 2011 and again was treated for 
nausea, and again described all my symptoms including headaches/ringing in the ears 
and heart palpitations. As the doctors couldn't find out what was wrong, I was 
told to report the symptoms to my regular treating physician.

4. The next day I went to my usual clinic, July 21, 2011, Dr.
office, at I saw right away the
Physician Assistant on Duty, She listened to my complaints, which were
still headaches, ringing in the ears, intense nausea, dizziness and heart 
palpitations. She prescribed more Zofran but didn't have any advice for the rest 
of my symptoms, having no idea what a smart meter was.

5. Realizing I was on my own, I permanently moved into my families residence's 
den and have since remained there. It is as far as I can get away from the two 
meters but leaves me in the position of being in everyone's way. I don't know how 
long I can live this way.
I can only go out when necessary, as now I am electro-sensitive to Smart Phones and 
Laptops (which people carry around with them) as well (which happen about two
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months after, I am guessing, the two meters got installed and the rest of our 
neighborhood as well) and to all the other smart meters in town. So I am afraid to 
drive for fear my periods of dizziness my result in a car accident and I stay out 
of all other buildings, unless I have to go in for groceries or tests, as they too 
have Smart Meters which adversely affect me.

6. I just saw my regular treating physician this week, Dr. and
he prescribed more Zofran and didn't feel that the radiation from the smart meters 
was what was affecting me. That is all he knew about them. He had no advice to 
offer me or could not help with any symptoms but my nausea. I am on my own he 
indicated indirectly by refusing to ask any questions and just stomped out of my 
exam.

7. After dealing with these two smart meters on my residence since July 18th of 
last year, I have turned my life upside down in order to keep from being in intense 
pain and just having now a very limited existence as I can do very little and go no 
where safely.

8. As these may be the last words I have to say on the topic, I fear that they 
will cause my early demise and since I can do nothing to stop this from happening,
I live in perpetual fear of dying from either a Sudden Heart attack or from 
internal hemorrhaging...as it feels like my guts are being ripped out daily and my 
brain fried (especially feel my brain is being heated in my frontal lobes).
As I can eat little, I am slowing losing weight as well and slowly becoming 
malnourished as I can only eat two small meals a day. I am also having memory 
issues and immune issues now (I constantly forget what I am saying in the middle of 
a sentence and I am getting colds monthly now).
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct. I have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this 
declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon to 
testify in a court of law.
This declaration was executed this 3rd day of April, 2012
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I authorize use of my declaration regarding personal
health effects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this ”3. 2^ day of January, 2013 by:
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April 9th, 2011

I, have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am

competent to testify there to if called upon to testify in a court of law. I hereby declare:

1. My name is and I reside at |

2. I am a utility customer of Pacific Gas and Electric.

3. In December 2009/ January 20101 developed severe ringing in my ears particularly at night. 
One night I became desperate for a nights sleep and told my husband I would try sleeping 
outdoors to see if it would help. Much to my surprise it did help. I then slept outdoors at night in 
a tent for the next several months. This was around the time Smart Meters were installed in our 
neighborhood. We do not have a Smart Meter on our home because I requested no Smart Meter 
prior to deployment as I had occasional episodes of EMF sensitivity in the past if exposure was 
high. But we do have 7 close neighbors with 2 Smart Meters each. Moving outdoors reduced 
my total exposure by eliminating the exposure from my home. After Jan./Febr. 2010 I started 
having daily problems with EMF sensitivity. I had to limit the time I spent in buildings with ' 
Smart Meters. I tried 3 different offices where I had my private practice at in
Walnut Creek but the symptoms got worse and worse and eventually I had t^clos^ny practice 
on April. 1st, 2011 at the ^BHBBBaddress. Gradually my symptoms of sleep difficulties 
worsened even outside. Some nights I traveled 2 hours south away from the Bay Area to a 
campground where I slept just fine. I started thinking I had to move. I got a job volunteering on 
an organic farm that didn't have cell phone reception. There I slept well in a tent every night‘for 
over 5 months. I felt well during the day and was able to help out on the farm. It was a joy to be 
making a contribution to society again even though it wasn't practicing medicine and helping 
children which I love to do. I stayed there from Memorial Day til November 15th, 2011. 
Meanwhile my husband tried to build me A Faraday cage so I could come home again. It didn't 
work. We got expensive assessments of our homes EMF situation and tried to lower the EMF of 
our home. This cost many thousands of dollars. We asked PG&E to measure the amp/voltage on 
our drop on our roof to find out if there was a problem with the electricity entering our home. 
They did a 24 hour recording for 4 days. They found the voltage dipped below normal (114?) . 
and that means the amps running thru our wiring into our home was too high. So they replaced 
the wiring from our telephone pole to our home drop on our roof. This did help my symptoms 
somewhat but I was still unable to live in our home due to various symptoms like headache, 
fatigue and physical weakness, buzzing sensation in my left big toe and back etc.. While 
P.G.&E. did the work on our home they discovered a gas leak within 10 feet of our home, they 
sent about 8 vehicles to our home over the course of that .day to repair the leak in the gas pipe 
entering our home. Date available upon request. I felt somewhat better after the gas leak was 
fixed. Still I wasn't able to live in our home. My husband hired 2 different electricians to put our 
wiring in metal casings. This cost several thousand dollars. Receipts available upon request.

1. ' .
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ft

Toril H. Jelter MD FAAP
Board Certified Pediatrician 

Specializing in Medical and Environmental 
Aspects of Autism Related Illness

I visited my husband every other week-end. One week-end we had dinner with friends in a 
neighboring town. We sat at an outdoor table for my comfort. We enjoyed lively conversation. I 
was totally engaged. After about 1-2 hours I felt withdrawn, disinterested, became sad and felt 
weak. I asked my husband to take me home. 2 weeks later he took me back to this restaurant 
and asked me to look around. It was a narrow alley way about 20 feet wide. On one side of our 
table at head height was a Smart Meter on the wall of a building. On the other side , the 
opposite side of our table were 2 Smart meters. We had been sitting in the middle. Another time 
I visited a pizza restaurant. As we left we noticed a Smart Meter on the outside of the wall 
where I had been sitting. My husband said “Oh No!” I said it's OK I don't feel bad. This one 
was low to the ground about 1-2 feet up. That night I developed a severe allergic reaction with 
copious mucous from my nose and throat. I also had severe abdominal pain for about 4 hours. It 
was so severe it felt like child birth thru the abdominal wall rather than thru the birth canal. I 
couldn't sit still I had to keep moving to try to alleviate the pain. I considered going to the ER 
several times but held back as the ER is high EMF so I was afraid I'd get worse there. I have 
never had such severe abdominal pain before or after that night. The discomfort was noticeable 
to a milder degree for a week afterward. I have metal in my abdomen after previous surgery. 
One doctor told me this might be contributing and make me more vulnerable to EMF 
sensitivity. Over the past 2 years I have had many doctor visits to find out if anyone could help 
me. I have traveled all the way to Santa Barbara for help to see Dr. I have tried
many supplements and detoxification procedures to see if there was anything I could do to 
myself to try to get so I could tolerate my home and work situation again. After many such ' 
attempts I am now able to live in my home if I limit my total EMF exposures thru out the day 
but have still not found a medical clinic setting to allow me to continue practicing medicine in a 
substantial way. We turn the electricity to our bedrooms off at night. I can only work for a few 
hours per week- not enough to sustain a practice in the long run. I can't find a medical clinic 
setting that has no Smart Meter and is otherwise low EMF. Soon my 7 neighbors will get a 
Smart Meter on their water supply. What will that do to me? I've asked a surgeon to remove the 
metal from my abdomen. He said it was not impossible but very difficult. I doubt any health 
insurance company would pay for this and the risks are high. Our lives have become a living 
nightmare. When I visit friends I have to limit the visit to their home. I can't visit family for 
very long if they have a Smart Meter because then I can't sleep at night. I am strongly opposed 
to electronic trespass thru our property. It is a human right to be able to live in ones home. We 
are being chased from our home and there seems to be no recourse. We have gone from 2 
incomes to one. Our finances have been devastated. I am not only concerned about myself and 
my family and friends. As a society I am deeply concerned about the ramifications unbridled 
roll out of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) is having on our children. 1 of 88 children in the 
United States now has autism. That is over 1%! Researchers have identified many physiological 
abnormalities in these children. Over 50 of these physiological abnormalities can be caused or 
worsened by EMR. Details available upon request.That is shocking! Somebody, somewhere 
needs to do something. This is akin to rape of a whole generation but the weapon doesn't enter 
just one orifice in a child's body it enters every cell in their mind and body and harms them at 
levels of EMR that are currently considered “safe”. EMR is the ultimate powerful weapon 
because the perpetrator has no blood on their hands. This has to stop. We must lean how to use

2.
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Toril H. Jelter MD FAAP
Board Certified Pediatrician 

Specializing in Medical 8nd Environmental 
Aspects of Autism Belated illness

modem technology in a “safe” manner. If a utility already has proven repeatedly that they are 
unable to maintain the electrical distribution system ( contact David Wilner (415) 898-1200 for 
more information) and the gas distribution system (i.e. San Bruno) why on earth do we permit a 
third tier that needs to be maintained? At least we can sometimes smell gas when there is a leak 
and stop the leak but we have no way of monitoring whether or not a Smart Meter is working 
right and even if it is it is harming people.

4. In summary I have had the following since the Smart Meters entered my community. Loss of 
health, loss of livelihood, loss of freedom to go where I please, loss of the ability to spend time 
with family and friends, temporary loss of my home and the potential for complete loss of my 
home unless Smart Meter free neighborhoods are established and many additional expenses for 
travel, EMF remediation and loss of vehicle returning from Santa Barbara and more.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I have personal knowledge of 
all facts set forth and am competent to testify there to if called upon to testify in a court of law.

Sincerely,

3.
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The following physiologic dysfunctions have been found in some children with an autism spectrum 
disorder. The same dysfunctions can be exaggerated or caused by electromagnetic radiation that is 
currently considered to be “safe”.

• Genetic alterations and chromosomal changes
• Cerebellum changes on MR!
• Retina/ optic nerve damage/ visual problems
• Increased inflammatory reactions .
.* Increased hypersensitivity/ allergic reactions
• Immune shift or dysfunction
• Genotoxicity ,
'* Increased oxidative stress
• Increased risk with older parents
• Altered fetal development '
• Genetic dysfunctions
• Mutations

. • Somatic alterations
• Disturbance of orientation in space
• Increased autoimmune risk
• Cerebral cortex abnormalities
• Altered molecular and cellular development
• Latent effect
• Brain and cerebellar nerve cell damage
• Microdeletions on chromosomes
• Protein expression abmormalities
• Increased cellular stress response
• Morphologic alterations of immune cells
• Changed lymphocyte viability
• Decrease of Natural Killer cells
• Decrease of T-lymphocytes
• Uteroplacental circulatory disturbance
• Increased membrane permeability
• Altered cytokine profile -
• Distubance of gastrointestinal function, gastric 'juices', enzymes, motility, inflammation etc.
• Serotonin dysfunctions
• Decrease of melatonin and sleep difficulties
• Dietary opiod peptide abnormalities
• Behavioral dysfunction
• Cognitive dysfunction
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• Hypo or hyperactivity
• Memory problems
• Deficits in understanding complex ideas
• Increased seizure risk
• Autonomic disturbance
• Poof visual and perceptual motor skills and auditory memory
• Headaches
• Fatigue
• Depression
• Anxiety

' • Lack of concentration •
• Increased irritability •
• Decreased appetite
• Aggression

■*. Hormonal disturbance -.
• Electromagnetic hypersensitivity (3.2% in Califomia)-common reported signs and symptoms of 

the latter are: Headache, thought processing difficulties, memory impairment, heart palpitations, 
sleep disorder, general malaise, blurred vision,weakness, dizziness, chest discomfort, muscle 
pain, tinnitus, fatigue, nausea, night sweats, restless legs or paresthesias

When a researcher notices that environmental factor A can cause B and that entity B has been identified 
in children with autism the researcher will no doubt wonder if environmental factor A is somehow 
contributing to or causing dysfunction B in children with autism. What do YOU think a researcher 
thinks if electromagnetic radiation currently considered “safe” can cause or worsen over 50 of the 
pathological processes already identified in children with autism? There are many things we as a global 
community can do now if we wish to nurture the next generation of children. For example: Try a 2 
week EMF remediation trial: See how your family feels: Turn off the wireless router for 12 hours at 
night and use an ethemet cable during the day, unplug all cordless phones use wired instead and turn 
off the electricity to the bedrooms at night IF you know how to do this safely. You may be surprised by 
what you discover!

For more information see the following websites: Wired Child
EMF Safety network
Citizens for safe technology

Sources: The Bioinitiative Report by Dr. Carpenter and Cindy Sage 
Autism edited by Andrew W. Zimmerman 
Changing the Course of Autism by Dr. Bryan Jepson 
Autism and its Medical Management by Michael G. Chez MD 
Cross Currents by Dr. Robert O. Becker
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

health effects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

!

I

1

, authorize use of my declaration regarding personal
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April 6, 2012

have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this 
declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon to testify in a court 
of law. I hereby declare:

My name is and I reside at |
ll am a utility customer of Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E).

I live in a condominium complex where clusters of smart meters were installed on 
all the buildings several months ago. In early March, 2012, I began waking up 
every morning with ringing in my ears. I had never experienced this in my home 
before, ever. The ringing became gradually stronger and louder, becoming shrill 
and high pitched. The ringing was accompanied by a buzzing sound. At first, the 
ringing would go away when I was away from the house, but after several weeks 
the buzzing and ringing became so pronounced that it would continue even when I 
was away from home. I also began to feel a strange burning sensation along with 
mild nausea when I was at home. My sleep became disturbed. I instinctively knew 
it was from the smart meters, which I had never wanted installed in the first place.
I went online to research common smart meter health complaints and found that 
my exact symptoms were shared by many others. Alarmed, I called my doctor and 
made an appointment. I was seen by Dr.^^^^^^^^Hon March 28, 2012. She 
told me that ringing in the ears (Tinnitus) is a condition she takes very seriously 
because it can cause hearing loss. I was referred for an audiology exam which is 
scheduled for May 16, 2012.

"Opting out" of my own smart meter does not solve the problem for me because I 
am surrounded by everyone else's smart meters, which are in very close proximity 
to me. I have learned that PG&E has violated FCC regulations by "co-locating" the 
smart meters in clusters, which emit dangerously high levels of Electromagnetic 
Radiation, as determined by the FCC. No one is enforcing this regulation. In 
addition, the meters are installed such that all residents of my complex must pass 
within several inches of the meters to empty their trash. This is also an FCC
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regulation violation, which states the meters are not to be within 20 cm of human 
contact.

I have been forced to move out of my bedroom and am sleeping at the bottom of 
my staircase, up against a wall that is the farthest away from the meters. This has 
helped to diminish the ringing somewhat. Some nights, however, it is so intolerable 
in my home that I have driven to my place of business in late at night
to sleep in my office. I find that the more time I spend away from home, the better 
I feel. I am no longer comfortable in my own home and feel as though I have been 
invaded.

It has become clear to me that if this situation is not remedied, I will be forced to 
move out of the home that I love. I have spent hours researching methods to 
protect against EMF radiation and have scheduled contractors to shield the inner 
walls of my home with copper paint and cover my windows with copper screens. 
This is going to be quite costly for me, as well as time consuming, since I will need 
to re-paint over the copper paint, even though I just painted my entire interior less 
than one year ago. I am hoping that the shielding will allow me to to stay in my 
home until PG&E is forced to remove the meters or at the very least abide by the 
FCC regulations and have no more than one meter per building. Of course I will 
not be protected from the meters when outside, such as when going from my home 
to my car or emptying trash. Taking walks in my neighborhood, sadly, is no longer 
safe.

It has been well documented by doctors, scientists, and public health officials that 
smart meters are a serious public health issue. I have had the levels of radiation 
coming into my home and emanating from the smart meters on my building 
measured with the use of an RF meter, and have documented evidence that these 
levels are dangerous. I will do whatever is necessary on my part to ensure that this 
unwanted, unsafe, abominable smart meter nightmare comes to an end as quickly 
as possible.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I have 
personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to 
testify thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law.
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3/28/20121:20 PM Office Visit 
MHN: I

Department 

Dept Phone:

HART EXHIL
Description: Female DOB:

Provider:!

Reason for Visit
Tinnitus ringing in ears

Your Vitals Were - -
Last Recorded BP

106/52
Pulse Temp(Sro) Rest>
59 98.5 °F (36.9 12 I

______________°C) (Oral)_______  I

Weight . SpQ2 
68.312 kg (150 97% 
lb 9.6 oz)

today's Orders
REFERRAL TO AUDIOLOGY. INT

- Immunizations or injections administered on date of encounter- 3/28/2012
No immunizations on file.

Test and Procedures
Internal Referral:

REFERRAL TO AUDIOLOGY, INT

If the Audiology Department has not contacted you within 3 days to schedule your appointment, please call the number 
below.

Allergies as of 
3/28/2012

No Known Allergies
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I authorize use of my declaration regarding personal
healtlTeffects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this day of January, 2013 by:
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Declaration of I

I, personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am
competent to testify thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law. I hereby declare:

1. My name is and until March 2012, I resided at I

2. Until March 2012, I was living with my sister and her husband, who were utility 
customers of Pacific Gas and Electric.

3. I was unaware that a Smart Meter had been installed on our house, but I suddenly 
began having severe, debilitating headaches, joint and muscle pain, muscle cramping, 
elevated blood pressure, irregular heartbeat, insomnia, and an intermittent 
buzzing/tingling sensation in my legs and feet that happened every few seconds day 
and night, and I realized on checking with the electric company, that my symptoms 
began right after the Smart Meter was first installed. What further confirmed for me my 
suspicion that my symptoms were connected to the Smart Meter was the fact that my 
symptoms completely disappeared when I would go to stay a few days at my daughter’s 
house in Marin County (which has placed a moratorium on Smart Meter installation, so 
consequently none of the houses or businesses in her area have Smart Meters).

4. The effects of the Smart Meter were so debilitating for me that I have relocated to
to an area where there are no Smart Meters.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I have personal 
knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify thereto if 
called upon to testify in a court of law. This declaration was executed this 3rd day of 
April, 2012 at Asheville, North Carolina.
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I use of my declaration
regarding personal health effebts from smart meters previously submitted to 
Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart Meters!, to be used in the current smart 
meter safety investigation before the Maine Public Utilities Commission in 
the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 201 1 -00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration 
to his testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce 
McGlauflin, Esq., representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that 
case, with the understanding that my declaration will become part of the 
public record in that proceeding.

Signed this day of January, 2013 by:

: ■ U ' 11 ' 11111111

Street Address 

City/State/ZipJ

I'd op ho ne 111 

Finnil
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Declaration o

have personal knowledge of all 
facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify 
thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law. I hereby 
declare:

and I reside at

(2) I am a utility customer of Florida Power & Light Company, NextEra 
Energy Resources, LLC.

(3) Approx Feb 28th to March 1, 2012 FPL/NextEra installed smart meters 
on both my neighbor’s homes. I did not have a meter installed on my home. 
I started getting sick on 29th-1sl March.

(4) I was not able to go to the left side of my house or the right side I was 
confined to my great room which was in the middle because of the smart 
meters on my neighbor's homes. I could not cook in my kitchen because 
my condition got worse, the use of my bathrooms had to be quick because 
both on my bathrooms were on the side of the house were my neighbors 
smart meter was.

(5) I was in good health before the smart meters were installed because
of FPL/NextEra installing the smart meters my quality of life went down hill.
I was subjected to extreme pain and agony. I experienced severe insomnia, 
diarrhea, agitation and irritability, flu like symptoms, extreme fatigue, CONSTANT 
stabbing migraines, extreme nausea, heart palpitations, muscle pain, earaches, 
severe anxiety, and an induced seizure. On March 10th I suffered a seizure in 
Which EMS rushed me to the hospital were I was diagnosed as having a seizure.
My husband also started to get migraines when they installed the smart meter my 
Neighbor’s homes.

(6) On March 11th I called and left a message with the customer advocate for FPL 
Clara Scutt and notified her that l had a seizure from the smart meters on my neighbors 
Homes and that my husband was terrified to go to work and leave me alone in fear
Of me having another seizure from the smart meters. Clara Scutt called me back on 
Monday March 12 and said she will see what she can do. Clara Scutt called back I 
am not sure of the time line 1 day or 2 and stated FPL could not remove the 
Smart Meters from my neighbors homes unless my neighbors contacted FPL and made 
A request.

(7) FPL/NextEra have very devious business model. FPL/NextEra did not call and ask if 
homeowners wanted the smart meter installed I checked with 3 neighbors and many friends, 
workers and people who live in this county. FPL/NextEra changed the smart meters
BY FORCE they have the gall to say to me they need permission to remove the smart meters. 
When FPL/Next ERA removed the smart meters from my neighbors homes the side effects I was 
feeing subsided 1 day after the removal.
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(8)14 years ago I had overcome a neurological condition, my doctor was extremely pleased with 
my progress over the past 9 years we where discussing taking me off meds I no longer need a 
goal I had sought all this time; he was also pleased my thyroid condition was also under control 
other than a migraine disorder I have enjoyed a relatively good health until now.

Now I find it difficult to speak without stuttering even trying to get words out. I have 
huge memory loss, difficulty concentrating or doing any critical thinking. I have spasms 
on the left side of my body and my equilibrium is off. My migraine disorder has been 
exacerbated. Not related to my migraine disorder I wake up and go to bed feeling sick 
every day since the smart meter installation.

I don’t know if I will ever return to normal, this is what I face since FPL/NextEra decided 
to put smart meters on to peoples homes with no testing. FPL/NextEra has made my 
husband and myself guinea pigs to dangerous technology. The side effects I have 
mentioned in the beginning of (8) still remain to this day and could possibly be 
permanent.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct. I have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this 
declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon to 
testify in a court of law.
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

, authorize use of my declaration regarding personal 
health effects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this U ^ ^day of January, 2013 by:

Namel 

Street Address, 

City/State/Zip j

' I'u "'Bil
Email liillii
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4/7/2012;

Declaration 0

have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to
testify thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law. I hereby declare:

1. My name is and I reside at
2. I am a utility customer of Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E).

I have been suffering debilitating headaches and dizziness since Smart Meters were installed on homes 
in my neighborhood and place of work in 2010. At the onset of the headaches and dizziness I was 
uncertain of their cause and sought medical attention. Doctors tried many tests and prescribed 
medications to try to find the source and alleviate the symptoms all with no success at alleviating the 
headaches and dizziness. The answer became very clear when in June of 2011,1 left Marin County to go 
visit my Mother in Agoura (southern California). For my nine day visit, I had no headaches or dizziness. 
Upon my return home, the headaches immediately resumed. As suggested by doctors, I had been 
keeping a headache journal in an attempt to find some source whether diet, environmental, behavioral, 
etc. I was getting 15 to 18 debilitating headaches per month every month since the time the smart 
meter was installed. I began to suspect the SmartMeter variable and tested this as a possible source by 
simply leaving to areas without them and returning. The response was consistent; my headaches went 
away when I was not anywhere around Smart Meters.

I called PG&E on 8/25/11 and asked them to remove it and was told they were waiting on the CPUC. I 
filed a complaint with the CPUC on that same day. I put an aluminum shield around the outside of the 
meter (a turkey roasting pan), and shielded the interior wall the meter was up against with aluminum 
foil. This helped reduce my headaches from a level that was causing extreme nausea and photo 
sensitivity to a simple plain old irritating headache that did not keep me from going about my business.

On 9/15/11 one of my doctors diagnosed me with electrical sensitivity. I never had this problem prior to 
the smart meter. On 9/20/11 a second doctor confirmed this diagnosis and wrote a letter for me to 
submit to PG&E stating that the smart meter was causing my electrical sensitivity and "it is medically 
necessary that her analog meter be restored on her home". This letter was submitted to PG&E and the 
CPUC. The smart meter on my home was finally removed on 2/2/12. I

I am fortunate that I live in a small court up against open space and that I have neighbors who also do 
not want Smart Meters. The headaches and dizziness I was experiencing are gone for the most part
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when I am in my own home. I sometimes still have trouble when I have spent too much time outside of 
my home environment and gotten electrically loaded up. Unfortunately, the larger neighborhood I live 
in and my workplace still have Smart Meters. I cannot walk my dog in our neighborhood without getting 
very dizzy. The dizziness subsides when I get home, but this is just not acceptable. These horrible 
devices should all be removed!

I have spent thousands of dollars on doctors, EMF specialists, EMF reduction devices that don't seem to 
work, massage and other therapists to try to alleviate the headaches and dizziness. I have been 
distraught about potentially having to move and to sell my home when I am not in a financial position to 
do so. lam even more upset about the thought of having to leave the job of teaching High School Auto 
Shop in Mill Valley that I absolutely love in order to escape the Smart Meters and their effects on me.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I have personal knowledge of 
all facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon to testify in a 
court of law.

This declaration was executed this April 7th, 2012 at Novato, California.
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9/20/2011

To Whom It May Concern:

Patient,^^^^^|has been suffering from chronic severe headache since her gas and 
electric SmartMeter’s were installed. She has developed electrosensitivity as a result of 
excessive exposure to this RF microwave radiation. It is medically necessary that her 
analog meter (s) be restored on her home.

Thank You,

MD
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

' ^I ' 1 ■ ■ ; ..I.'." ■ ! •

submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this day of January, 2013 by:
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Declaration of

I, , have personal knowledge of all
facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify 
thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law. I hereby 
declare:
1. My name is and I reside at
2.1 am a utility customer of PGE(PortlandGeneralElectric)
a. )meters were installed.i started waking several times throughout the night with the most awful uncomfortable 
feeling of feverish chill in my bones i have ever felt,and a state of anxiety,panic,and "feeling of impending 
doom".i had 4 day long incredibly painful migranes,nausea,and a prickly sensation on my face.i was waking 
several times throughout the night.i had no idea what the cause was at the time.
b. ) after a week.i noticed the millions of frogs that thrived here werent chirping anymore,and the crickets chirps 
had all but left as well.
c. )the trees started exhibiting grey/white patches on their bark,some patches as thick as paint.the bark was 
spliting on most trees,and appearing scabbed over and covered in fungi,lichen,and moss.now these trees,from 
Portland,throughout beaverton,hillsboro,and forestgrove are dying and falling to the ground at an alarming 
rate.ALL trees,that i have seen,are showing signs of disease or infestation,even the huge ancient ones(one of 
these fell in forest grove a week or so ago and blocked traffic).
d. )late march 2010,my symptoms immediately tripled,and i woke up panicked,my heart pounding out of my 
chest in a state of emergency,i vomited,my nose bleeding.i stepped outside to get some air,i felt like i couldnt 
breath.i witnessed them completing the installation of a collector meter on the street pole at the intersection of 
•HiiPrd. and ^^^B^lvd,right outside my end apartment.i walked over and looked,and it was a smartmeter 
similar to the 2 on my sons bedroom wall.for lack of knowing what to do,out of frustration,and in a physical 
state of panic,i googled "electric meters making me sick",and was shocked to read the results.i found several 
websites talking about the dangers of these meters,in other states than mine,and proceeded to call PGE and 
OREGON PUBLIC UTILITIES, to beg them to turn them off.OPU's smartmeter excuse person was the 
rudest,coldest,most unfeeling woman i have ever had the displeasure of speaking with in my life.PGE put a 
public relation person on the line and told me i was the only one complaining .that the meters were safe,and i 
should find out whats causing my problems because it certainly wasnt the meters.the experiences i was finding 
on these websites were identical to mine.i started making phone calls,and sending emails,everywhere i could 
think of,to no avail.
e. )i have been sleeping on a couch in my living room for over a year.the "pulse”in my bedroom,and my sons 
bedroom,is much stronger than in my living room for some unknown reason,and my son now lives with his 
dad.they hooked Portland up to this grid about September,2011 .the trees rapid decline increased then,and 
again,my symptoms.i cant fall asleep at all until after 3~5am many nights,and i toss and turn the whole 
time,many times not being able to sleep at all.
f. )my symptoms now,and for the past year have increased to :1 .)tinitus(CONSTANT ringing in the ears,worse 
when the frequency is ramped up),2.)chronic migranes lasting 4 days sometimes,3.)chronic insomnia(no sleep 
at all sometimes and no restful sleep ever,and not able to pass out even with a sleep aid until after 3am)4.) 
chronic fatigue,5.)nausea,sometimes so bad i am unable to eat,and vomiting,not like flu,like vomiting from 
stress6.)pain and feverish chill in my bones.7.)pain in my ears8.)eye strain and vision disturbance,words jump 
around on pages,focus goes in and out.9.)pain in jaw and teeth. 10.)organs feel swollen. 11.)heart palpitations 
so bad i feel i must have a phone nearby in case of heartattack.12.)involuntary muscle contractions,inability to 
"unflex"my muscle tissue for hours and whole nights at a time.muscles twitch,and cramp,and my lower back 
gets so strained i can hardly use the restroom by myself sometimesl 3.)frequent urination and dehydration(i 
sleep with a gallon of water by me the thirst gets so profound. 14.)nosebleeds and sinus pressure15.) 
psychologicahfear,anxiety,constant stress,unable to put sentences together to speak,cant find words i want to 
use and cant remember how to spell them anymore.,deppression and despair,feeling no hope ,no joy 
whatsoever and no energy to live at all,confusion,panic,inability to focus at all,constantly"drawing a 
blank".knowing i wont survive much longer if i continue to be exposed.the frogs are gone,the trees are 
dying,and once this grid is fully activated,all will surely die.my cats who slept with me since the day they were 
born spend most of their time outside now,not that the pulse can be escaped.at first i could leave the 
immediate area and find relief,but now,all cities connected,no relief to be found.my cats are nervous wrecks 
and my smallest spends days without coming in to eat.this is one of my pleas for help i have sent out 
attempting to resolve this.i have since become unable to fight this in any way,as my medicaid doctor 
acknowledges my symptoms,but knows nothing of the cause and refuses to test for electrohypersensitivity,so i 
have no where else to turn and no one else i havent written to or spoken with and im just to tired and to sick to 
continue.i feel i have no life left:
To whom it may concern: Pleading for help to stop the pain and suffering. Smart meters are killing me and everything else
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in their path. I am disabled, in a subsidized apartment complex with 150+meters on site. I have 2 on my bedroom wall and 
2 more every 20 ft. and a powerful data collector meter on the street corner added in April, tripling my already torturous 
symptoms when first installed before they turned on the RF. My bones began to ache and become chilled, as if I had a 
permanent really bad flu, the feeling is awful. My heart began pounding and racing feeling as if I were having a heart 
attack, all day and night, unless I left the area. After a week, the millions of frogs here and all the crawfish in the creek 
completely disappeared. The trees started exhibiting cracks in the bark, and started decaying from the inside out. I started 
getting migraines, 4-5days out of the week. I couldn't get any rest at all and became extremely fatigued, when I left the 
immediate area, all symptoms completely disappeared, until now. They installed in all of the adjoining cities. There is no 
escape, no healing time, no removing yourself from the pulse. Then, they turned on the wireless. Now the pine trees are 
burning alive, the feeling of dis-ease has tripled. My muscles are contracted 24/7, my neck and back stiff and sore. My ears 
ring 24 hours a day, my nose bleeds, my ears hurt. The nausea over time becomes so prevalent, I've lost 40 lbs because I 
just can't eat. I have muscles that twitch for hours on end, headaches that pound for whole weeks straight, and I slur my 
words when its really bad. I get no restful sleep. For over a year now, I can’t pass out until 3-5am...ever, and I have to 
drug my seif to sleep at all. I don't know where to turn. I don’t know where to go. I am losing my memories and brain 
function. My words become slurred. My cats I've raised for over 3 yrs will no longer sleep with me, as they have done all 
their lives, and they, and some of the chipmunks outside, are becoming aggressive. The chipmunk I feed is becoming 
disoriented and appears "drugged". I'm depressed, I have unexplained sense of panic and anxiety 24 hours a day. Cell 
phones never made me sick before, or Wi-Fi. Now it hurts to use a cell, or be anyplace that has free Wi-Fi. Every agency 
I've called says I have no choice and they are not liable or responsible. I am desperate for a way to stop these. The lives of 
myself, and every creature with cells depend on shutting these devices off. And don't fall for their non radio transmitting 
replacements. Several people have and their health was just as bad, so its not just the wireless causing this. I am suffering 
in torture, the trees and life forms here are suffering, and I am at a total loss for what to do. I have tried foiling the 
meters. It's just not helping. I also tried upping my mineral intake, orgonite, and aluminum screen faraday cage. They 
aren't even easing the suffering. I don't know what to do. I do not drive, have no friends that drive, and couldn’t afford a 
truck to move, or the expenses, or a location that accepts housing for my 6 cats. There is no area here without these 
meters, and without transportation I can’t go rural, although I would love to. My income is $674 a month. I am barely 
surviving and cannot afford to try other devices to help. I'm trying to find a way to save my life, the lives of my now 
aggressive and agitated cats, and the trees and ecosystem. I get mild relief when out of the residential areas, but i cannot 
rest there, and cannot go in to most malls and restaurants or libraries now because I have become sensitive to Wi-Fi, and 
do not wish to further my pain. Lawyers refuse to take on the utility corps, and the police are on the side of the corps. I 
have filed reports with the Oregon public utility commission, the FTC, the attorney generals office state and federal, the 
utility company Portland General Electric, the state public health department, the city commissioners office, and my local 
city council.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct. I have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this 
declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon to 
testify in a court of law.

This declaration was executed this thursday ,5 day of April, 2012 at Beaverton,Oregon

_______ i _______ /_____ :i -
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I . authorize use of my declaration regarding personal health effects
from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine 
Public Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket 
No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the 
understanding that my declaration will become part of the public record in that 
proceeding.

Signed this 22nd day of January, 2013 by:
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Declaration of

have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration-and am 
competent to testify thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law. I hereby declare:
My name is I reside at |___
VHNPl am a utility customer of Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) and Sacramento 
Municipal Utility District (SMUD):
I am writing to you regarding perceived and real health issues related to the SmartMeter 
that PG&E installed on my home. I do not want any SmartMeter devices installed on 
my home or property. I have refused to allow the Sacramento Municipal Utility District 
(SMUD) access to install yet another meter on the back of my house directly outside the 
bedrooms.
The PG&E SmartMeter was installed in the front of my house on the wall directly 
outside my living room. I did not grant permission for the installation of the SmartMeter 
device nor was I asked for consent. Recently, I received information regarding their 
“opt-out” program and intend to contact them to take avail of it.
Since the installation of SmartMeters in our neighborhood, I have suffered with tinnitus, 
muscle cramps, sleep disturbance, chronic fatigue, heart palpitations, migraines, blurred 
vision, and dizziness. I am lucky if I get 4 hours of disrupted sleep a night. When I visit 
my father in Shasta County who lives in an area where there are no SmartMeters as 
yet, the tinnitus stops completely. I sleep well and feel much better. I informed my 
doctor about this at a recent appointment in March, 2012.
I am aware of health concern risks related to the wireless transmissions that the 
SmartMeters use. Scientific evidence indicates potential harm from sporadic and 
cumulative exposure. Sensitivity among people varies and many may fail to make the 
connection of symptoms to these devices. Furthermore, the stated output of these 
devices has been grossly misleading and false. I do not want these devices on my 
home or in my neighborhood. I do not want to risk the health of my family from 
SmartMeter pollution.

I informed SMUD of my disapproval and explained my reasons for refusal of installation 
of a SmartMeter. At a recent board meeting, SMUD discussed their ‘opt-out’ program. 
At this meeting, they discussed intentionally informing only their customers who have so 
far refused installation of the SmartMeter and not disseminating the information to all 
customers. They also made improper comments about those who like me feel that 
there are verifiable health risks involved with this technology. SMUD’s munificent opt- 
out is to make it grossly unaffordable to their customers. The fees they discussed for 
opting out and monthly charges thereafter far exceed what PG& E is offering. One 
board member actually said that if SMUD customers didn't like it or couldn’t afford it, 
they could move to PG&E territory.
It is perplexing that during this recession and lack of jobs, that this type of program is 
being allowed. How many jobs are being replaced by these units? I am appalled that 
the complaints and health risks posed by these devices are not being taken seriously. I 
want to stop this insane and ill-conceived technology from being promoted and 
deployed further.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I have personal 
knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify thereto if 
called upon to testify in a court of law.
This declaration was executed this 4th day of April, 2012 at Sacramento, California.

’riL Hjzorzj
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I , authorize use of my declaration regarding personal
health effects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

City/State/Zip

Telephone
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Declaration of

1. My name is and I reside at I am M
years of age.
2. I am a utility customer of PG&E.
3. the electric meter type (PG&E - Landis Gyr focus - silver spring networks) was installed may 
2010 on the outside of the wall of my house 1 foot from a bedroom.
4.1 first noticed symptoms in about may 2011 when I moved into the bedroom near the meter 
from another bedroom in the house. At that time I would sleep about 3 feet from the smartmeter. 
The symptoms that I noticed were less physical mental energy, more body aches and increased 
nose bleeding, and episodes of chest pain heart palpitations.
5. When I finally suspected (feb 2012) that the smartmeter's rf electromagnet radiation emission 
might be making these symptoms worse, i tried moving the bed farther away from the meter and 
the symptoms seemed to improve.
6. today with the smartmeter replaced by PG&E on march 13 2012 in "opt-ouT, my symptoms 
are still better. So I therefore believe that the PG&E - Landis Gyr - Silver Spring Network 
transmitter rf radiation was harmfull to my health.
7.1 am worried that the additive excessive radiation from these pg&e electric meters (mesh 
network) is causing negative health effects to the people in the community.

Thank you very much

This declaration was executed this day of fA /)Y £Lb{2~ at )
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I ^__________ , authorize use of my declaration regarding personal
health effects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this day of January, 2013 by:

- ■

Street Address. 

City/State/Zip

I : HS

Email_______
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Declaration ofl

have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am 

competent to testify thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law. I hereby declare:

1. My name i<^^^^^^^^H^|and I reside

2.1 am a utility customer of Oncor.

Around October of 2010, a utility serviceman came to our house, telling us that he had come to 

replace our electrical meter with no further elaboration. Being uninformed about the advanced 

metering controversy, we gave him permission to do so. Our assumption was that they were 

changing out older equipment and no more than that. .

Almost from the date the meter was installed - if not as of the day it occurred -1 began 

experiencing heightened problems with insomnia. Since then, I have been awaking pretty 

regularly at 2:30 - 3:30 each morning. This is two or more hours earlier than I want to wake up, 

and I almost never am able to go back to sleep.

I lodged a protest with the state public utilities commission and Oncor after later being informed 

as to possible ill effects of such meters and making an association with lost sleep and the 

approximate time that meter was installed, requesting that ours be removed and replaced with 

the analog variety. As a result, a representative was sent to our home. While Here, he 

somehow calibrated the meter to its lowest level. (Why this isn't.done as a "default" from the 

beginning is a mystery to me.) Promptly thereafter, I noticed my insomnia problem was 

mitigated slightly, making me think that the meter was indeed a complicating factor. The relief 
has been minimal. Instead of being awakened around 2:30 a.m., it is now - say - 2:45 to 3:00

a.m. And this is almost a daily problem.

Nothing is, of course, absolutely predictable. Occasionally, I may sleep until 4:00 or so.
However, I also may wake up at 2:00. But the routine has been to regularly wake up around two 

or more hours earlier than desired, like it or not.

I am aware of many studies that have shown electromagnetic forces to be harmful to sleep (e.g. 

through the disruption of rapid eye movement phases of sleep, etc.) My long-time personal 

physician, of is also knowledgeable of this
phenomenon. He also has informed me that, if needed, he would willingly provide a statement 

to substantiate my history of sleep problems and its exacerbation due to increased 

electromagnetic activity in my home.

Sleep debt is a serious condition which can pose many adverse effects to a person's health. And 

I am coming forward in this manner to hopefully bring about a reversal in the problems I have 

endured since the meter was installed on my home as well as to forestall potential health issues 

traceable to this technology:

Page 1 of 2
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t declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I have personal knowledge of all 

facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon in a court of law.

This declaration was executed this 9th day of April, 2012, at Keller, Texas.

Page 2 of 2
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I use of my declaration regarding personal
health effects frotn smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

City/State/Zip

Telephone | 

Email
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Declaration of

I, have personal knowledge of all
facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify 
thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law. I hereby 
declare:

and I reside at |

2.1 am a utility customer of Portland General Electric
a. )smartmeters were installed 2010
b. )since installed i am having an incredibly hard time breathing 
sleeping and with my brain function
c. )i have gained over 200 lbs in 2yrs and am now disabled
d. )i have to breath with a C-PAP machine now and i cant walk 
more then 20 ft without stopping to catch my breath
e. )january 4,2010,my father passed away abrubtly.i believe from theses meters.i miss him alot
d. )i cannot tolerate much more.please stop this deadly program
e. )i cant remember much more,my memory and thinking processes 
are now nonfunctional
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and
correct. I have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this - .
declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon to
testify in a court of law.

V>fftAc* //mo 11 rrr\r\rr1 o r>r\vn /tv»oi1 /V\+tv»1 /r*^tv»r>r»c#a/of afir* -filoo/KI murVo Vift-vnl AI^naM
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I use ofim declaration regarding
pei^onanTealtl^tTect^roiTnmarnTTeters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or 
Stop Smart Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the 
Maine Public Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket 
No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the 
understanding that my declaration will become part of the public record in that 
proceeding.

Signed this ^ / st day of January, 2013 by:

Street Address_JHHIHHHHH

City/State/Zip

Telephone

1 hi 4'i

1
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DECLARATION

I, personal knowledge of all facts set forth
in this Declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon to testify in a court 
of law, I hereby declare:

and I reside at

2.1 am a utility customer of PG&E.

3. In October, 2009,1 suffered a severe electrical shock to my head while using a 
cell phone plugged into an electrical wall socket in my home. Since then, I’ve suffered 
from chronic nerve pain, headache, heart palpitations, insomnia and other symptoms 
when in proximity to wireless devices, including wireless Smart Meters, fluorescent 
lighting, and many electrical appliances.

4. In January, 2010,1 contacted PG&E through its website requesting an opt-out 
from the Smart Meter program due to health reasons. My request was rejected.

5. On or about March 20, 2010,1 filed Complaint No. 28145 with PG&E and was 
put on the “Last to Install List” due to health reasons.

6. In and around August 31, 2010, PG&E’s subcontractor Wellington Energy 
installed electric and gas Smart Meters throughout my neighborhood in Santa Rosa. I 
refused installation.

7. Since deployment of Smart Meters in my neighborhood in late August, 2010, 
my symptoms of electrosensitivity have worsened, and I have lost the use of portions of 
my home and property because I must avoid proximity to neighborhood wireless Smart 
Meters.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I have 
personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this Declaration and am competent to testify 
thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law.

This Declaration was executed this 7th day of April, 2012, at Santa Rosa, 
California.
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

authorize use of my declaration regarding personal 
health effects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Small 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

c jit-
Signed this | Lj day of January, 2013 by:

Name

Street Address 

City/State/Zip

Telephone

Email
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Declaration of |___________

have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am 

competent to testify thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law. I hereby declare:

1. My name is ^^^^^^^^^|and I reside at |

2. Jama utility customer of SDG&E.

1. I moved into the above-named address April 2011 to care for my 91 year old husband with 

Parkinson's, my 88 year old mother, and my 91 year old father.

2. Shortly after moving in, we noticed a rapid decline in our health. I would come home from 

work, and my husband, who is confined to one room, one chair, would beg me to get him out of 

the room, that he kept getting buzzing and shocks.

3. We both noticed we couldn't sleep. Night after night we lay awake most of the night.

4. I had previous health issues (MS), but they were all completely under control. Yet suddenly, all 

hell broke loose. I was suffering depression, irritability, inability to sleep and more. My husband 

complained night and day of the same things.

5. Then sometime during the month of May our son came to remove some blinds on the windows. 

He offered to unstick the windows which had been stuck closed for years. When he did he 

poked his head out and declared, "Oh! There's your electric meter".

6. It was like a huge lightbulb had been lit. We were sleeping right under a "smart meter", which 

we'd heard about, but had no idea was there. Our bodies were literally inches from the meter.

7. Shortly thereafter we hired someone to change it back to an analog, and peace was restored. All 

the irritability, the depression, the inability to sleep, shocks, buzzing - gone.

8. Recently the electric company has come and put "their" analog on (after asking if they could - 

but I was at work, and my 88 year old mother didn't know what to do). We're skeptical. We're 

pray they didn't figure out a way to make a smart meter merely look like an analog.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I have personal knowledge of 

all facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon to testify in a 

court of law.
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Re: Maine Public Utilities Commission https://webmail.lycos.conv,wm2/driver?nim]et=getemail&action=print&fid=,INBOX&mid=;)2.,.

Maine Public Utirtf\jiV^?5mfSsion 
fRoi|: Joshua Hart<joshuahart(®/baymoon.com> 

date: The. Jan 29 2013 at 8:09 PM

Print

If you could print out the below text, fill it out, sign it, scan it, and send it back to me by e-mail that would be great. If you could do this asap, 
we'll get it included in our packet.

Thanks HI 1 will get in touch with someone who can come interview you.

Josh

Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

I authorize use of my declaration regarding persona) health effects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., representing 
the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this *=2? day of January, 2013 by:

City/State/Zip J 

Telephone_

1 of 2 1/29/2013 8:10 PM
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I’m not quite sure of the date but I’m sure Edison knows when a utility worker from the 
Corix company came to my house to change my old analog electric meter over to the new 
smart meter. At the time 1 knew nothing about smart meters and had never even heard of 
them. So I agreed and the utility worker quickly installed the new meter and left. The new 
meter that was put in was located on the inside back porch of the house and at the time I 
had an old electrical system that still used the old glass fuses.

It was not long after that when I started to notice that I had developed a constant ringing 
in my ears and was always fatigued along with heart palpitations but I couldn’t figure out 
why 1 might be having these issues. I went and had my hearing tested and was diagnosed 
with tinnitus.

Around the first part of April of 2012 1 decided to have the electrical system of the house 
upgraded. Southern California Edison came by and did a meter drop and wanted the new 
meter placed on that alley side of the house so that the wires from the utility line would 
not cross over any structures. The upgrade took a couple of weeks to complete. The new 
meter panel along with the smart meter now sat right outside of one the bedrooms which I 
use has a music studio where I spend most of my time which is usually from early 
morning to late in the evening. The way my computer desk was set up put me directly in 
front of the smart meter which was about 4 feet away from where I would sit most of the 
time.

After about a month of sitting in front of the smart meter on around 05/2012 1 noticed on 
the right side of my neck what iooked like a burn which later had my skin looking like it 
had been cooked. The burn was about 2 inches long by about a half inch wide. Shortly 
after that I reported it to my doctor at the ^JlVIedical Center and was given 
Triamcinolone Acetonide Cream to apply. It took close to maybe a month before the 
burn cleared up but then I started noticing that I was having a problem swallowing pills.
I have an herbal medication that 1 take that sort of has a gel cap coating to it that would 
pop right back up after swallowing it. I also noticed that sometimes I would spit up small 
amounts of blood if I would try to clear my throat to aggressively. I went back to my 
doctor at^^^Hwith these complaints and he set me up for a barium swallow test.

By this time 1 was starting to feel like the smart meter had something to do with the way I 
was feeling. After several complaints to Edison to remove the meter 1 was getting quite 
desperate and feeling quite ill. The last night before they removed it I could not even 
sleep in my bedroom which was on the same side of the house as the smart meter 
approximately 15 feet or so from my bed. 1 ended up sleeping on the floor that night in 
the living room. The next day an Edison utility worked came out and removed the smart 
meter.
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I had been reading and learning about the difference between smart meters and analog 
meters so when the Edison utility worker showed up I knew that I did not want anything 
to do with smart meters or any Trojan horse replacement meters made up to look like 
analog meters. I asked the Edison installer several times if this was a true analog 
replacement meter that was not set up for transmitting or collecting information and his 
exact words were “well it might send out a ping”. I told him if that’s the case then it’s not 
a true analog meter like the original meter I had before Corix installed the smart meter.
At any rate he installed the replacement meter which was made up to look like an analog 
meter and left.

After he left I went on line and did a Google search for the meter the Edison worker had 
installed and found that it indeed had transmitting and data collecting abilities. Upon 
discovering that I was really pissed off that Edison would try to be so deceitful. I went on 
line and found a place where I could buy my own legal analog meter and purchased one. I 
gave Edison fair notice and asked them to come out and remove it or I would replace it 
with the one I purchased. In addition I also purchased a Electrosmog meter so that I could 
measure the EMF’s coming off all my devices.

A few days after I sent Edison the letter asking them to remove the Trojan meter which 
goes by the name of “Landis Gyr + MX Family” at around 9:30 in the evening my ears 
began ringing really loud. Something told me to check the new Edison meter with my 
Electrosmog meter and I saw that it was registering for about 20 minutes that the Edison 
meter was transmitting a signal. The next day I removed the Landis Gyr meter and sent it 
back to Edison and had an electrician install my replacement meter.

After that Edison became very hostile and began to threaten that they would turn off my 
power. They sent out one of their Revenue Protection agents a Mr. Anthony Medina 
who claimed I was stealing electricity because I did not have one of their meters on my 
house. The new analog meter which I had installed could be easily read and had been 
calibrated by the factory but I was told it was not expectable as far as Edison was 
concerned. Mr. Medina wanted to reinstall the same meter that I had sent back to Edison 
and I told him that I didn’t want it. He said that he could get an analog meter that would 
be a non-transmitting meter but that he would have to drive all the way back to his office 
in Fullerton to get it. He was back in about 30 minutes with the same meter claiming it 
was different then the first one. I knew he was lying because there is no way he could 
drive from my house to Fullerton and back in 30 minutes.

Edison left me alone for a few weeks and then I got two more threatening phone calls 
from a woman at Edison threatening now to turn off my power immediately and also a 
fine for $250 for tampering with Edison equipment. Shortly after that Mr. Medina came 
back out and reinstalled the same Landis Gyr + MX meter on my house that I had 
returned to them. The $250 fine shortly followed which I paid. I was just tired of 
fighting with them.
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I also wanted to mention that I also wrote a letter complaining to the California Public 
Utilities Commission about the Trojan meter the Landis Gyr+ MX meter that Edison was 
forcing me to take and I got a reply back from Ana Montes telling me that Edison was not 
in the wrong and that the meter was perfectly expectable as far as the CPUC was 
concerned.

Fast forward to about the first of November 2012 I went back to the doctor because I was 
having real bad heart burn for a couple of weeks and I thought that it might be because of 
a hernia that I had so my doctor set me up to see about having a hernia repair done. 
Before the hernia repair I decided to finally go and get the Barium Swallow done that he 
wanted and I mentioned to him my suspicions and why I did not want to do the Barium 
Swallow was because I did not want to get bombarded with more X rays because of my 
suspicions about the smart meter. He told me that he had discussed it with some of his 
colleagues and that they saw no connection.

So now comes the day of my hernia operation and they roll me into the operating room to 
do the surgery. When I wake up I don’t feel any pain or scars and a minute or so later a 
recovery room nurse comes over and tells me that my surgery was cancelled because they 
couldn’t get a air tube down my throat on the operating table because of a mass in my 
throat. That was on 11/16/12. Anyway, when I get home later that evening I was 
drinking a cup of tea when all of a sudden I spit up what looked like a piece of raw 
hamburger with blood in it about the size of quarter. Since it was on a Friday and late in 
the evening the only thing I could think of was to quickly put the specimen in a small 
glass jar and freeze it.

On Tuesday, November 20th I went to H^HMedical Center in the
ENT department to see a Dr.^Hwhere I dropped off the specimen. When I came back 
for a follow-up visit on 12/12/12 that was when I got the diagnosis that the specimen was 
cancerous. So the cancer that I have is at the bottom right side of the back of my tongue 
the same side as the bum on my neck and has to be treated with radiation and chemo 
because I was told that it’s too much of a high risk for complications to do surgery on.
I have never been a smoker or a drinker. Not a big cell phone or cordless phone user 
either. I have always been pretty health conscious and about seven or eight months ago 
switched to more of a vegan type diet.

Sincerely,
01/28/2013
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Pax: 714-870-3153 
nmhony.niedina@see.coni
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Smart Meter on porch
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

authorize use of my declaration regarding personal 
health effects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this *21? day of January, 2013 by:

Telephone,

Email
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Smart Meter Help!
P.O. Box 30
Davenport, CA 95017-0030

April 5,2012

4-^ W1 LvtCl.j' y i Nv/V &=b\JU. X llUlovl u X vLUliL Ui vXLX v/XLlv X XIClLviy XlvXJ.U.Xiv

had began in October 2011, and got progressively worse before my trip, 
during my trip, and came back with a vengeance upon my return home «

Declaration of I _________
I, have personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this

declaration and am competent to testify thereto if called upon to testify in a court of 
law. I hereby declare:____________
1. My name and I reside at |
2. I am a utility customer of Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E)
3. Without my knowledge or consent, "smart" meters were installed in my home.
4. On the evening of Friday, Nov 18, 2011,1 returned from a 10-day trip out of town to
a smart-meter free location, and immediately heard an incessant ringing in my ears. By 
Sunday, Nov 20th, I noted a return of chronic upper respiratory hemmorhaging that 
’ " ----- - - - - cleared up

along with
difficulty sleeping, blurred vision, trouble concentrating, and headaches. There was no 
other change in my life other than installation of smart meters. The pulsating high- 
pitched ringing in my ears never stopped, but instead got louder and more intense 
whenever I open my mouth to talk, eat, or yawn.
5. By Jan 16, 20121 contacted PG&E by phone and letter stating I need smart meters 
removed from my home, but received no clear reply—until the day of the CPUC ruling, 
Feb 1, 2012 when PG&E officially invited opt-out requests, which I made that same day.
6. The week of Jan 21st, 2012, while sick with strep throat, I became keenly aware of 
numerous debilitating symptoms far beyond strep, so when I made a complete 
recovery from strep throat, I was far from well. My symptoms included: chronic upper 
respiratory hemmorhaging, constant ringing in my ears, blurred vision, heart 
palpitations, and body-wide random muscle spasms whenever I was home. The non
stop ringing in my ears precipitated intense headaches with accompanying nausea and 
feelings of depression. Before smart meters were installed in my home I had one 
headache a year at most. These smart meter induced headaches were of such 
debilitating nature I was unable to think clearly nor go about business as usual daily 
activities, including feeling well enough to eat, bathe, or get dressed.
7. On February 8th, 2012, Rodney, a PG&E representative, replaced the smart meters 
with analog meters. While I still hear some ringing in my ears (likley from neighbors' 
smart meters), my headaches, blurred vision, nausea, heart palpitations, muscle spasms 
and upper respiratory hemmorhaging stopped since smart meters were replaced.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I have 
personal knowledge of all facts set forth in this declaration and am competent to testify 
thereto if called upon to testify in a court of law.

This declaration was executed this 5th day of April, 2012, at Berkeley, California.

cc: Alameda Cty Public Health Dpt, 1000 Broadway Suite 500, Oakland, CA 94607-4033
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Smart Meter Health Effects Authorization

,, authorize use of my declaration regarding personal 
health effects from smart meters previously submitted to Smart Meter Help! or Stop Smart 
Meters!, to be used in the current smart meter safety investigation before the Maine Public 
Utilities Commission in the matter of Ed Friedman, et al- MPUC Docket No. 2011-00262.

I further authorize Josh Hart of Stop Smart Meters! to attach my declaration to his 
testimony in the MPUC proceeding to be submitted by Bruce McGlauflin, Esq., 
representing the complainants, Ed Friedman, et al, in that case, with the understanding 
that my declaration will become part of the public record in that proceeding.

Signed this A.A day of January, 2013 by:
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April 4, 2012

DECLARATION OF RITA FIELD '

I, RITA FIELD DECLARE THAT IN OCTOBER OF 2012,1 BEGAN EXPERIENCING A CONSTANT, 
UNNERVING, GAINFUL, BUZZING IN MY EARS. I, now have Insomnia, headaches, and 
Involuntary eye twitching.

I had none of these health problems, before the installation of smart meters. I have done 
research on Smart Meters, and found that I am not alone. People all over the United States, 
Canada, and other countries are also experiencing, the same health problems.

I have written the FCC, and told them that the Radio Frequency, is too strong, and that I should 
not hear the buzzing sound. They send me back information about, how they comply by a 
standard. ' : ■

I am electro sensitive, as are many people. What ever the FCC standard is, does not comply with 
the electro sensitive. I believe that in order for it to be safe, it should not be heard. It should not 
cause headaches, involuntary eye twitching, or insomnia, but It does, so therefore, it is not safe.

So strong is the Radio Frequency, that, I had such strong pain in my chest, that I have been to 
the Emergency Room twice.

APS, the electric company, in Prescott, Arizona, where I reside, is a benefactor to the Yavapai

The Yavapai Community Health .Department, knows about the problem, but they cannot do
anything about It,, they tell'me. ' " ' '

Our good mayor, Marlin Kuykendall, was instrumental, in the removal of 88 Smart Meters from 
Canyon Run Senior Village, where I reside. . • .

It is the mission of APS, to install Smart Meters, on every building. This grid system, is harmful,
and dangerous. . . ' : : . ; . .

I should be asleep right now. It is 3:30 am. Instead I am awake with buzzing in my ears. These 
smart meters are torture devices. My ears are sore. I have been to my Doctor. He does not know 
what to do for me. * . .

I have been in contact with the Arizona Corporation Commission, and the Public Utilities 
Commission. . .

Tam .suffering because of Rqdio.,Frpq|uency.

"Rita-Field ’
701 ■ White: Spar Rd,; Apt 103. Prescott, Arizona 86303-4685 field Rita@hotmail.com

' ’ " ■ • •" ■ ; . ■ ' ■ . w ’ ' ' • ' ; ’v - : ■ 

_ ■
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AGN. NO.______

MOTION BY SUPERVISORS ZEV YAROSLAVSKY AND
MICHAEL D. ANTONOVICH June 2, 2009

There is an ongoing debate within the scientific community and among governing 

bodies throughout the world regarding how thoroughly the long-term health effects of 

low-frequency electromagnetic and radio-frequency emissions are understood. In
.   I II I I I       ^^' -  ~

particular, questions have been raised regarding how well the existing regulations 

established by the Federal Communications Commission protect more vulnerable 

populations such as school-aged children, and how well they protect against the 

cumulative effect of radio-frequency emissions on people who live or work in close 

proximity to multiple cellular facilities.

Unfortunately, Section 704 of the Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 

prevents local governments, including the County of Los Angeles, from opposing the 

placement of personal wireless service facilities on the basis of the environmental or 

health effects of radio-frequency emissions to the extent that the proposed facilities 

comply with the Federal Communications Commission regulations concerning such 

emissions. In addition, the California Public Utilities Code unfairly limits the authority of 

local governments to regulate wireless facilities in public rights of way.

As long as questions exist as to the adequacy of these federal regulations, local
f
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governments should have the ability to include a consideration of the health and 

environmental effects of these facilities when deciding whether or not to approve the 

construction or modification of a cellular communications facility. The County should 

also have expanded discretion to decide how, when and where cellular facilities should 

be sited within the road right of way due to the unique aesthetic and safety issues that 

these facilities raise.

WE, THEREFORE, MOVE that the Board of Supervisors instruct the County's 

legislative advocates to actively seek and support federal legislation to repeal limitations 

on state and local authority imposed by the Telecommunications Act of 1996 that 

infringe upon the authority of local governments to regulate the placement, construction, 

and modification of telecommunications towers and other personal wireless services 

facilities on the basis of the health and environmental effects of these facilities, and to 

submit comments on the National Broadband Policy in furtherance of these policy goals 

prior to the June 8, 2009 comment deadline.

WE FURTHER MOVE that the Board of Supervisors instruct the County’s 

legislative advocates to actively seek and support state legislation that would give local 

governments greater flexibility to regulate the placement of cellular facilities within the 

road right of way given the unique aesthetic and safety issues that these facilities raise.
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